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Abstract 
This thesis combines a fairly general overview of domain theory with a detailed examination 
of recent work which establishes a connection between domain theory and logic. To start 
with, the theory of domains is developed with such issues as 
• the semantics of recursion and iteration, 
• the solution of recursive domain equations, and 
• non-determinism 
in mind. In this way, a reasonably comprehensive account of domains, as ordered sets, 
is given. The topological dimension of domain theory is then revealed, and the logical 
insights gained by regarding domains as topological spaces are emphasised. These logical 
insights are further reinforced by an examination of pointless topology and Stone duality. 
A few of the more prominent categories of domains are surveyed, and Stone-type dualities 
for the objects of some of these categories are presented. The above dualities are then 
applied to the task of presenting domains as logical theories. Two types of logical theory 
are considered, namely 
• axiomatic systems, and 
• Gentzen-style deductive systems. 
The way in which these theories describe domains is by capturing the relationships between 
the open subsets of domains. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Denotational Semantics and Domain Theory 
With the ever-increasing sophistica~ion of computer programming languages, and with 
the increasing complexity and sensitivity of applications for computers, a strong need has 
arisen for a formal approach to the computer programming enterprise. In particular, a lot 
of work has been done in the quest for formal methodologies which facilitate 
• specifying the tasks to be performed by computers, and 
• verifying that already-written programs satisfy their specifications. 
The need to specify formally the tasks to be done by computer programs has led, among 
other things, to the development of formal specification languages. On the other hand, 
the objective of formally verifying the correctness of programs has entailed a study of the 
. meaning, or semantics, of computer programs. One of the most prominent approaches in 
this respect, called denotational semantics 1 , was pioneered by Strachey in the 1960's. 
The denotational approach to program semantics sees the various syntactic construc-
tions of any given programming language mapped by a valuation function to the elements 
of sets, called semantic domains - the image, under the valuation function, of an item 
of syntax is called the denotation of this piece of syntax. Firstly, the most primitive syn-
tactic structures in the language are mapped to the elements of a number of primitive 
domains (like the set of natural numbers, or the set of Boolean truth values {true, false}, 
for example). The next step sees the definition of a number of operators which act on 
the elements of the primitive semantic domains (addition and multiplication on the set of 
natural numbers are examples of such operators). These operators are often functions from 
the primitive domains to more complex domains - the complex domains are constructed 
by operators, called domain constructors (a typical example of a domain constructor is the 
Cartesian product constructor, which sends any two domains to their Cartesian product), 
which operate on domains themselves. What then follows is an iterative process in which 
1See [Sch86, SS71, Sto77, Str66, Str67, Mos90], for example. 
5 
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the denotations of complex syntactic structures are determined by the denotations of their 
simpler constituents, by employing the operators acting on domain elements. At the very 
top level, programs themselves are denoted by functions (often over a domain of machine 
states) which map inputs to outputs. 
Unfortunately, sets, when considered as semantic domains, don't stand up to the rigours 
of denotational semantics. In particular, for a category2 of domains to be applicable to 
denotational semantics, it has to satisfy two conditions: 
• its objects must admit fixed points for certain functions defined over them, so that 
the semantics of recursion and iteration can be captured denotationally, and 
• recursive domain equations involving the domain constructors must be solvable within 
the category. 
As ~ category of domains, the category of sets fails on both of the above counts. The need 
for suitable domains for denotational semantics was met by Scott in the early · 1970's3 . 
Scott's principal insight was that, instead of containing the objects of computation them-
selves, domains should only contain information about the objects of computation. A 
·partial ordering, which reflects information increase, can then be imposed upon domains. 
Consequently, Scott proposed that domains should be complete lattices. These structures, 
together with the functions between them which are continuous4 with respect to lattice 
orderings, satisfy the two conditions itemised above to a large extent. 
Lattices introduced different problems to those encountered with sets, however - the 
top elements of lattices make the definition of operators on domain elements difficult, 
for example. In order to retain the many positive characteristics of complete lattices, and, 
simultaneously, to remedy their short-comings, Plotkin, in (Plo78], urged the use of directed-
complete partially ordered sets (or dcpo 's) within denotational semantics. But, dcpo's, in 
general, aren't sophisticated enough for applications within denotational semantics, and, 
consequently, algebraic dcpo 's very soon became the established framework within which 
denotational meanings were attributed to computer programs. Unfortunately, however, the 
category of algebraic dcpo's suffers from the rather severe malady of not being Cartesian-
closed. This fact led to the category of Scott domains 5 , which is a sub-category of the 
category of algebraic dcpo's, being applied to the task of determining the semantics of 
computer programs for a long time. The principal advantages of Scott domains are their 
structural simplicity, and the large number of domain constructors supported by them. 
The mid-1970's witnessed the rise to prominence of non-determinism as a property of 
computer programs. Within the denotational semantics community, this was catered for by 
the advent of powerdomains. First Plotkin introduced the Plotkin powerdomain in [Plo76], 
2See [ML71], for example. 
3 See [Sco70, Sco71, Sco72b], for example. 
4 As mentioned already, computations are denoted by functions between domains. It is Scott's thesis 
that these functions should be continuous. 
5 Also known as consistently complete algebraic dcpo 's and bounded complete algebraic dcpo 's. Scott 
domains are the structures presented in [Sco82), for example. 
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and later, the Smyth and the Hoare powerdomains were presented by Smyth in [Smy78]. 
The category of Scott domains admits both the Smyth and the Hoare powerdomain con-
structions, but it isn't closed under the construction of Plotkin powerdomains. This led 
Plotkin, in [Plo76], to develop SFP-objects. These are w-algebraic dcpo 's which form the 
objects of a category which is closed under all of the important domain constructions, 
including the Plotkin powerdomain construction. 
Not only do Plotkin's SFP objects form a category of domains which is closed under all 
of the prominent domain constructions, but they form the largest such category. This was 
initially conjectured by Plotkin, and later confirmed by Smyth in [Smy83b]. In particular, 
Smyth demonstrated that Plotkin's category of SFP-objects is the largest Cartesian-closed 
full sub-category of the category of w-algebraic dcpo's. The study of the closedness prop-
erties of categories of domains has been taken a lot further in recent times by J ung6 • 
Particularly noteworthy here is Jung's extension of Smyth's original result in [Smy83b] to 
the case of algebraic dcpo's in general - Jung has demonstrated that there are, in fact, 
two maximal Cartesian-closed full sub-categories of the category of algebraic dcpo's. One 
of these categories has, as objects, the generalised versions of SFP-objects7 . The other 
category which features in Jung's result contains objects which were discovered indepen-
dently by Jung in [Jun88a], and by Coquand in [Coq88] - these are the so-called algebraic 
L-domains. 
1.2 The Topology of Domains and Stone Duality 
Apart from their order-theoretic descriptions, domains also display a topological dimension. 
As it turns out, there are a number of topologies which can be generated from the order 
relations of domains8 , the most prominent of these being the Scott topology. It was Smyth 's 
seminal paper [Smy83a] which first alerted the computer science community to the direct 
applicability of topology to computer science. Using the Scott topology on domains, Smyth 
established a strong link between predicate transformers9 and continuous functions over 
domains, and he also provided topological versions of the powerdomain constructions. 
One of the most attractive features of the Scott topology of a domain is the fact that the 
original structure of the domain can be retrieved with the assistance of an order relation, 
called the specialisation ordering. This, in effect, means that domains may be considered 
either as ordered sets, or as topological spaces, with complete impunity. The freedom 
to regard domains as topological spaces, together with the fact that the Scott topology 
associated with any domain is sober10 , placed domain theory within the ambit of point-
6See [Jun88a, Jun88b, Jun90], for example. 
7Generalised in the sense that they need only be algebraic dcpo's, and not necessarily w-algebraic 
dcpo's. 
8 See [Joh82, Mel89] for a detailed study of the topologies associated with ordered spaces. 
9 See [Dij76], for example. 
10The sobriety of a topological space essentially means that its points are redundant, since they can be 
generated from the open subsets of the space. 
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less topology1 1 , and ultimately established a link between domain theory and denotational 
semantics, on the one hand, and logic and axiomatic semantics12 , on the other hand. 
Pointless topology is the study of topology from a purely algebraic perspective. Its gen-
esis is Stone's famous representation theorem for Boolean algebras, presented in [Sto36]. 
This result demonstrated the existence of a duality between the category of Boolean alge-
bras, and a category of topological spaces, referred to now as Stone spaces. Stone's work 
was the inspiration for a number of Stone-type representation theorems which establish 
dualities between various categories of lattices and categories of topological spaces. The 
most fundamental of these dualities is the one which exists between the category of sober 
topological spaces, and the category of spatial frames 13• Since domains are sober spaces, 
they fall within the scope of the above-mentioned duality. 
1.3 Logic and Domains 
The prospect of linking domain theory and logic has been a very tantalising one ever since 
Smyth's paper [Smy83a}. That paper sowed the seed for work on the development of a 
logical approach to domain theory, in the sense that it offered a logical interpretation of 
the topologies of domains - the open subsets of a domain were interpreted by Smyth as 
properties of the points contained by them. Smyth's logical interpretation of the topology 
of a domain is what lies at the heart of the logic of domains. 
The programme to present domains as logical theories has, to a large extent, been 
motivated by its potential for unifying denotational semantics and axiomatic semantics. 
This programme displays two main approaches, the most conspicuous of which includes 
the work of such people as A bramsky, Robinson, Vickers and Zhang14 . The basic technique 
employed here is to present domains as axiomatic theories, the Lindenbaum algebras of 
which are the Stone duals of these domains, under the duality between sober topological 
spaces and spatial frames. Consequently, this approach employs pointless topology in a 
very direct way, by using Stone duality to axiomatise the relationships between the open 
subsets of domains. 
The second style of logical presentation of domains is based upon the information 
systems first introduced by Scott in [Sco82]. As is the case with the axiomatic systems 
described above, information systems axiomatise the behaviour of the open subsets of the 
domains they present. There are a numb~r of differences between information systems and 
the logical systems developed by Abramsky, for example. The most obvious of these is 
derived from the fact that information systems are Gentzen-style sequent systems, where 
11Johnstone's book [Joh82] is widely regarded as the definitive guide to this field. Those seeking a 
gentle introduction to pointless topology, including much of the history of the subject, may consider 
reading [Joh83]. 
12See [Dij76, Hoa69], for example. . 
13 A frame is a complete lattice which exhibits the property that arbitrary joins distribute over finite 
meets. The most accessible example of a frame is the topology associated with any topological space -
the order relation is subset inclusion, joins are unions, and meets are the interiors of intersections. 
14See (Abr87a, Abr87b, Abr88, Rob86, Rob87, Vic89, Zha89c, Zha91], for example. 
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multiple conclusions are deduced from multiple premises. Scott's original information 
systems were designed to provide logical descriptions of Scott domains, but his deductive 
systems have subsequently been generalised in order to present the objects of a number of 
other categories of domains 15 • 
1.4 Thesis Overview 
The remainder of this thesis consists of five chapters. Chapter 2 provides a basic intro-
duction to domains as partially ordered sets. In the beginning, motivated by the need to 
determine the semantics of iterative and recursive programs, it introduces complete lat-
tices and directed-continuous functions between these structures as a framework within 
which to do denotational semantics. The top elements of lattices are problematic, how-
ever, and this causes Chapter 2 to consider dcpo's as an alternative to complete lattices 
for applications within denotational semantics. Again, dcpo's admit fixed-points of all 
directed-continuous functions defined on them, meaning that dcpo's, together with the 
directed-continuous functions between them, are adequate for the semantic treatment of 
recursion and iteration. Chapter 2 also presents some of the domain constructors that are 
supported by the category of dcpo's and directed-continuous functions, as well as outlining 
a category-theoretic method for solving recursive domain equations involving these domain 
constructors. The computational utility of having domains contain elements with finite in-
formation content is used to substantiate the introduction of algebraicity, and, finally, 
Chapter 2 briefly examines non-determinism as the context for introducing powerdomains. 
Chapter 3 considers domains from a topological perspective. This chapter begins by 
employing an intuitive argument for the utility of topological ideas within domain theory. 
A number of guidelines are set for the topologies associated with domains, and some time 
is spent in Chapter 3 searching for the topology which meets these requirements .. This 
turns out to be the Scott topology. Finally, some of the basic theory of pointless topology 
is presented to end Chapter 3. 
Chapter 4 examines a number of the most prominent categories of domains. The 
ultimate objective of this chapter is to refine the Stone-type duality theorem for sober 
topological spaces, in order to derive similar dualities for the categories of coherent algebraic 
dcpo 's, bifinite domains, and Scott domains. 
Using the Stone-type dualities developed in Chapter 4, Chapter 5 presents coherent 
algebraic dcpo's, bifinite domains, and Scott domains as axiomatic theories. A general 
methodology for treating domain constructions logically is also introduced, and, as a case 
study, logical versions of the Cartesian product construction and the Smyth powerdomain 
construction are provided. 
Chapter 6 deals with information systems. This chapter begins by examining the purely 
logical properties of these deductive systems. Later, it is demonstrated that the information 
systems introduced at the start of Chapter 6 provide logical descriptions of algebraic dcpo's 
in general. It is also revealed that these information systems offer a universal framework 
15See (DG90, Zha89c, Zha89a, Zha89b, Zha91, Zha92], for example. 
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within which the objects of a variety of categories of domains can be presented logically, 
by simply adding on extra axioms to the original information systems. This is the strategy 
followed in developing information systems for coherent algebraic dcpo's, bifinite domains, 
and Scott domains. 
------ -....~ --- ·-----------
Chapter 2 
Domain Theory - Order-Theoretic 
Aspects 
2. 1 Recursion, Iteration and Complete Lattices 
Plotkin makes the following remark in [Plo81, Chapter 1]: 
It is possible to carry out a great deal of denotational semantics without invok-
ing any mathematical apparatus other than sets, simple constructions on them 
and ordinary functions over them. 
Unfortunately, these tools prove insufficient when the semantics of recursion and iteration 
are attempted . 
The content of the above statement can be illustrated by considering the toy program-
ming language set out in [SS71]. (A detailed t reatment of the same language can be found 
in [Sto77, Chapter 9]) . It is demonstrated that the denotation of a 'while'-loop in this 
language must be a fixed point 1 of some funct ional of the form 
F: (S- S) - (S- S). 
Now, if Sis a set and S- S simply consists of all the total functions from S to S, then 
F doesn't always have a fixed point that can sensibly be interpreted as the meaning of 
the given 'while'-loop. It is clear that, in order to solve this problem, a more sophisticated 
mathematical foundat ion for doing denotat ional semantics than that offered by sets and 
functions between sets is required. 
One possibility, as observed in [SS71], is that partial functions could be allowed into the 
function space S - S. This would entai l the existence of functions inS - S which, for 
certain arguments in S, are undefined . It is well known that with this modification of the 
function space, there is always a partial function f E S - S which satisfies the equation 
F(J) =f. (2.1) 
1Given a set X , a fixed point of a function f : X--+ X is an element x EX such that f(x) = x . 
11 
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Moreover, this fixed point of F is also a least fixed point, in the sense that its graph is 
contained in that of any other solution of Equation (2.1 ). 
The undefinedness of partial functions, however, makes them uncomfortable to work 
with - for this reason the current section is devoted to an alternative methodology for 
locating computationally meaningful fixed points of functions. In [Sco72b], Scott explains 
how, in order to arrive at a theory of meaning for the A-calculus2, he turned to an idea of 
finite approximation. This same idea he then applied to denotational semantics in order 
to determine the denotations of recursive and iterative structures. Just as a circle may 
be regarded as the limit of a sequence of polygons, so Scott realised that something like a 
'while'-loop could be given meaning by regarding it as the limit of finite approximations. 
Scott's innovation in his approach to a mathematical foundation for denotational se-
mantics was to progress from the uncomplicated world of sets to so-called semantic domains 
(which we shall simply refer to as domains from now on). These objects are sets furnished 
with an approximation relation, namely a partial ordering. 
Definition 2 .1.1 A partial order on a set P is a relation !;;;; ~ P x P which satisfies 
• (reflexivity) P1 P1, 
• (transitivity) (p1 P2 and P2 !;;;; p3) => (p1 p3), and 
• (anti-symmetry) (Pi !;;;; P2 and P2 !;;;; P1) => (p1 = P2), 
for all P1, P2, p3 
{or poset). 
P. This set, with its order relation, is then called a partially ordered set 
0 
2The historical connection between Scott's work on the A-calculus, and Strachey's denotational seman-
tics enterprise is very interesting. In [Mos90], Mosses details the events which established this connection: 
The development of denotational semantics began with the paper "Towards a formal seman-
tics" [Str66J .... 
Strachey's paper "Fundamental concepts of programming languages" [Str67] provides much 
of the conceptual analysis of programming languages that underlies their denotational· se-
mantics. 
The main theoretical problem with Strachey's early work was that, formally, denotations were 
specified using the type-free lambda calculus, for which there was no known model. In fact, 
Strachey was merely using A-abstractions as a convenient way of expressing functions, rather 
than as a formal calculus. However, the fixed point combinator Y was needed (for obtaining 
a compositional semantics for iterative constructs, for instance). Because Y involves self-
application, it was considered to be "paradoxical": it could be interpreted operationally, but 
it could not be regarded as expressing a function. By 1969, Dana Scott had become interested 
in Strachey's ideas. In an exciting collaboration with Strachey, Scott first convinced Strachey 
to give up the type-free lambda calculus; then he discovered that it did have a model, after 
all. Soon after that, Scott established the theory of semantic domains, providing adequate 
foundations for the semantic descriptions that Strachey had been writing. 
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We indicate that a set Pis a partially ordered set, with partial order~' by writing it as 
( P, ~). Usually, however, we simply refer to the partially ordered set P, without explicitly 
mentioning the order relation. For P1,p2 E P, with p1 ~ p2 , we say that p1 lies below p2 , 
or that P2 dominates p1 . A partially ordered set can be described very conveniently using 
a Hasse diagram. This is a graph - its nodes represent elements, while its edges define 
the ordering. For instance, the following could be a segment of the Hasse diagram for the 




For a domain (D, ~)with d1 , d2 ED, Scott explains how we should interpret the order 
relation in [Sco72b]: 
The relationship d1 ~ d2 can intuitively be read as: d1 approximates d2 . We 
think of d1 as worse and d2 as better, but we do not say how close d1 is to d2 • 
You may think of these objects as "containing" information - not complete 
information, only partial information. Thus d1 ~ d2 means roughly that the 
information contained in d2 includes that of d1 : that is why d2 is better. 
Considering domain elements to be 'packets' of information, as suggested above, presents 
an intriguing perspective on the domain order. Throughout this thesis I will appeal to 
information-theoretic ideas in order to justify and explain various aspects of domains. 
Once partially ordered sets had been settled upon as the framework for doing denota-
tional semantics, it remained only for Scott to refine these structures so that fixed point 
equations such as Equation (2.1) could be solved. As mentioned before, 'Scott wished to 
establish a theory in which iterative and recursive constructs were denoted by limits of 
approximations containing only finite information. For this reason, arbitrary partially or-
dered sets weren't sufficient - for his domains, Scott sought partially ordered sets in which 
limits could be taken. Thus, in his early publications outlining the theory of domains3 , 
these objects were defined to be complete lattices. 
Definition 2.1.2 A partially ordered set ( L, ~) is called a lattice if and only if every finite 
subset of L has a greatest lower bound and a least upper bound. 0 
If ( L, ~) is a lattice, then there must be elements -1, T E L, corresponding to the least 
upper bound and the greatest lower bound, respectively, of the empty set. These elements 
then satisfy 
• _l ~ l, and 
3 See [Sco70, Sco71, Sco72b, SS71], for example. 
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• l ~ T, 
for all ! E L. In terms of our intuitive idea that domain elements have information content, 
we think of J_ (called the bottom element of the lattice) as containing no information, or 
being undefined. The element T (called the top element of the lattice), on the other hand, 
contains so much information that we interpret it as being inconsistent, or overdefined. 
We write 11 U12 for the least upper bound of two elements 11 , 12 E L of the above lattice, 
and we write 11 n 12 for their greatest lower bound. The operation U satisfies 
for all 11 , 12 , 13 E L. Similarly the operation n satisfies 
for all 11 , 12 , 13 E L. Again, we can provide information-theoretic interpretations of the 
least upper bound and the greatest lower bound of two elements 11 , 12 E L of the lattice in 
. question. The element 11 Ul2 is obtained by simply joining together the information contents 
of 11 and 12 , whereas 11 n 12 is the lattice element whose information content consists of all 
the information common to 11 and 12• 
Definition 2.1.3 A partially ordered set ( L, ~) is called a complete lattice if and only if 
every subset of L has a least upper bound. 0 
The least upper bound of a subset L' ~ L of a complete lattice ( L, ~) is written as 
LJ L'. Naturally, a complete lattice is also an ordinary lattice, which means that it must 
contain greatest lower bounds for all its finite subsets. In fact, a complete lattice (L, ~) 
contains the greatest lower bounds of arbitrary subsets - for any subset L' ~ L, 
LJ{l E LI (Vl' E L')[l ~ l']} 
is its ·greatest lower bound. The fact that a complete lattice admits least upper bounds 
and greatest lower bounds of arbitrary subsets facilitates an alternative characterisation 
of its bottom and top elements - the bottom element is the greatest lower bound of the 
set of all elements in the lattice, whereas the top element is the least upper bound of the 
same set. 
Examples 2.1.1 1. Every finite lattice is a complete lattice. 
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2. Let ( L, ~L) and ( M, ~M) be complete lattices. The set of functions mapping L to M 
(here I am referring to L and Mas sets, not complete lattices) ordered by the relation 
~June defined by 
(!~June g) {:> (Vl E L)[f(l) ~M g(l)], 
for all J, g : L ~ M 1 forms a complete lattice. Its bottom element is the Junction 
which maps everything in L to -1M, whereas its top element is given by the function 
which maps the whole of L to TM. Also, the least upper bound of a set of functions 
{fi: L ~MI i EI} 
is given by 
LJ{fi : L -t MI i E l}(l) = LJ{fi(l) Ii E I}, 
for all l E L. 
3. The sets of monotone4 and directed-continuous5 functions from (L, ~L) to (M, ~M ) 1 
both ordered by ~Junci form complete sub-lattices6 of the complete lattice of functions 
defined above. D 
Thinking again in terms of information content, we may plausibly expect the limit of 
a subset of a complete lattice to be its least upper bound - the information contained by 
this element is precisely the conjunction of the information contained by all the elements 
in the set. In [Sco72b], Scott urges that the least upper bound of a subset of a complete 
lattice be viewed as a limit only if the set is directed. 
Definition 2.1.4 A subset P' ~ P of a parti_ally ordered set (P, ~) is called directed if 
and only if 
• P' is non-empty1 and 
• every finite subset of P' has an upper bound in P'. 0 
The reason Scott had for attaching special significance to the directed subsets of com-
plete lattices is that they support a formalisation of his idea of finite approximation. Every 
directed subset of a complete lattice must contain the least upper bounds of all its finite 
subsets, and it is these least upper bounds of finite subsets which Scott regarded as being 
finite approximations of the least upper bound of the entire directed set. 
4 See Definition 2.1.5. 
5See Definition 2.1.6. 
6 Let ( L, [;L) be a lattice, and let L' ~ L. Then ( L', [;L') is a sub-lattice of ( L, [;L) if and only if 
(L,[;L') is a lattice with [;L' ~ [;L, J_L' = J_L and TL'= TL. 
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Of course, in order to ensure that fixed point equations, such as Equation (2.1), had 
satisfactory solutions, Scott also had to give the functions between complete lattices some 
thought. Just the fact that he had chosen domains to be partially ordered sets, however, 
already facilitated a detour of the partial function approach to finding fixed points, thereby 
greatly enhancing the elegance of his theory. In [Sco72b], Scott explains how partially 
ordered sets helped avert the need for partial functions: 
One of the main objects I had in mind in developing this theory was to have a 
convenient theory of functions. This will be very much like partial functions, 
because the value of J(x) may be an object containing only "incomplete" in-
formation. What is especially convenient is that by this plan we do not have to 
ever say that J( x) is "undefined", rather we can say that f ( x) has a value which 
is incomplete in some sense. In fact, if we want, we can introduce into the par-
tial ordering the totally incomplete object l_, where J_ ~ x always holds. Thus 
f(x) = J_ means that J(x) is undefined in the usual sense. It has turned out 
very handy to also allow shades of "definedness", hence the partial ordering. 
For Scott's theory to provide an adequate means for determining the denotational se-
mantics of recursion and iteration, however, it was necessary to place restrictions upon 
the functions admitted into the function spaces between domains. Allowing the function 
spaces between domains to consist of arbitrary functions between the underlying sets of 
these complete lattices would simply have reintroduced the original problems experienced 
with total functions between sets. 
Since, within denotational semantics, the semantics of a program is given by a function 
from one domain to another (mapping inputs to outputs), it seems natural to expect that 
such functions preserve the order relations of domains. By appealing to computational 
intuition once again, this means that if a function between complete lattices is intended to 
denote a program, then an increase in the information content of its input should lead to a 
corresponding increase in its output information content. For functions between partially 
ordered sets, the property of preserving the order relation is known as monotonicity. 
Definition 2.1.5 A function f : P --+ Q between partially ordered sets ( P, ~P) and 
( Q, ~Q) is called monotone if and only if 
(PI !;p P2) =? (f(p1) ~Q f(p2)) 
J or all PI , P2 E P. D 
Complete lattices with monotone functions are very attractive from the point of view 
of denotational semantics. The content of the previous statement finds expression in the 
next theorem due to Tarski. 
Theorem 2.1.1 Let ( L, !;) be a complete lattice, and let the function f : L ---t L be 
monotone with respect to the partial ordering ~. Then f has a least fixed point, given by 
LJ{l1 EL I ('Vl2 E L)[(l2 !; f(l2)):::} (lI ~ 12)]}. 
Proof See [Bir67, page 115] or [SS71, page 32]. 0 
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Thus, allowing the function spaces between domains to consist of monotone functions 
suggests itself as a way of ensuring that the fixed point semantics of recursion and iteration 
can be properly defined. In order to find functions between complete lattices which are 
appropriate for the theory of computation, Scott was, however, guided by topological 
considerations. He decided that such functions should preserve limits in complete lattices 
- in other words, they should preserve the least upper bounds of directed subsets of 
complete lattices. Thus, the function spaces between domains were chosen to consist of 
directed-continuous Junctions 7 • 
Definition 2.1.6 A Junction f: L ~ M between complete lattices (L, GL) and (M, GM) 
is called directed-continuous if and only if 
f(LJLL') = lJM{f(l') I l' E L'}, 
for all directed subsets L' ~ L. D 
Examples 2.1.2 1. The identity function idL L ~ L zs directed-continuous, for 
every complete lattice ( L, G). 
2. Let (L, GL), (M, GM) and (N, GN) be complete lattices. Given directed-continuous 
Junctions f : L ~ M and g : M ~ N, the composite function g o J : L ~ N is 
always directed-continuous. 
3. Constant Junctions between complete lattices are always directed-continuous. D 
It can easily be seen that, for functions between complete lattices, directed-continuity 
is a stronger property than monotonicity - every directed-continuous function between 
complete lattices is monotone as well. To demonstrate this, let J E L ~ M be a directed-
continuous function between the complete lattices of Definition 2.1.6, and let 11 , 12 E L with 
11 GL 12. Then 
12 = 11 UL 12, 
by the conditions which the operation UL satisfies, and so 
f(/2) = f(l1UL12) = f(l1) UM f(l2), 
by the directed-continuity off. By the conditions on the operation UM, 
As the climax of this section, we shall now see how all the theory developed here facili-
tates the solution of the fixed point equations arising from the semantics of recursion and 
iteration. 
7Throughout this thesis I am following a convention adhered to in [GS90] - for domains D and E, I 
am using the notation f : D --+ E to indicate that f is a function with domain D and codomain E, in 
the usual set-theoretic sense. By f E D --+ E, I mean that f is an element of the appropriate function 
space - as we have just seen, in the case where D and E are complete lattices, this means that f is a 
directed-continuous function. Also, I am using D --+ E to indicate the function space, not the set of all 
ordinary functions mapping the underlying set of D to that of E. 
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Theorem 2.1.2 (Least Fixed Point Theorem) Let (L, ~) be a· complete lattice, and 
let the function f E L ---+ L be directed-continuous with respect to the partial ordering~. 
Then f has a least fixed point. 
Proof For every i E w, define fi E L by 
if i = 0 
if i ~ 1. 
Then, monotonicity of J implies that 
making the set 
{Ji I i E w} 
directed. Thus, by directed-continuity of J, 
J(LJ{fi Ii E w}) 
meaning that 
LJ{fi I i E w} 
LJ{J(f;) I i E ~} 
LJ{fi+1 Ii E w} 
LJ{fi Ii E w}, 
is a fixed point for J. To see that it is the least fixed point, assume that some other l E L 
is also a fixed point for this function. Then, since 1- ~ l, monotonicity off gives 
Jo= f(1-) ~ J(l) = l. 
For the inductive step, if fi ~ l, for some i E w, then · 
fi+I = f (j;) ~ f( 1) = 1. 
Thus, l is an upper bound of the set 
{fijiEw}, 
meaning that it must dominate the least upper bound of this set. 0 
By comparing the two least fixed point theorems., Theorem 2.1.l and Theorem 2.1.2, 
we can appreciate why, from a computational perspective, directed-continuity of functions 
between complete lattices is more attractive than monotonicity. Apart from the fact that 
the characterisation of least fixed points for directed-continuous functions is much simpler 
than that for monotone functions, the least fixed point of a directed-continuous function 
is also more meaningful as the denotation of a recursive or iterative construct. 
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Let us consider the programming language of [SS71] again. In order to determine the 
denotation of some 'while'-loop, a fixed point has to be found for a functional 
FE (S-+ S) -+ (S-+ S). 
According to the theory developed by Scott, we can now assume that S is some complete 
lattice. Also, as we have seen, the function space S -+ S consists of the set of directed-
continuous functions mapping S into itself. As seen in Examples 2.1.1, this set can be 
transformed into a complete lattice. Assuming that the functional F is itself directed-
continuous with respect to the ordering on S -+ S, its least fixed point is then given by 
the least upper bound of the set 
{flliEw}, 
constructed in the same way as the analogous set in the proof of Theorem 2.1.2. 
Now, for the purposes of denotational semantics, the elements of S should be interpreted 
as the internal states of a computer, and the elements of S -+ S (being the denotations 
of programs) should be seen as functions which map input states to output states. So, for 
any s E Sand some f E S-+ S, J(s) is the output of the program denoted by f when 
it is run from input state s. Plotkin, in [Plo81, Chapter 1], demonstrates how naturally 
the least fixed points of directed-continuous functions fit into the denotational scheme of 
things - the denotation of the 'while'-loop in question is 
LJ{fl Ii E w} E s-+ s, 
but, for any s E S and any i E w, fl(s) is the internal state of the machine executing the 
'while'-loop from input s, after i iterations. In other words, the elements Fi, for i E w, of 
the complete lattice S -+ S are the finite approximations of the meaning of the 'while'-
loop being considered - each such Fi can be interpreted as the meaning of the 'while'-loop 
after i iterations. 
We are now in a position to define the category8 ComLat, with complete lattices 
as objects and directed-continuous functions between these structures as arrows - the 
first two examples in Examples 2.1.2 make ComLat well-defined. This is the category of 
domains used in [Sco71, SS71]. 
2.2 The Problematic Top Element - Dcpo's 
For some time difficulties were experienced with the lattice-theoretic approach to denota-
tional semantics advocated by Scott. The problem experienced with lattices was the degree 
to which their top elements complicated proofs. Also, for some of the directed-continuous 
functions needed in the denotational descriptions of computer languages, determining the 
function value at the top element presented an obstacle. 
In [Plo78], Plotkin explains the discomfort experienced with the top elements of lattices: 
8 See (ML71, pages 7-12]. 
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With lattices difficulties are caused by the top element. Sometimes T can 
be interpreted as the most multivalued element, as in [Sco76]. It may also 
be possible to interpret it as the maximal degree of inconsistency. In most 
applications though, T has no real computational significance and instead is 
an embarrassment which causes a plethora of special decisions in definitions 
and cases in proofs. For example, when there are four truth values there are 
two different possibilities for defining the conditional function: 
COND(T,x,y) = T, 
or else 
COND(T, x, y) = x Uy. 
Either one leads to a failure of an expected identity among those _given in 
[McC63], say. As illustrated in [Plo77] such difficulties can lead to the natural 
semantics using lattices not being "fully abstract". 
20 
In order to remedy this state of affairs, Plotkin proposed that directed-complete partial 
orders ~be taken as the basis for denotational semantics, rather than lattices9 • 
Definition 2.2.1 A partially ordered set (P, ~) is referred to as being directed-complete 
if and only -if 
• it has a bottom element J_ E P, and 
• every directed subset P' ~ P has a least upper bound LJP' in P. 
As an abbreviation, we refer to a directed-complete partially ordered set as a dcpo. D 
Examples 2.2.1 Here are the Hasse diagrams of a few simple dcpo 's. 
1. The one-point dcpo J_, 
2. The two-point dcpo 0. 
9 Plotkin advocated the use of directed-complete partial orders in (Plo78], but elsewhere, notably in 
(Plo81, SP82], chain-complete partial orders were employed. See Definition 2.2.4 and the subsequent 
discussion for more about this. 
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r: 
3. The truth-value dcpo T. 
ff 
4. The dcpo of natural numbers N. 
The structures above are referred to as being flat. This means that, apart from the bottom 
element which is dominated by everything, all the elements are unrelated. D 
In [Plo78], Plotkin studied dcpo's by using (Tw, ~T"') (the Cartesian product of denu-
merably many copies of the truth-value dcpo (T ~T) from Examples 2.2.1) as a universal 
object10 • As we shall see in Section 2.3, dcpo's are closed under the Cartesian product 
construction - thus yw is also a dcpo. The elements of yw are ordered component-wise 
by 
for all ti, ti E T and all i E w. 
Plotkin's tr~atment of yw was analogous to Scott's treatment of the lattice pw (the 
power-set of w ordered by subset inclusion). in [Sco76]. In particular, Plotkin wished to 
demonstrate that, without the top element, one could retain many of the advantages of 
10 An object D of a category of domains is called universal if and only if every object of that category 
can be embedded in D. 
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lattices. The success of this endeavour can be measured by Theorem 2.2.1, which is the 
least fixed point theorem for directed-continuous functions over dcpo's. Before considering 
this theorem, however, it is worthwhile revisiting directed-continuous functions - this time 
in the context of dcpo's. 
Definition 2.2.2 A function f: P --t Q between dcpo's (P,~p) and (Q,~Q) is called 
directed-continuous if and only if the set 
{! (p') Ip' E P'} 
is directed, and 
J(LJpP') = LlQ{f(p') Ip' E P'}, 
for all directed subsets P' ~ P. 0 
Notice that the difference between Definition 2.2.2 and Definition 2.1.6 derives from the 
fact that dcpo's don't, in general, admit least upper bounds of arbitrary subsets. Naturally, 
by the same argument as that following Definition 2.1.6, any directed-continuous function 
between dcpo's is also monotone. 
Theorem 2.2.1' (Least Fixed Point Theorem) Let (P, ~) be a dcpo, and let the Junc-
tion f: P --t P be directed-continuous with respect to the partial ordering~. Then f has 
a least fixed point. 
Proof The proof is exactly the same as that of Theorem 2.1.2, except that this time we 
explicitly require the directedness of the set {Ji I i E w} (defined in the same way as in 
Theorem 2.1.2) in order to ensure that its least upper bound exists. D 
The fact that we can prove a least fixed point theorem for directed-continuous functions 
between dcpo's once again motivates the selection of these functions to make up the func-
tion spaces between dcpo's. Consequently, given dcpo's P and Q, we choose the function 
space P --t Q to be the set of directed-continuous functions from P to Q. Theorem 2.2.1 
also ensures that the category DCPO, with dcpo's as objects and directed-continuous func-
tions between dcpo's as arrows, provides an adequate framework for treating the semantics 
of recursion and iteration. 
An alternative candidate for a category of domains sophisticated enough to deal with 
recursion and iteration is CCPO, the category with chain-complete partial orders as ob-
jects and chain-continuous functions between these structures as arrows. This is also the 
category presented in [Plo81, Chapter 1], among other places. 
Definition 2. 2.3 A subset P' ~ P of a partially ordered set ( P, ~) zs called an w-
in creasing chain if and only if 
• P' is non-empty, 
• P' is countable, and 
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• P' obeys the condition 
for some assignment of indices from w to the elements of P'. 0 
Definition 2.2.4 A partially ordered set ( P, ~) is referred to as being chain-cor'nplete if 
and only if 
• it has a bottom element l_ E P, and 
• every w-increasing chain P' ~ P has a least upper bound LJ P' in P. 
As an abbreviation, we refer to a chain-complete partially ordered set as a ccpo. D 
Definition 2.2.5 A Junction f: P-----+ Q between ccpo's (P,~p) and (Q,~Q) is called 
chain-continuous if and only if the set 
{f(p') Ip' E :P'} 
is an w-increasing chain, and 
f(LJpP') = lJQ {f(p') Ip' E P'}, 
for all w-increasing chains P' ~ P. 0 
Naturally, since every w-increasing. chain of a partially ordered set is also a directed · 
subset of this partial order, every dcpo is also a ccpo. However, we can make a stronger 
statement than this - as mentioned in [SP82], the difference between DCPO and CCPO 
is essentially one of cardinality. This claim is substantiated by the next two results. 
Proposition 2.2.1 A partially ordered set (P, ~) is a ccpo if and only if 
• it has a bottom element l_ E P, and 
• every countable directed subset P' ~ P has a least upper bound LJ P' in P. 
Proof See [SP82, page 775]. 0 
Proposition 2.2.2 A function f : P -----+ Q between ccpo 's (P, ~P) and ( Q, ~Q) is chain-
continuous if and only if the set 
{f(p') Ip' E P'} 
is directed, and 
f(LJpP') = LJQ {f(p') Ip' E P'}, 
for all countable directed subsets P' ~ P. 
Proof See [SP82, page 775]. 0 
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As we shall see in Section 2.3, it is sometimes necessary to consider the category 
DCPO .i, with dcpo 's as objects and strict directed-continuous functions between these 
structures as arrows. The category CCPO .i can be defined similarly. 
Definition 2.2.6 A Junction J : P ---+ Q between partially ordered sets with bottom 
elements ( P, i;;;;P) and ( Q, i;;;;Q) is called strict if and only if 
f(l.p) = l.q, 
where l.p and l.q are the bottom elements of P and Q 1 respectively. D 
As mentioned earlier, given dcpo's P and Q, the function space P ---+ Q consists of all 
the directed-continuous functions from P to Q. By P ---+ .i Q we shall henceforth mean 
the space of strict directed-continuous functions from P to Q. 
2.3 Constructions on Dcpo's 
The role of domains within denotational semantics is to model data types. With this in 
mind, we can easily appreciate that, in order for a category of domains to be applicable to 
denotational semantics, it should support a large number of constructions. These construc-
tions enable models for complex data types to be built out of simple structures, thereby 
faciliting semantic descriptions of complex syntax. Thus, we can say that the descriptive 
power of a category of domains is directly proportional to the number of constructions 
supported by it. 
Generally speaking, the constructions defined on a category of domains exhibit two 
faces. On the one hand, we may regard domain constructions as concrete examples of 
special objects within a general category-theoretic framework. For example, as we shall 
soon see, the Cartesian product of two dcpo's is nothing other than the categorical product 
of these two structures, when they are viewed as objects within DCPO. From this general 
category-theoretic perspective, domain constructions are simply objects within a category 
which display certain universal11 properties. 
On the other hand, we may think of the constructions on a category D as arising from 
functors 12 of the form D ---+ D, and from bifunctors13 of the form D x D ---+ D I shall 
refer to these functors and bifunctors as domain constructors. This second perspective on 
domain constructions is probably closer to home, since it captures our idea of constructing 
complex data types out of simple ones. There is another reason, however, for why it is 
useful to associate domain constructions with functors and bifunctors. By thinking of 
domain constructors as being functors and bifunctors over a category of domains, we are 
able to solve recursive domain equations - this is the business of Section 2.4. 
In this section I will examine some of the constructions supported by the categories 
DCPO and DCPO.i. A more detailed study of domain constructions can be found in 
[GS90] and in [Plo81, Chapters 2-3], among other places. 
11See [ML71, page 2]. 
12See [ML71, pages 13-15]. 
13See [ML71, pages 36-39]. 
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2.3.1 The Cartesian Product 
Let (P,~p) and (Q,~Q) be dcpo's. Their Cartesian product is a dcpo (P x Q,~PxQ)· 
Here 
P x Q = { (p, q) Ip E P and q E Q}, 
and the order relation ~PxQ is defined component-wise by 
((pi, q1) ~PxQ (p2, q2)) ¢=> (p1 ~P P2 and q1 ~Q q2), 
for all (pi,q1),(p2,q2) E P x Q. The bottom element of (P x Q,~PxQ) is-given by 
..lPxQ = ( ..lp, ..lQ), 
while a directed subset of this dcpo is something of the form 
{ (p', q') I p' E P' and q' E Q'}, 
where P' is a directed subset of (P,~p) and Q' is a directed subset of (Q,~Q)· In this 
case, 
lJPxQ{(p',q') Jp' E P' and q' E Q'} = (LJpP',LJQQ') 
gives the least upper bound of the directed subset of ( P x Q, ~PxQ) displayed above. 
The Cartesian product ( P x Q, ~PxQ) is equipped with two directed-continuous func-
tions 
projp E P x Q ----+ P and 
projQ E P x Q ----+ Q. 
These functions are called the projections of the Cartesian product, and they are defined 
by 
projp(p, q) = p, and 
profo(p, q) = q, 
for all (p, q) E P x Q. The projections possess the universal property that 
(:la unique o:(J,g) ER----+ P x Q)[projp o o:(f,g) = f and 
projQoo:(f,g)=g], · 
for all dcpo's (R, ~R), and for all directed-contintJous functions f E R ----+ P and g E 
R----+ Q. 
Definition 2.3.1 Let C and D be objects of a category C. Then the product of C and D 
(if it exists) is an object C x D which is accompanied by two arrows 
projc : C x D ----+ C and 
projv : C x D ----+ D. 
These two arrows possess the universal property that 
(:l a unique arrow h : E ----+ C x D)[projc oh= f and projD oh = g], 
for all objects E of C, and for all arrows f: E ----+ C and g : E ----+ D of C. D 
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Thus, the Cartesian product of t.wo dcpo's is nothing other than their categorical prod-
uct in the category DCPO. Moreover, since we can construct the Cartesian product of 
any two dcpo's, we can conclude that the category DCPO possesses products for all pairs 
of its objects. Now that we have characterised the Cartesian products of dcpo's as the 
categorical products in DCPO, the next step is to consider them as objects arising from 
the action of a certain bifunctor. 
The Cartesian product constructor on DCPO is a bifonctor 
_ x _ : DCPO x DCPO --+ DCPO 
which is covarianti 4 in both of its arguments. Its action upon objects assigns every pair 
of dcpo's (P,~p) and (Q,~q) to the Cartesian product (P x Q,~Pxq). Its action upon 
arrows sends every pair of directed-continuous functions between dcpo's J E P1 --+ P 2 
and g E Qi --+ Q2 to the directed-continuous function 
f x g E Pi x Qi --+ P2 x Q2, 
which is defined by 










• Alternatively, we could simply have defined J x g by 
(J x g)(pi,qi) = (J(pi),g(q1)), 
for all (pi, qi) E Pi x Qi. 
Finally, it should be remarked that the Cartesian product constructor can be restricted 
to a covariant bifunctor 
_ xl.-: DCPOl. x DCPOl. --+ DCPOJ.. 
The well-definedness of this restriction can be derived quite easily from the last equation 
in the previous paragraph. 
2.3.2 The Function Space 
L~t (P,C.p) and (Q,~q) be dcpo's. Their function space is a dcpo (P--+ Q,~P-q). 
Here P --+ Q is simply the set of all directed-continuous functions from P to Q, while the 
order relation ~P-Q is defined point-wise by 
(J ~P-Q g) ¢:? (Vp E P)[f(p) ~Q g(p)]. 
The bottom element of (P--+ Q, ~P-Q) is the directed-continuous function 
.lp-q E p --+ Q 
14 For a functor, covariance is the property of preserving the directions of arrows - see [ML71, pages 
33-35]. 
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which maps everything in P to -1Q. If Fis a directed subset of (P--+ Q, ~P-Q), then 
its least upper bound· is the directed-continuous function lJP-Q FE P --+ Q defined by 
' -
(lJP-QF)(p) = lJQ{f(p) Ip E P}, 
for all p E P. 
There is a directed-continuous function 
eval E ((P--+ Q) x P) --+ Q 
associated with the function space ( P --+ Q, ~P-Q). This is called the evaluation Junc-
tion, and it is defined by 
eval(J,p) = f(p), 
for all f E P --+ Q and all p E P. The evaluation function possesses the universal 
. property that 
(:J a unique /3(!) E R--+ (P--+ Q))[J = eval o (/3(!) x idp )], 
for all dcpo's (R, ~R), and for all directed-continuous functions f E Rx P--+ Q. In the 
property displayed above, 
/3(!) x idp E (Rx P) --+ (P--+ Q) x P 
is the image of the Cartesian product constructor applied to the directed-continuous func-
tions /3(!) and idp. 
Definition 2.3.2 Let C and D be objects of a category C. The exponential object associ-
ated with C and D (if it exists) is an object en which is accompanied by an arrow 
eval: c0 x D--+ C. 
This arrow possesses the universal property that 
(:J a unique arrow h: E--+ C0 )[eval 0 (h x idn) = J], 
for all objects E of C, and for all arrows J: Ex D--+ C of C. 0 
So, the function space between two dcpo's is simply an exponential object in the cate-
gory DCPO. Also, since it is always possible to construct the function space between two 
_ dcpo's, it is clear that the category DCPO contains exponential objects for all pairs of 
its objects. Having characterised function spaces between dcpo's as exponential objects in 
DCPO, we now go on to consider function spaces as arising from the action of a bifunctor. 
The function space constructor on DCPO is a bifunctor 
_ --+ _ : DCPO x DCPO --+ DCPO 
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which is contravariantis in its first argument and covariant in its second argument. Its 
action upon objects sends every pair of dcpo's ( P, ~P) and ( Q, ~Q) to the function space 
(P ---+ Q, ~P_,.Q)· Its action upon arrows sends every pair of directed-continuous func-
tions J E P2 ---+ Pi and g E Qi ---+ Q2 to the directed-continuous function 
f---+ g E (Pi ---+Qi)---+ (P2---+ Q2)· 
This function is defined by 
(! ---t g )( h) = g 0 h 0 J, 
for all directed-continuous functions h E Pi ---+ Qi. 
Again, the function space constructor can be restricted to a mixed contravariant-
covariant bifunctor 
This restriction of the function space constructor is well-defined on arrows because of 
the last equation displayed in the previous paragraph, together with the fact that function 
composition preserves the strictness of strict functions between dcpo's. To see that _ ---+ .1 _ 
is well-defined on objects, we need only observe that P ---+ .1 Q, with the ordering ~P-Q 
restricted to it, is a dcpo (it is a sub-dcpoi6 of (P ---+ Q, ~P-_Q), in fact) for all dcpo's 
(P,~p) and (Q,~Q)· 
2.3.3 The Smash Product 
Let (P, ~P) and (Q, ~Q) be dcpo's. Their smash product is a dcpo (P ® Q, ~P@Q)· Here 
P®Q = { (p, q) E p x QI p = _lp {::} q = J_Q }, 
while the order rel~tion ~P@Q is simply the restriction of ~PxQ to P ® Q. It is clear that 
J_P@Q = J_PxQ, 
and that all the directed subsets of (P®Q,~P@Q) are directed subsets of (P x Q,~PxQ) 
as well. Moreover, the least upper bound of any directed subset of (P® Q, ~P@Q) is 
simply its least upper bound in ( P x Q, ~PxQ ). With all this information at our disposal, 
we can conclude that the smash product of any pair of dcpo's is, in fact, a sub-dcpo of 
their Cartesian product. 
Associated with the smash product ( P ® Q, ~P ® Q) are two directed-continuous func-
-tions 
~ E P®Q ---+ P x Q and 
smash E P x Q ---+ P®Q. 
15For a functor, contravariance is the property of reversing the directions of arrows - see [ML 71, pages 
33-35]. 
16Let ( P, !;;;) be a dcpo, and let P' ~ P. Then ( P', !;;pi) is a sub-de po of ( P, !;;;p) if and only if ( P', !;;pi) 
is a dcpo with !;;pi ~ !;;;p and .lp1 = .lp. 
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~ is simply the inclusion map which sends the smash product of the given two dcpo's into 
their Cartesian product, while the function smash is defined by 
h( )' { (p, q) smas p, q = J_ 
P@Q 
if p #- _l_p and q #- _l_q 
otherwise, 
for all (p, q) E P x Q. The function smash has the universal property that 
(3 a unique 8(!) E P®Q ----+ .l R)[8(J) o smash = f], 
for all dcpo's (R, ~R), and for all strict directed-continuous functions f E P x Q ----+ .l R 
which satisfy the condition 
J( _l_p, q) = _l_R and f (p, _l_q) = _l_R, 
for all p E P and all q E Q. 
Now, having examined the smash product in terms of the universal property associated 
with it, we will follow the pattern already established in this section and defines the smash 
product constructor. This is a bifunctor 
which is covariant in both arguments. Its action upon objects sends every pair of dcpo's 
( P, ~P) and ( Q, ~Q) to their smash product ( P ® Q, ~P ® Q). Its action upon arrows 
sends every pair of strict directed-continuous functions between dcpo's f E P1 ----+ .l P2 
and g E Q1 ----+ .l Q2 to the strict directed-continuous function 
which is defined by 
J®g = smasho (J x g)o ~. 
Here f x g is the function which results from applying the Cartesian product constructor 
to f and g. 
2.3.4 The Coalesced Sum 
Let (P,Cp) and (Q,~q) be dcpo's. Their coalesced sum is a dcpo (P + Q,~P+Q)· Here 
P + Q = {(1,p) Ip E P and p #- _l_p} U {(2,q) I q E Q and q #- _l_q} U {_l_P+q}, 
and the order relation ~P+Q is defined by 
• ((i1, st) ~P+Q (i2, s2)) <=> ((i1 = i2 == 1 and s1 ~P s2) or (i1 = i2 = 2 and s1 ~Q s2)), 
• _l_P+Q ~P+Q (i, s), and 
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for all s,si,s2 E (P \ {1-p}) U (Q \ {1-Q}), and for i,ii,i2 E {1,2}. The bottom element 
of ( P + Q, ~P+Q) is some arbitrary object 1-P+Q which is added to the construction in 
a rather artificial way, and which is defined to behave appropriately with respect to the 
ordering ~P+Q. Every directed subset of the coalesced sum ( P + Q, ~P+Q) has one of the 
following forms: 
• {(1,p') Ip' E P'}, 
• {1-P+Q} u {(1,p') Ip' E P'}, 
• {(2, q') I q' E Q'}, 
• {1-P+Q} U {(2,q') I q' E Q'}, and 
e { 1-P+Q }, 
where P' is a directed subset of ( P, ~P) and Q' is a directed subset of ( Q, ~Q ). The least 
upper bounds of the directed subsets of (P + Q, ~P+Q) are induced by the least upper 
bounds of the directed subsets of (P, ~P) and of ( Q, ~Q)· So, for example, we have 
LJ?+Q{(l,p') Jp' E P'} = lJP+Q({1-P+Q} u {(1,p') IP' E P'}) 
= (1, LJpP'), 
for all directed subsets P' of ( P, ~P). 
The coalesced sum ( P + Q, ~P+Q) is equipped with two strict directed-continuous func-
tions 
injp E P --+.LP+ Q and 
injQ E Q --+.LP+ Q. 
These functions are called the injections into the coalesced sum, and they are defined by .. ( ) l (1,p) InJp p = J_ 
P+Q 
.. ( ) (2,q) 
InJQ q = J_ 
P+Q 
if pi- l_p 
if p = 1-p, and 
if q i- l_Q 
if q = 1-Q, 
for all p E P and all q E Q. The injections possess the universal property that 
(:J a unique c(J; g) E P + Q --+ .L R)[c(J, g) o injp = f and 
c(f, g) o injQ = g], 
for all dcpo's ( R, ~R), and for all strict directed-continuous functions f E P --+ .L R and 
g E Q --+J_ R. 
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Definition 2.3.3 Let C and D be objects of a category C. Then the sum of C and D (if 
it exists) is an object C + D which is accompanied by two arrows 
inj0 : C ----+ C + D and 
injD : D ----+ C + D. 
These two arrows possess the universal property that 
(3 a unique arrow h: C + D ----+ E)[h o inj0 = f and ho injD = g], 
for all objects E of C, and for all arrows f : C ----+ E and g : D ----+ E of C. 0 
It is evident, then, that the coalesced sum of two dcpo's is nothing other than their 
categorical sum in the category DCPO.i. Consequently, the category DCPO.i contains 
sums for all of its objects. Before considering the bifunctor which produces coalesced sums, 
it should be mentioned that the category DCPO does not contain categorical sums for all 
of its objects - the universal property of the injections disintegrates when we move out 
of the realm of strict directed-continuous functions between dcpo's. 
The coalesced sum constructor is a bifunctor 
_ + _ : DCPO .i x DCPO .i ----+ DCPO .i 
which is covariant in both of its arguments. Its action upon objects associates any two 
dcpo's (P,~p) and (Q,~Q) with their coalesced sum (P + Q,~P+Q). Its action upon 
arrows sends any two strict directed-continuous functions between dcpo's f E P1 ----+ .l P2 
and g E Q1 ----+ .l Q2 to the strict directed-continuous function 
which is defined by 
So f + g is defined in terms of the unique function which exists by the universal property 




• A more direct description of f + g is given by 
if i = 1 and f(s) =/: ..lp2 
if i = 1 and f(s) = ..lp2 
if i = 2 and g( s) =/: ..lQ2 
if i = 2 and g( s) = ..lQ2 , and 
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2.3.5 The Lifting 
Let (P, ~) be a dcpo. Its lifting is a dcpo (Pl., ~J.). Here 
pl_= {(O,p) Ip E P} u {_if,}, 
and the order relation ~1- is defined by 
• ((O,p1) ~1- (O,p2)) {::} (P1 ~P P2), and 
• _lj, ~J_ (0, p), 
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for all p,pJ,p~ E P. It is clear that _lj, is the bottom element of (PJ.,CJ.), while the 
directed subsets of the lifting of ( P, ~P) are the sets of the form 
• {(O,p') Ip' E P'}, 
• {-1j,} U {(O,p') Ip' E P'}, and 
• {-1j,}, 
where P' is a directed subset o( ( P, ~P ). Again, the least upper bounds of the directed 
subsets of (Pl., ~J.) are inherited from the least upper bounds of the directed subsets of 
(P, ~P) in an obvious way. 
Accompanying the lifting (Pl., ~1-) is a directed-continuous function up E P ---+ Pl., 
defined in a very natural way by 
up(p) = (0, p), 
for all p E P. This function has the universal property that 
(3 a unique TJU) E Pl. ---+ l. Q)[17(!) o up = f], 
for all dcpo's ( Q, ~Q ), and for all directed-continuous functions f E P ---+ Q. 
Functorially, we can describe the lifting operation in terms of a covariant functor 
-1- : DCPO---+ DCPOJ.. 
Its action upon objects sends any dcpo (P,~p) to its lifting (PJ.,~J.). Its action upon 
arrows sends any directed-continuous function between dcpo's f E P ---+ Q to the strict 
directed-continuous fuJ1ction 
fl. E Pl. ---+J. Ql., 
which is defined by 
fl. = TJ(UPQ o !). 
Here upQ is the function mapping Q into Q l., while TJ( upQ o J) is the strict directed-
continuous function whose existence is guaranteed by the universal property of upp E 
P---+ Pl.. Alternatively, fl. can be described by 
• fJ.(O,p) = (O,f(p)), and 
• fJ.(-1?) = _l_Q, 
for all p E P. 
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2.3.6 Cartesian-Closed Categories 
As we shall soon see, the question of whether a given category of domains is Cartesian-
closed turns out to be a decisive one when it comes to evaluating the applicablity of this 
category to denotational semantics. 
Definition 2.3.4 A category C is called Cartesian-closed if and only if it satisfies the 
following three conditions: 
• C has a terminal object17 , 
• C contains a product object for every pair of its objects, and 
• C contains an exponential object for every pair of its objects. 0 
Section 2.3.1 and Section 2.3.2, together with the easily verifiable fact that the one-point 
dcpo is terminal in DCPO, inform us of the Cartesian-closedness of DCPO. Moreover, 
any full sub-category18 of DCPO which is closed under the activities -0f the Cartesian 
product constructor and under those of the function space constructor, and which also 
contains the one-point dcpo, is Cartesian-closed. 
The next result, due to Jung, offers us a convenient concrete handle on Cartesian-
closedness for categories of domains. It allows us to infer that the Cartesian-closed full 
sub-categories of DCPO are precisely those full sub-categories of DCPO which contain 
the one-point dcpo, and which are closed under the Cartesian product construction and 
under the function space construction. 
Proposition 2.3.1 Let C be a Cartesian-closed full sub-category of DCPO. Then 
• the terminal object of C is isomorphic to the qne-point dcpo, 
• the categorical product of any two objects of C is isomorphic to their Cartesian prod-
uct, and 
• the exponential object for any two objects of C is isomorphic to the function space 
between them. 
Proof See [Jun88a, page 29]. 0 
Since categories of domains are predominantly full sub-categories of DCPO which 
possess the one-point dcpo, it is usually the case that a category of domains is Cartesian-
closed if and only if it supports Cartesian products and function spaces. This, together 
with the cardinal importance of the Cartesian product construction and the function space 
construction to denotational semantics, make the Cartesian-closedness of categories of 
domains a subject worth studying. 
17 For a category C, a terminal object is an object C, such that for every object D of C, there is exactly 
one arrow of the form D--+ C - (ML71, pages 19-20). The terminal object of a category (if it exists) is 
unique up to isomorphism. 
18See (ML71, pages 14-15). 
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2.4 Solving Recursive Domain Equations 
One of the most important constraints acting upon any category of domains is that it 
should admit solutions of recursive domain equations. The ability to solve the equation 
D ~ (D---+ D), 
for example, leads to a model for the untyped ,\-calculus satisfying the a-, (3-, and T/-
. axioms19. To be more general, given a category of domains D and a functor F : D ---+ D, 
this section is concerned with the problem of supplying an object D of D so that the 
equation 
FD~D (2.2) 
is satisfied. In this regard, dcpo's prove to be ideal structures once again. Since DCPO 1-
is closed under all of the functors discussed in Section 2.3, this category will be employed in 
the current section. The aim is to demonstrate how naturally recursive domain equations 
involving the constructions of Section 2.3 can be solved within DCPO 1-· 
The technique for solving recursive domain equations over DCPO 1- presented here is 
the category-theoretic one of (SP82] (also treated in [Plo81, Chapters 4-5]). This method 
exploits the well-known analogy between preorders20 and categories. The relationship 
between preorders and categories is outlined by Mac Lane in [ML 71, page 11 J: 
By a preorder we mean a category P in which, given objects p and p', there 
is at most one arrow p ---+ p'. In any preorder P, define a binary relation :::; 
on the objects of P with p :::; p' if and only if there is an arrow p ---+ p' in P. 
This binary relation is reflexive (because there is an identity arrow p ---+ p for 
each p) and transitive (because arrows can be composed). Hence a preorder 
is a set (of objects) equipped with a reflexive and transitive binary relation. 
Conversely, any set P with such a relation determines a preorder, in which the 
arrows p ---+ p' are exactly those ordered pairs (p, p') for which p :::; p'. Since 
the relation is transitive, there is a unique way of composing these arrows; since 
it is reflexive, there are the necessary identity arrows. 
It can easily be seen that the above extract defines a bijection between a certain class 
of categories (namely those categories which don't have parallel arrows 21 ) and preordered 
sets. In this section, however, we will think of any category C as specifying a preorder -
the ordering :::; on objects of C is defined, in the same way as above, by 
(C:::; D) {::} (::3 an arrow J of C)(f: C---+ DJ, 
19These axioms are tabulated in (Plo78, page 219] and in (Sco76, page 523]. 
20A preorder is a binary relation which is reflexive and transitive (see Definition 2.1.1). Just as we 
sometimes refer to a partially ordered set as a partial order, a preordered set is usually simply called a 
preorder. 
21 We say that there are parallel arrows from an object C to an object D in a category C when there 
are at least two distinct arrows from C to D. 
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for objects C and D of C. Here, however, we do not require that there be at most one arrow 
between any two objects of the category. It can easily be seen that, with this deviation from 
Mac Lane's extract, any category defines a preorder (even if it contains parallel arrows) 
- once again, the existence of identity arrows ensures the reflexivity of the order relation, 
while composition of arrows renders the relation transitive. According to [Plo81, Chapter 
4], we should interpret an arrow f : C ---+ D in a category C as providing a reason for 
why D should dominate C in the ordering. 
Our proposed strategy for solving recursive domain equations in DCPO .L will follow 
exactly the same lines as the technique for finding fixed points of directed-continuous 
functions over dcpo's employed in Section 2.2, by considering DCPO .L to be a preordered 
set 22 , and by thinking of functors over this category as functions over the preorder. This 
means that we must extend the analogy between categories and preorders revealed so far. 
In particular, the following are required: 
• the categorical equivalent of a bottom element, 
• a condition on categories which emulates directed-completeness of partially ordered 
sets, and 
• a condition on functors which allows them to mimic directed-continuous functions 
over dcpo's. 
Before we can embark on this course, however, there is an obstacle which must first be 
negotiated. If a functor over DCPO .L is to assume the role of a directed-continuous 
function, then it must be covariant, since this is the functorial condition corresponding to 
. monotonicity. This is serious, because the very important function space constructor is 
part contravariant - a property which is diametrically opposed to monotonicity. 
The solution to this problem lies in eliminating some of the arrows in DCPO .L -
there is no reason to,assume that any arrow f E P ---+ .L Q in this category should indicate 
that the dcpo Q dominates the dcpo P. This, of course, raises the question of which 
strict directed-continuous functions between dcpo's should be interpreted as providing an 
ordering of these partially ordered sets. In other words, which arrows in DCPO .L should 
indicate that one dcpo approximates another? To answer this question, we say that the 
elements of a dcpo P give only a degraded version of the information contained by the 
elements of a dcpo Q if and only if there is a projection-embedding pair from P to Q. 
Definition 2.4.1 A pair of directed-continuous functions i E P ---+ Q and j E Q ---+ P 
between dcpo 's P and Q is called a projection-embedding pair from P to Q if and only if 
• j o i = idp, and 
22The fact that we are now working with preordered sets instead of partially ordered sets, as in Sec-
tion 2.2, shouldn't be disturbing at all - the anti-symmetry condition is somewhat cosmetic, and not 
critical to the theory developed so far. 
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We write this projection-embedding pair as ( i, j) - the Junction i is called the embedding! 
while the Junction j is called the projection. O 
Examples 2.4.1 1. There is a unique projection-embedding pair from 1- (the one-point 
dcpo of Examples 2.2.1} to any dcpo P. The embedding is the function which maps 
the single element of 1- to 1-p, while the projection is the only function from P to 1-. 
2. Let P be a dcpo, and suppose that some subset P' ~ P forms a sub-dcpo of P. Then 
the inclusion map ~ E P' ---+ P, together with any directed-continuous function 
j E P ---+ P' which satisfies 
j(p) ~Pp, and 
j(p') = p', 
for all p E P and all p' E P' J define a projection-embedding pair ( ~, j). 0 
Lemma 2.4.1 Let ( P, ~P) and ( Q, ~Q) be dcpo 's! and let ( i, j) be a projection-embedding 
·pair from P to Q. Then both of the functions i and j are strict. 
Proof Firstly, since l_p ~P j(1-Q), monotonicity of i and the second condition in Defini-
tion 2.4.1 give 
i(1-p) ~Q i(j(1-Q)) 
(ioj)(1-Q) 
~Q 1-Q. 
This establishes the strictness of i. Secondly, since 1-Q ~Q i(1-p ), monotonicity of j and 
the first condition in Definition 2.4.1 imply that 
j(1-Q) ~p j(i(1-p)) 
(joi)(1-p) 
l_p. 
Thus j is also strict. 0 
An immediate result of Lemma 2.4.1 is that both components of any projection-
embedding pair from one dcpo to another are arrows of DCPO .L. Lemma 2.4.1 also 
enables us to show that, for dcpo's P and Q, if ( i, j) is a projection-embedding pair from 
P to Q, then Pis isomorphic to a sub-dcpo of Q. This result is very important, because 
it lends credibility to our earlier claim that projection-embedding pairs define an approxi-
~ mation relation for dcpo's - we said that a dcpo P is a degraded version of a dcpo Q if 
and only if there is a projection-embedding pair from P to Q. This clearly makes sense if 
we can think of P as a sub-dcpo of Q. 
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Proposition 2.4.1 Let (P, ~P) and (Q, ~Q) be dcpo's} and let (i,j) be a projection-
embedding pair from P to Q. Then P is isomorphic to some sub-de po of Q. 
Proof_ To begin with, we define 
i[P] = {i(p) IP E P} ~ Q. 
Now, i[P] with the ordering ~Q restricted to it, is a partially ordered set. Our first task is 
to prove that i[P] is also a dcpo. By Lemma 2.4.1, the embedding i is strict, and so 
..LQ = i(..Lp) E i[P]. 
Thus i[P] has a bottom element. Now let 
i[P'] = {i(p') Ip' E P'} 
be a directed subset of i[P], where P' ~ P. Then, by the first condition in Definition 2.4.1, 
j [ i [ P']] {j ( i (p')) I p' E P'} 
= {(j 0 i)(p') Ip' E P'} 
= P'. 
The directed-continuity of j, then, makes the s'et P' a directed subset of P. This means 
that 
lJQi[P'] = i(LJpP') E i[P], 
by the directed-continuity of i. In other words, any directed subset of i[P] has a least 
upper bound in this set, and so i[P] is a dcpo. As we saw earlier, ..LQ E i[P], and so i[P] 
is also a sub-dcpo of Q. Lastly, we specify an isomorphism 
0: P ~ i[P]. 
This is in fact quite trivial - we define 0 : P ----+ i[P] by 
O(p) = i(p), 
for all p E P. The inverse function 0-1 : i[P] ----+ Pis defined by 
o-1 (i(p)) = p, 
for all p E P. In fact, 0-1 is simply the restriction of the function j to i[P]. 0 
By combining Proposition 2.4.1 with the second item of Examples 2.4.1, we see that, 
for dcpo's P and Q, there is a projection-embedding pair from P to Q if and only if P 
is isomorphic to a sub-dcpo of Q. Thus, projection-embedding pairs offer a very natural 
concept of approximation of dcpo's. The next result is also quite significant. 
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Lemma 2.4.2 Let P and Q be dcpo 's, and let (ii, ji) and (i2 , j 2) be projection-embedding 
pairs from P to Q. Then i 1 ~P-Q i 2 if and only if h ~Q-P j 1 . 
Proof Firstly, assume that i1 Cp_Q i 2• This assumption and the two conditions m 
Definition 2.4. l give 
. . . 
)2 J10Z10J2 
CQ-P }1 o i2 o }2 
)I· 
For the converse result, let j 2 CQ-P j 1. Then 
. . . 
Z1 - Z10J20t2 
Cp-Q 
. . . 
Z1 0 )1 0 t2 
~P-Q Z2, 
by Definition 2.4.1 and the assumption above. 0 
An immediate consequence of Lemma 2.4.2 is that the embedding component of any 
projection-embedding pair uniquely determines its corresponding projection, and con-
versely. The unique projection iR associated with any embedding i is called the right 
adjoint 23 of this embedding. Similarly, the unique embedding jL associated with any pro-
jection j is called the left adjoint of j. This feature of projection-embedding pairs (that 
they are uniquely determined by either of their components) means that in order to assert 
that a dcpo P provides a degraded image of another dcpo Q, we require only an embed-
ding (or a projection) of the right type. In this section, following [Plo81, Chapters 4-5], we 
choose to consider embeddings as defining the approximation relation over dcpo's (simply 
because their arrows are in the right direction). We say that a dcpo P approximates a 
dcpo Q if and only if there is an embedding i E P -----+ .L Q - we indicate this relationship 
by writing i: P ~ Q. 
For any dcpo P, the identity function is an embedding idp : P ~ P. Here id~= idp 
as well. Also, for embeddings of dcpo's i 1 : P ~ Q and i 2 : Q ~ R, the function i 2 o i 1 : 
P ~ R is also an embedding. The right adjoint of this composite embedding is defined by 
(i2 o i1)R i~ o i~. With these two items of information, we are now in the position to 
speak of the category DCPOE, with dcpo's as objects and embeddings of dcpo's as arrows. 
DCPOEis a sub-category of DCPO, and followfog Lemma 2.4.1, it is also a sub-category 
of DCPO.L. By the earlier discussion, DCPOE then also defines a preordered set, and 
the ordering induced by its arrows captures a useful notion of approximation of dcpo's. 
As demonstrated in [Plo81, Chapter 4], all of the domain constructors defined on 
DCPO.L can be restricted to DCPOE. This category will be the subject of the pro-
posed preordered set approach to the solution of recursive domain equations. We can also 
define the category DCPOP, with projections of dcpo's as arrows. DCPOE and DCPOP 
23This terminology is somewhat confusing. The right adjoint and the left adjoint described here are not 
the same as the category-theoretic adjoints described in [ML71, pages 77-88]. If we think of a dcpo as a 
category, however, then the adjoints described in this section do bear some resemblance to the adjoints of 
category theory - this is the source of the confusing terminology. 
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The next leap in sophistication requires the construction of the functor category28 
C(w,:$). Its objects are functors from (w, ::S) to C, and its arrows are natural transfor-
mations29 T : F ---=-+ G, for functors F, G : (w, ::S) ----+ C. Given any object C of C, the 
functor 
!::i.C: (w, ::S) ----+ C 
is an object of C(w,:$). Its object function maps every object i of (w, ::S) to C. Its action 
on arrows assigns the identity arrow idc : C ----+ C to every arrow ( i, j) of ( w, :::; ) . 
For a covariant functor F: (w, ::S) ----+ C, we are now able to formulate the categori'cal 
equivalent of an upper bound of an w-increasing chain. This is any pair (C, T), where C is 
an object of C and T : F ---=-+ !::i.C is a natural transformation. By definition, T attaches 
an arrow 
Ti : Fi = Ci ----+ (!::i.C)i = c 
to every object i of (w, ::S) - this arrow is what indicates that C dominates Ci, for all 
i E w. The above assignment is subject to the naturality condition 
Tj O fij =Ti, 
for all objects i and j of (w, ::S) such that there is an arrow (i,j) from i to j in (w, ::::;). 
Now, given the functor F : (w, ::S) ----+ C, above, the role of the least upper bound 
of an w-increasing chain is adopted by a colimit diagram30 for F. To understand this 
correspondence, we must first define the functor 
!::i. : c ----+ c(w,:$). 
It associates every object C of C with the functor !::i.C, and it sends every arrow f : C ----+ D 
of C to the natural transformation !::i.f: !::i.C ~ !::i.D. Here !::i.f; = J, for every object i of 
(w, ::::;). 
A colimit diagram for the functor F, then, is a universal arrow31 from F to the functor 
!::i.. This is a pair ( L, µ) consisting of an object L of C and a natural transformation 
µ : F ---=-+ !::i.L. This. pair satisfies the condition that, for every other pair ( C, T) also 
consisting of an object C of C and a natural transformation T : F ---=-+ !::i.C, there is a 
unique arrow () : L ----+ C, so that 
f:::i.() e µ = T, 
where • is the composition operator on natural transformations. In other words, 
28See [ML71, pages 40-42]. 
29See [ML71, pages 16-18]. 
· 30See (ML71, pages 62-68]. 
31 See [ML71, pages 55-59]. 
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for all objects i of (w, ::::;). It is apparent,then, that the arrow 0 : L ~ C ensures that C 
dominates L in terms of the arrow~induced ordering on the objects of C. Since any pair 
(C, r), as specified above, corresponds to an upper bound of the functor F, the arrow e 
confirms the wisdom of striking an analogy between colimit diagrams for functors such as 
F and the least upper bounds of w-increasing chains. 
Thus, for a category C, the condition which best imitates chain-completeness is the 
existence of colimit diagrams for all covariant functors F: (w, ::::;) ~ C. Without entering 
into the details here, Plotkin, in [Plo81, Chapter 4], establishes the existence of colimit 
diagrams for every covariant functor F : (w, ::::;) ~ DCPOE. This, together with Sub-
section 2.4.1, means that we are entitled to think of DCPOE as something similar to a 
ccpo. 
As mentioned earlier, the category DCPOP can also be used to solve recursive domain 
equations. In this case we have to contend with the dual32 situation of the one outlined so 
far. The dcpo _l which also functions as the bottom element of DCPOP, considered as a 
preordered set, is now the terminal object of this category. For DCPOP, the equivalent of 
an w-increasing chain is a contravariant functor from (w, ::::;) to DCPOP. Also, instead of 
working with colimit diagrams, the condition analogous to chain-completeness in DCPO~ 
requires the existence of all limits33 of contravariant functors F : (w, ::::;) ~ DCPOP. 
Before continuing, here is some terminology which will ease working with the categorical 
concepts of this sub-section. Once again, let C be a category, and let F : (w, ::::;) ~ C be 
a covariant functor. We call any natural transformation T : F --=-+ D.C a cone from the 
base F to the vertex C, where C is an object of C. Also, if (L, µ)is a colimit diagram for 
F, then we call the natural transformationµ : F--=-+ D.L the limiting cone or the universal 
cone from F. In this case we also often write the object L as ColimF. 
2.4.3 Chain-Complete Functions 
Now that we have satisfied ourselves about the similarities between DCPOE and any 
ccpo, all that remains is to determine which functors over DCPOE behave like chain-
complete functions over a ccpo. Remember, however, that for any function over a ccpo, 
monotonicity is a pre-condition for chain-continuity. Thus, since, in terms of functors over 
categories, monotonicity equates with covariance, our first task is to ensure that all the 
domain constructors over DCPO .L can be converted into covariant functors over DCPOE. 
This was, in fact, our reason for introducing DCPOE in the first place. 
Definition 2.4.2 Let F : DCPO.L ~ DCPO.L be a functor. F is called monotone on 
horn-sets ([Plo81, SP82} us.e the term locally monotone) if and only if the induced function 
{ 
FPQ: (P ~.L Q) ~ (FP ~.L FQ) 
FPQ: (P ~.L Q)---+ (FQ ~.L FP) 
if F is covariant 
if F is contravariant 
is monotone, for all objects P and Q of DCPO .L. 
32See [ML71, pages 31-32). 
33See [ML71, pages 68-72). 
0 
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We can introduce a similar notion for bifunctors of the form DCPO .l x DCPO .l ----> 
DCPO .l - this would just add extra notational overheads, however. It can easily be 
shown that all the domain constructors of Section 2.3 are locally monotone. The next 
result enables us to accomplish our objective of transforming all the domain constructors 
over DCPO .l into covariant functors over DCPOE. 
Lemma 2.4.3 Let F : DCPO.l ---+ DCPO.l be contravariant and locally monotone
1 
and let P and Q be dcpo 1s. Then (Fj, Fi) is a projection-embedding pair from F P to FQ 
whenever ( i, j) is a projection-embedding pair from P to Q. 
Proof Let (i,j) be a projection-embedding pair from P to Q. Then, by the contravariance 
of F, Fi : FQ ---+ F P and Fj : F P ---+ FQ are strict directed-continuous functions. 
From the facts that j o i = idp and that functors preserve identity arrows, 




Fi o Fj = idpp, 
because of the action of a contravariant functor upon a composite arrow. Now, we know 
that i o j ~Q-Q idQ, and so, because F is locally monotone, 
F(ioj) ~FQ-FQ F(idQ) 
idFQ· 
The last equality, of course, once again derives from the fact that functors preserve identity 
arrows. Thus 
F j 0 Fi ~FQ-FQ idFQ, 
because of the contravariance of F. 0 
Given a locally monotone functor F : DCPO .l ----> DCPO .l, we can now easily 
construct a covariant functor FE : DCPOE ---+ DCPOE. If F is itself covaria1{t, then 
the construction reduces to a simple restriction of this functor to the arrows of DCPOE. 
If Fis contravariant, then the object fonction of FE is exactly the same as that of F. The 
arrow function of FE is then, however, defined by 
FE· F'R z = i , 
for any arrow i : P ~ Q of DCPOE, where P and Q are dcpo's. Lemma 2.4.3 indicates 
that FEi : F P ~ FQ is once again an embedding, and hence an arrow of DCPOE. In 
other words, FE is monotone with respect to the arrow-induced ordering on DCPOE. 
With all of this behind us, we are now justified in thinking of the domain constructors 
of Section 2.3 as monotone functions over DCPOE. But can we think of them as chain-
continuous functions? 
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Definition 2.4.3 A covariant functo~ F : DCPOE ----+ DCPOE is called continuous 
if and only if (F(ColimG), Fµ) is colimit diagram for F o G whenever (ColimG, µ) is 
a colimit diagram for G, for every covariant functor G : (w, ::;) ----+ DCPOE. Here the 
natural transformation 
Fµ: F o G ~ ~F(Colim,G) 
is defined by (Fµ)i = Fµi, for every object i of (w, ::;). 0 
By thinking of any functor G of Definition 2.4.3 as an w-increasing chain. in DCPOE, we 
can appreciate how strong the correspondence between Definition 2.4.3 and Definition 2.2.5 
is. Remember that in Sub-section 2.4.2 we saw that a colimit diagram ( ColimG, µ) for G 
behaves like the least upper bound of G. From Definition 2.4.3, we can now deduce that 
the functor F spoken of there is continuous if and only if 
Colim(F o G) ~ F(Colim, G), 
for all covariant functors G : (w, ::;) ----+ DCPOE. Compare this with Definition 2.2.5 
once agam. 
Although this category-theoretic notion of a continuous functor over DCPOE is intu-
itively very attractive, it is inconvenient to work with. The next definition offers a more 
user-friendly order-theoretic perspective on continuous functors over DCPOE. 
Definition 2.4.4 Let F : DCPO .L ----+ DCPO .L be a functor. F is called directed-
continuous on horn-sets ([Plo81, SP82} use the term locally continuous) if and only if the 
induced function 
{ 
FPQ: (P ---+.L Q)----+ (FP ---+.L FQ) 
FPQ: (P ---+.L Q)----+ (FQ ---+.L FP) 
if F is covariant 
if F is contravariant 
is directed-continuous, for all objects P and Q of DCPO .L. 0 
It is quite easy to see that, for any functor over DCPO .L, local continuity implies 
local monotonicity. Now, following Lemma 2.4.3, we saw how every locally m~notone 
functor over DCPO.L can be converted into a covariant (and hence, in the order-theoretic 
interpretation of a category, monotone) functor over DCPOE. It turns out that if the 
functor over DCPO .L is locally continuous as well, then the induced functor over DC POE 
is continuous. 
Theorem 2.4.1 Let F: DCPO.L ----+ DCPO.L be a locally continuous functor. Then the 
functor pE : DCPOE ----+ DCPOE is continuous. 
Proof See [Plo81, Chapter 4]. D 
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Using the bewildering category-theoretic arsenal developed so far, we are now finally 
in the position to solve recursive domain equatio~s. At the start of this section, we set 
ourselves the task of solving something of the form of Equation (2.2). Suppose, then, that 
F: DCPOJ.--+ DCPOl. is a locally continuous functor, and that we would like to solve 
the domain equation 
FP~ P, 
where P ranges over objects of DCPOJ.. By Theorem 2.4.1, the covariant functor FE : 
DCPOE --+ DCPOE is continuous. 
We can now define the covariant functor G : (w, ::;) --+ DCPOE. Its action upon 
objects is described by 
if i = 0 
if i 2: 1. 
Since J_ is the initial object of DCPOE, there is a unique arrow f: 1- ~ GO in DCPOE. 
We use this arrow to define the action of G upon arrows of (w, ::;). 
. . { FE f : GO ~ Gl 
G(z,z + l) = FEG(i -1,i): Gi ~ G(i + 1) 
if i = 0 
if i 2: 1. 
All other arrows of the form G(i,j) : Gi ~ Gj, where i,j E w and j 2: i + 2, can be 
constructed from the above arrows via composition. Looking at the proof of Theorem 2.1.2, 
there is a clear parallel between the functor G defined here and the w-increasing chain. 
defined there. 
Now, looking back at the discussion following Definition 2.4.3, and bearing in mind the 
already established continuity of FE, we can see that 
F(ColimG) ~ Colim(F o G) . 
. But, taking into account the way in which the functbr G was assembled, it is a simple task 
to verify that 
Colim(F o G) ~ ColimG. 
Thus, we have achieved our objective. 
2.5 Finite Approximation Revisited - Continuity 
and Algebraicity 
So far I have been a little vague about the concept of finite approximation and what one 
can possibly achieve through it. The following extract from [Jun88a] very neatly illustrates 
the computational utility of a notion of finite approximation: 
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Consider a computer program for numerical integration. It takes as its input the 
algorithmic description of a real valued function J, boundary values a and band 
after its calculations prints out a real number which equals the integral over f 
from a to b. So this program can be viewed as a function from [R ~ RJ x Rx R 
into R. But this is not quite right, as we cannot input arbitrary real numbers, 
in fact, only a finite subset of the rational numbers is admissable. Also, not 
every integrable real valued function can be given an algorithmic description 
(take ex
2
, for example) and even if it can, the result will normally not exactly 
equal the integral. 
What we do need is a description of the input domain which is at the same time 
idealistic and realistic. 'Idealistic', because it should contain the id~al infinite 
object (e.g. the real numbers) or should at least indicate how it comes into it. 
'Realistic', because it should contain finite realizable models of the ideal object 
and because it should allow us to compare the finite models and suggest ways 
to improve accuracy. 
The framework, which to a great extent satisfies these requirements, is that 
of algebraic (or continuous) directed-complete partial orders and continuous 
functions. 
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In the above, then, the 'ideal infinite objects' could be the data objects (like real numbers, 
for instance) which we intend a computer program to manipulate, and the 'finitely realisable 
models' could be the finite approximations of these ideal data objects which a computer 
manipulates in reality. In Section 2.1 it was also mentioned that Scott intended to model 
a structure such as a 'while'-loop as an 'ideal infinite object' approximated by 'finitely 
realisable models'. 
As claimed, continuous dcpo 's and algebraic dcpo 's embrace a very intuitive formal-
isation of the finite approximation of data objects. This formalisation results from the 
introduction of a new kind of order relation on dcpo's, namely the way-below relation. 
Lawson provides an in-depth survey of this ordering in [Law88]. The way-below relation 
is also introduced in [GHK+so, Chapter 1] in order to define continuous lattices34 • 
Definition 2.5.1 Let(P, r;;;.) be a dcpo, and let PI ,p2 E P. Then we say that p1 is way 
below (or essentially below) p2, written PI ~ p2, if and only if 
(3p' E P')[pI (;; p'], 
for every directed subset P' ~ P such that p2 r;;;_ LJ P'. 0 
So, how does the way-below relation on a dcpo explain finite approximation? At the 
end of Section 2.1 we considered a directed subset {Fi Ii E w} of a certain partially ordered 
set, where each Fi, for i E w, could be thought of as the meaning of a certain 'while'-loop 
after only i iterations. On the other hand, the whole set (through its least upper bound) 
34See Section 4. L 
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described the entire computation resulting from the execution of this 'while'-loop. We 
can generalise this to the extent where we think of any directed subset P' ~ P of a dcpo 
(P, ~) as specifying a computation. In this case, we interpret p1 « p2 , for p1 ,p2 E P, as 
indicating that any computation which aspires to produce p2 as its output must yield p1 
at some finite stage. 
Now for a bit of notation - given a dcpo (P, ~) and a subset P' ~ P, we define the 
set .JJ. P' by 
.JJ. P' = {p E p I (3p' E P')[p « p']}. 
We refer to this set as the way-below down-closure of P'. Similarly, the set 11 P', defined . 
by 
11 P' = {p E p I (3p' E P')[p' « p]}, 
is called the way-below up-closure of P'. 
Definition 2.5.2 A dcpo (P, ~) is called continuous if and only if 
• .JJ. {p} is directed, and 
• p = LJ( .JJ. {p}), 
for all p E P. 0 
The way-below relat.ion on a dcpo (P, ~) satisfies a number of conditions - some of 
these can be found in [Joh82, Law88]. For example, 
• (P1 « P2) => (P1 ~ P2), 
• P1 ~ P2 « p3 ~ p4 => (p1 « p4), and 
• .l « P1, 
for all p1,p2 ,p3,p4 E P. If (P,~) is also continuous, then the way-below relation satisfies 
the additional conditions 
• (P1, P2 « p3) => (::lp E P)[p1, P2 ~ p and p « p3], and 
• (p1 « P2) => (::lp E P)[p1 « P « P2], 
for all pi, p2 , p3 E P. The second property, above, is crucial to the theory, and is called the 
interpolation property35 . 
In order to introduce algebraic dcpo's, we require the assistance of some more notation. 
Given a preordered set (P, ::;) and a subset P'::; P, the sets l P' and j P' are defined by 
l P' = {p E Pl (::Jp' E P')[p::; p']}, and 
i P' = {p E p I (::Jp' E P')[p' ::; p]}. 
We call l P' the down-closure of P', while j P' is called the up-closure of P'. 
35Johnstone proves the interpolation property in [Joh82, page 289) 
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Definition 2.5.3 An element p E P of a dcpo (P, [;) is called compact (or finite) if and 
only if p ~ p. We write P0 for the set of compact elements of ( P, [;) (some authors use 
K,( P) to express the same concept). O 
It is the compact elements of an algebraic dcpo which, in Jung's terminology, form the 
realistic component of such a structure. In terms of our information-theoretic interpretation 
of partially ordered sets, the compact elements of an algebraic dcpo are the ones with finite 
information content. 
Definition 2.5.4 A dcpo ( P, [;) is called algebraic if and only if 
• l {p} n po is directed, and 
• P = IJ(l {p} n po), 
for all p E P. 
Examples 2.5.1 1. Every finite partially ordered set is an algebraic dcpo. 
2. Every algebraic dcpo is a continuous dcpo. 
[J 
0 
Definition 2.5.4 enables us to refine the interpolation property of the way-below relation 
on continuous dcpo's. Let (P, [;) be an algebraic dcpo, and let p1,p2 E P with PI ~ p2. 
Then we can show that· 
This, of course, follows from the definition of the way-below relation, together with the 
facts that l {p2 } n P 0 is directed, and that this set has p2 as a least upper bound. 
There is an alternative route to the formulation of continuous dcpo's and algebraic 
dcpo's which is frequently followed in the literature - see [SP82, page 777], for example. 
Definition 2.5.5 A subset B ~ P of a dcpo ( P, [;) is called a basis for ( P, [;) if and only 
if 
• .ij. {p} n B is directed, and 
• p = IJ(.ij.{p} n B), 
for all p E P. D 
It is clear that the set P is a basis for any continuous dcpo ( P, C). Conversely, let 
(P, [;) be a dcpo with basis B ~ P, and let p3 E P. Now, for any pi,P2 E .lJ. {p3 }, there 
must be elements bI, b2 E .lJ. {p3} n B such that PI [;bi and P2 [; b2, by the definitions of 
a basis and the way-below relation. The directedness of .lJ. {p3 } n B ensures that this set 
contains an element b3 such that bi, b2 [; b3. This means that the set .lJ. {p3 } is directed. It 
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is clear, then, that p3 = LJ .!J.{p3}. Hence, we can conclude that a dcpo is continuous if and 
only if it has a basis. 
In order to obtain a similar description of algebraic dcpo's, we need only observe that 
.!J. {p} n po = l {p} n po' 
for every dcpo ( P, !;), and for all p E P. If p0 E .!J. {p} n P0 , then p0 i; p, by the first 
condition satisfied by the way-below relation on a dcpo. Thus p0 El {p} n P0 . Conversely, 
if p0 E l {p} n P0 , then p0 « p0 I; p. By the second condition satisfied by the way-below 
relation on a dcpo, p0 « p, and so p0 E .!). {p} n P0 • From all of this we can deduce that a 
dcpo is algebraic if and only if its subset of compact elements forms a basis for it. 
With these descriptions of continuous dcpo's and algebraic dcpo's in terms of basis 
elements, we are now ready for the next two definitions. 
Definition 2.5.6 A dcpo is called w-continuous if and only if it has a countable basis. D 
Definition 2.5. 7 A dcpo is called w-algebraic if and only if its subset of compact elements 
forms a countable basis for it. D. 
We have now done enough to define the categories Alg and wAlg. The former cat-
egory has algebraic dcpo's for objects and directed-continuous functions between these 
structures as arrows, while the latter category only contains w-algebraic dcpo's as objects 
and directed-continuous functions between w-algebraic dcpo's as arrows. Both Alg and 
wAlg are full sub-categories of DCPO - in fact, wAlg is a full sub-category of Alg. 
From now on, for the purposes of this thesis, I will regard domains and algebraic dcpo's 
to be exactly the same thing. Also, any category referred to as a category of domains will 
be a sub-category of Alg. 
As mentioned before, one of the principal advantages of algebraic dcpo's is that they 
permit a neat formalisation of what is meant by finite approximation. As Plotkin states 
in [Plo81, Chapter 6], 
Algebraicity is an important concept which formalises some intuitive ideas of 
finiteness (finite amount of information) and of objects as limits of their finite 
approximations. 
Plotkin goes on to list two further attractive features of algebraicity: 
It allows consideration of constructions such as powerdomains and enables us 
to visualise domains as completions of structures of finite information. 
The powerdomain constructions will be the subject of Section 2.6, so here we will only 
investigate Plotkin's claim that the algebraicity of domains means that they can be con-
structed from their finitely informative elements. As we shall see in Section 2.6, however, 
the two features of algebraicity listed above by Plotkin aren't unrelated. 
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Definition 2.5.8 A subset I~ P of a preordered set (P, :::;) is called an ideal of (P, :::;) if 
and only if 
• I= 1 I, and 
• I is directed. 
We write I( P, :::;) for the set of ideals of ( P, :::;) - if there is no possibility of confusion 
about the ordering, I will simply write I(P) for this set. 0 
Example 2.5.2 Let p E P be an element of a preordered set (P, :::;). Then the set 1 {p} 
is an ideal of (P, :::;). Ideals of this form (down-closures of singleton subsets of preordered 
sets) are termed principal ideals. 0 
Now for some more terminology - we call a preordered set pointed if and only if it 
possesses a bottom element. Of course, a pointed preordered set whose ordering isn't 
anti-symmetric may contain more than one bottom element. The next result in~roduces 
the construction which will be employed in order to construct domains out of their finite 
elements. 
Lemma 2.5.1 Let (P, :::;) be a pointed preordered set. Then (I(P), ~) is a dcpo. 
Proof The down-closedness of ideals ensures that the set of bottom elements of (P, :::;) is 
contained in every I E I(P). Since the set of bottom elements of (P, :::;) is also down-
closed and directed, we can conclude that this set defines the bottom element of (I(P), ~). 
Now, let .J ~ I(P) be a directed subset of (I(P), ~). We must show that .J has a least 
upper bound - to do this, it is enough to demonstrate that U .J E I( P). The fact that 
every element of .J is down-closed means that U .J must itself be down-closed. Thus it 
only remains to check the directedness of U .J. So, let PI, P2 E U .J. Then PI E JI and 
p2 E J2, for some Ji, J2 E .J. Directedness of .J ensures that there exists a J3 E .J such 
that Ji, J2 ~ lJ, and so PI, p2 E J3. By the directedness of J3, then, PI, P2 :::; p3, for some 
p3 E ]3 ~ LJ .J. D 
Given any preordered set (P, :::;), we call the dcpo (I(P), ~) the ideal completion of 
(P, :::;). 
Lemma 2.5.2 Let (P, :::;) be a pointed preordered set. Then the compact elements of 
(I(p), ~) are precisely the principal ideals of (P, :::;). 
Proof Let p E P, and let .J ~ I(P) be a directed subset of (I(P), ~) which satisfies the 
condition lP {p} ~ U .J. Then p E J, for some J E .J. Down-closedness of J means that 
lP {p} ~ J, and so lP {p} is a compact element of (I(P), ~). Conversely, let IE (I(P)) 0 . 
The directedness of I makes the set {lp { i} I i E I} a directed subset of (I( P), ~). The 
directedness of {lp { i} I i E I}, together with the compactness of I and the fact that 
I= U{lP {i} Ii EI}, mean that I =lp {i'}, for some i' EI. D 
Lemma 2.5.1 and Lemma 2.5.2 lead directly to the next result. 
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Proposition 2.5.1 Let (P, :::;) be a pointed preordered set. Then (I(P), ~) is an algebraic 
dcpo. 
Proof By Lemma 2.5.1, (I(P), ~)is a dcpo. Let IE I(P). Then Lemma 2.5.2 gives 
h(P) {!} n (I(P)) 0 = {lp {i} Ii E !}. 
In Lemma 2.5.2 we also mentioned that {lp { i} Ii E I} is a directed subset of (I( P), ~). 
Lastly, the least upper bound of {lp {i} Ji EI} is quite clearly I. 0 
Corollary 2.5.1 Let (P, :::;) be a countable pointed preordered set. Then (I(P), ~) zs an 
w-algebraic dcpo. 0 
Now for the promised construction of algebraic dcpo's from their finite elements. This 
is provided by the isomorphism 
(): (P, ~) ~ (I(P0 ), ~) 
between any algebraic dcpo ( P, ~) and the ideal completion of the partially ordered set 
(P0 , ~). The function 0 is defined by 
O(p) = lP {p} n P0 , 
for any p E P. The inverse of this function, namely the function 0- 1 , is given by 
0- 1(!) = lJpl, 
for all I E I(P0 ). 
For all p E P, the directedne·ss of the set lP {p} n P0 follows directly from Defi-
nition 2.5.4. That this set is a down-closed :subset of ( P0 , ~) is obvious - thus 0 is 
well-defined. To see that 0- 1 is well-defined, we need only observe that any element of 
I( P0 ) is a directed subset of ( P, ~). Checking that 0 and its inverse are directed-complete 
is a simple book-keeping exercise. 
The o.nly unfortunate aspect of our progression from DCPO to Alg and wAlg is that 
we are forced to sacrifice Cartesian-closedness. To be more specific, the function space 
construction breaks down in the case of algebraic dcpo's - in [Jun90, page 238], Jung 
provides an example of an w~algebraic dcpo P for which P-+ P isn't even algebraic. As 
mentioned before, in Chapter 4 we will specifically focus our attention on finding Cartesian-
closed sub-categories of Alg. Such categories give us the best of both worlds - all the 
desirable properties of algebraic dcpo's without forfeiting Cartesian-closedness. 
2.6 Non-Determinism and Powerdomains 
The advent of non-determinism in the 1970's heralded the arrival of three new domain 
constructors. Before the popularization of non-deterministic processes, the denotational 
concept of the meaning of a program was very easy to understand - a computer was 
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thought of as possessing a number of internal states, and the denotation of a program 
running on such computer was simply a function from the set of states into itself (mapping 
inputs to outputs). But non-determinism made new demands of denotational semantics 
- in particular, since a non-deterministic program running from a certain input state may 
terminate in more than one final state (if it does in fact terminate), non-determinism meant 
that viewing programs as functions mapping states to states was an over-simplification. 
A natural remedy for the stresses induced by non-determinism is to modify the de-
notational concept of a program - think of programs as functions which map states to 
sets of states. With this conceptual adjustment, we can now capture the meaning of a 
non-deterministic program - it is a function which maps any input state to the set of 
all states in which the given program can terminate if it starts computing from this input 
state. With this arrangement, it seems as though we have opted to denote programs as 
functions from the set of states S to its power-set pS. This is not the case, however -
the power-set pS has the undesirable feature that it loses the structure of S (which isn't 
just a ~et, remember, but a domain). The problem, then, is this - how do we construct 
a domain out of S which mimics the power-set construction, but which, at the same time, 
absorbs its structure from that of S? 
Since the structure on a domain is a partial ordering, the question of the. previous 
paragraph can be reduced to the next question. If ( P, ~) is a domain, and if P1 and 
P2 are subsets of P, then what does it mean for P1 to approximate P2? Again, subset 
inclusion does not provide the answer to this question, because of the way in which it 
nullifies the structure of (P, ~). There are, however, two structure-preserving answers to 
the above question, which I shall refer to as the negative answer and the positive answer. 
The negative answer can be expressed by 
P1 approximates P2 if and only if, no matter how incomplete the information 
content of any element in P2 is, there is always an element in P1 whose infor-
mation content is worse. 
On the other hand, 
P1 approximates P2 if and only if, no matter how complete the information con-
tent of any element in P1 is, there is always an element in P2 whose information 
content is better · 
captures the positive answer. 
Definition 2.6.1 formalises what I have termed the negative answer, while Defini-
tion 2.6.2 does the same for the positive answer. Before introducing these two definitions, 
however, an item of notation requires explanation - for any set S, I use the expression 
pfin5 to denote the subset·of the power-set pS whose elements are all finite subsets (in-
cluding the empty set) of S. In order to ensure that my notation isn't too laborious, I shall 
also employ the expression p~0S to mean the same thing as (pfi0 S) \ 0. 
Definition 2.6.1 Let ( P, ~) be a partially ordered set. The upper ordering on p~n P is a 
preorder :::; u ~ p~0 P x p~0 P defined by 
(P1 :Su P2) {::} (Vp2 E P2)(::lp1 E P1)[p1 ~ P2], 
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0 
Definition 2.6.2 Let (P, ~) be a partially ordered set. The lower ordering on p~np is a 
preorder ~L ~ p~n P X p~11 P defined by 
(P1 ~L P2) ~ (Vp1 E Pi)(:lp2 E P2)[p1 ~ p2], 
for all P1 , P2 E p~nP. 0 
It is quite common (and we shall soon see why) for the upper ordering derived from a 
partially ordered set to be referred to as the Smyth ordering. Similarly, the lower ordering 
is sometimes referred to as the Hoare ordering. The next logical step is to define an order 
relation which combines the features of the upper and lower orderings. This is the so-called 
Egli-Milner ordering (also known as the Plotkin ordering). 
Definition 2.6.3 Let (P, ~)be a partially ordered set. The Egli-Milner ordering on p~np 
is a preorder ~EM ~ p~n P X p~n P defined by 
. (P1 ~EM P2) ~ (P1 ~u P2 and P1 ~L P2), 
for all P1, P2 E p~n P. 0 
Now, let ( P, C) be an algebraic dcpo. Each of the structures (p~n po,~ u ), (p~n po, ~L), 
and (p~n po, ~EM) is a pointed preordered set (it is easy to see that { 1-} is a bottom el-
ement for each of them). By Proposition 2.5.1, then, constructing the ideal completion of 
any of these structures will render an algebraic dcpo. Thus we are ready for the powerdo-
main constructors. 
The original powerdomain construction was introduced by Plotkin in [Plo76] - this 
structure is called the Plotkin powerdomain or the convex powerdomain. Later on, in 
[Smy78], Smyth introduced a second powerdomain construction, which is referred to as the 
Smyth powerdomain or the upper powerdomain. The Smyth powerdomain corresponds to 
the total correctness interpretation of programs, while the third powerdomain construction, 
the lower powerdomain, corresponds to the partial correctness interpretation of programs. 
Since Hoare has done much work on the partial correctness of programs, the lower power-
domain is often named after him. 
2.6.1 The Smyth Powerdomain 
Definition 2.6.4 Let (P, ~) be an algebraic dcpo. The Smyth powerdomain of (P, C) is 
the ideal completion of (p~np0 ,~u). 0 
Unfortunately, the Smyth powerdomain construction is more than we bargained for. 
Given a domain (P, ~),the need to capture non-determinism denotationally inspired us to 
search for a way of constructing a domain whose elements are subsets of P from (P, ~). 
But, the elements of the Smyth powerdomain of (P, ~) are sets (ideals) of subsets of P. 
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Clearly, then, the Smyth powerdomain is one level too sophisticated for what we had 
in mind in terms of modelling non-determinism. Fortunately, however, there is another 
route to constructing the Smyth powerdomain of any given domain, and this alternative 
formulation of the Smyth powerdomain construction is more compatible with our intuitive 
reasons for considering powerdomains in the first place. 
For all that follows in this sub-section, let (P, ~)be an algebraic dcpo. Now, define the 
closure operator 
by 
elsP' = {p E PI (:Ip' E P')[p' ~ p]}, 
for all P' E pP. Of course, being a closure operator, els satsfies the condition that 
els( elsP') = elsP', 
. for all P' E pP. 
It is now easy to observe that 
( P1 ::::; u P2) {::} ( elsP2 ~ elsP1 ), -
for all P1 , P2 E p~0 P0 , where ::::; u is the upper ordering on p~0 P0 derived from ~. This, in 
effect, establishes a correspondence between ( { elsP' IP' E p~0 P0 }, 2) and (p~0 P0 , :s;u ). 
With the above correspondence in mind, and considering that the Smyth powerdomain 
of (P, ~) is the ideal completion of (p~0 P0 , :s;u ), it should be possible to construct the 
Smyth powerdomain of ( P, ~) by completing the structure ( { elsP' J P' E p~0 P 0 }, 2) 
somehow. We go about this by defining the set PsP to contain { elsP' J P' E p~0 P0 }, 
together with the intersections of the contents of all subsets of { elsP' I P' E p~n P 0 } 
which are directed with respect to the superset containment relation 2. Then (PsP, 2) is 
isomorphic to the Smyth powerdomain of (P, ~). Henceforth, all references to the Smyth 
powerdoinain of a domain (P, ~) should be understood as references to the domain (Ps, 2). 
2.6.2 The Hoare Powerdomain 
Definition 2.6.5 Let (P, ~) be an algebraic dcpo. The Hoare powerdomain of (P, ~) is 
the ideal completion of (p~n P 0 , :s;L). D 
The same objections that were raised against the version of the Smyth powerdomain 
construction presented in Definition 2.6.4 are relevant to the description of the Hoare 
powerdomain construction provided by Definition 2.6.5. Once again, however, we can 
reformulate the Hoare powerdomain construction in more concrete terms. 
Let ( P, ~) be an algebraic dcpo. We can now define the closure operator 
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by 
clHP' = {p E p I (::lp' E P')[p ~ p']}, 
for all P' E pP. This closure operator is related to the lower ordering on p~11 P0 , since 
for all Ph P2 E p~11P0 • Consequently, we can observe that there is a correspondence 
between ( {clHP' IP' E p~11 P0 }, ~)and (p~11P0 , :::;L)· 
So, since the Hoare powerdomain of (P, ~) is the ideal completion of (p~11 P0 , :::;L), 
it is very natural to expect that the Hoare powerdomain of ( P, ~) can be generated by 
somehow completing the structure ( { clHP' I P' E p~11 P0 }, ~). This we do by defining 
the set PHP to contain { clHP' I P' E p~11 P 0 }, together with the unions of the contents 
all subsets of { clHP' I P' E p~11 P0 } which are directed with respect to subset inclusion 
~. Then (PHP, ~) is isomorphic to the Hoare powerdomain of (P, ~). Henceforth, every 
time I mention the Hoare powerdomain of a domain (P, ~), this should be interpreted as 
a reference to the domain (PHP, ~). 
2.6.3 The Plotkin Powerdomain 
Definition 2.6.6 Let (P, ~) be an algebraic dcpo. The Plotkin powerdomain of (P, ~) is 
the ideal completion of (p~11P0 , ::;EM)· D 
As was the case with the Smyth and the Hoare powerdomain constructions, there 
is also a concrete version of the Plotkin powerdomain construction. However, given a 
domain ( P, ~), this formulation of the Plotkin powerdomain of ( P, ~) is substantially 
more complex than (Ps, 2) and (PH,~). Consequently, since an intimate knowledge of 
the internal structure of Plotkin powerdomains won't be required at any stage of this thesis, 
I don't feel compelled to present a detailed account of how Plotkin powerdomains can be 
constructed in a less abstract way than that presented in Definition 2.6.6. In [Zha91, pages 
30-35], however, Zhang provides a thorough treatment of the concrete versions of the three 
powerdomain constructions considered in this section. 
Chapter 3 
Domain Theory - Topological 
Aspects 
3.1. Topological Ideas - New Insights 
In Chapter 2 we presented domains as partially ordered sets with certain additional fea-
tures, and through a process of progressive refinement, we developed a very pleasing theory. 
At the core of all of this, however, lay the partial order relation. Domains model data types, 
with their elements playing the role of descriptions (or approximations) of data objects. 
Within this framework, the partial ordering of a domain places data descriptions in a hier-
archy of increasing (but consistent) information content. At the top one finds the ideal data 
objects, while the elements lower down are partial (and often ambiguous) approximations 
of the perfect items of data. 
This chapter is dedicated to gaining a new perspective on domains. Once again, we 
interpret domains as defining data types, with the domain elements being data descriptions. 
However, instead of thinking in terms of data descriptions approximating each other (and 
then postulating the existence of an approximation relation), let us think within an entirely 
different paradigm. 
Our basic assumption in this section is that a domain consists of two things: 
• a set of data descriptions D, and 
• a set of properties describing the data descriptions of D. 
We can then think of the properties of elements of D as functions of the form 
P : D --+ {true, false}. 
Clearly then, each such property P can be identified with the set p-1 [ {true} J ~ D. 
All that is required now is a better understanding of the nature of the properties whose 
existence we have postulated, so that we may determine what conditions the subsets of D 
which correspond with these properties should adhere to. With some explanation, it seems 
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natural that if P ~ pD is to be a reasonable collection of properties of the elements of D, 
then ( D, P) should be a topological space. 
Definition 3.1.1 A topology on a set X is a subset 0 ~ pX of the the power-set of X 
which satisfies 
• 0, XE 0, 
• (Oi, 02 E 0) => (01 n 02 E 0)1 and 
• (O' ~ 0) => (UO' E 0). 
The set X, together with its topology, is then called a topological space. 0 
Examples 3.1.1 1. The set {0,X} defines a topology on any set X. This is called the 
indiscrete or trivial topology. 
2. The set pX defines a topology on any set X. This is called the discrete topology. 
3. The topological space ({0,1},S), where S = {0,{1},{0,1}}, is called the Sierpinski 
space. 0 
We indicate that a set X forms a topological space, with topology 0, by referring to 
the topological space (X, 0). Often, however, we will simply refer to the topological space 
X, provided that there is no doubt about what the topology on X looks like - when we 
do avail ourselves of this abbreviation, we will write nx .for the topology on X. Given the 
topological space (X, 0), the elements of 0 are termed the open subsets of this space. We 
also call a subset of X closed if and only if it is the complement, with respect to X, of an 
element of 0. 
So, why should we assume that a domain with elements D and properties P specifies 
a topological space? Well, the first condition in Definition 3.1.1 translates into something 
quite reasonable - it stipulates that P should contain a property satisfied by none of 
the descriptions in D, and that it should also contain a property which holds for all 
of the elements of D. Now let us make the rather vague assertion that the properties 
of data descriptions should be computable in some sense. Definition 3.1.l succeeds in 
stripping this assertion of its vagueness - by its second condition, only finite conjunctions 
of elements of P are once again properties, since determining that an element of D is in 
an infinite intersection of subsets of D is clearly not computable. The third condition 
in Definition 3.1.1 means that infinite disjunctions of properties, on the other hand, are 
admissable as properties - determining that a data description in D is contained in an 
arbitrary union of sets requires only that one set containing this element be located. 
At this stage we can appreciate the similarity between the set P and the set of propo-
sitions of some propositional language. With this in mind, it seems natural to wonder 
about atomicity - to further reinforce its logical appearance, P should contain atomic 
properties from which all others can be constructed by finite intersections and arbitrary 
unions. Topological spaces offer two concepts of atomicity these follow from the next 
two definitions. 
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Definition 3.1.2 A basis for a topological space ( X, 0) is a subset B ~ 0 of the open 
subsets of this space, such that every element of 0 is a union of elements of B. 0 
Definition 3.1.3 A sub-basis for a topological space { X, 0) is a subset S ~ 0 of the open 
subsets of this space, such that the set of finite intersections of elements of S forms a basis 
for(X,O). D 
It is a pleasant fact that, for any set X, and for any subset S ~ pX, S is the sub-basis 
for a unique topology on X. This topology is given by the intersection of all topologies on 
X which contain S. So, instead of starting off with a domain (D, P), we could choose any 
set S ~ pD of atomic properties of data descriptions, and construct all other properties 
using finite conjunctions and arbitrary disjunctions. This is exactly how any propositional 
language is set up - a set of atomic propositions is defined, and all other propositions are 
then constructed using the logical operators. 
In Section 2.2 we made a strong case for the semantic utility of directed-complete 
functions between dcpo's. Now that our approach to domain theory has adopted such 
a strong tc.ipological flavour, we need to determine which functions between topological 
·spaces are most compatible with the intuitive notions developed so far in this section. For a 
function between domains to interest us, it should preserve properties of data descriptions 
in some way. Since the pre-image of any function between sets always preserves both 
intersections and unions (as opposed to the function itself, whose action upon sets doesn't 
necessarily preserve intersections), it seems natural for us to consider functions between 
domains which map properties to properties under their pre-images. In topological terms, 
such functions are referred to as continuous. 
Definition 3.1.4 A function f: X --+ Y between topological spaces (X, 0) and (Y, P) is 
called continuous if and only if 
f- 1 [P] E 0, 
for all PEP. 0 
Examples 3.1.2 1. The identity function idx : X --+ X is continuous, for any topo-
logical space (X, 0). 
2. Let (X, 0) 1 (Y, P) and (Z, Q) be topological spaces. Given continuous functions f : 
X --+ Y and g : Y --+ Z, the composite function g o f : X --+ Z is always 
continuous. D 
The data from Examples 3.1.2 facilitates the construction of the category Top, with 
topological spaces as objects and continuous functions between topological spaces as ar-
rows. 
Let us now suppose that some topological space (D, P) satisfies our idea of a domain as 
being a set of data descriptions accompanied by a family of properties ranging over these 
descriptions. For the set of properties in P to be useful, we would expect that there are 
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enough of these properties for us to distinguish between different data descriptions in D. 
In other words, for any two different data descriptions in D, there should be a property in 
P which holds for the one description, but not for the other. Any set furnished with the 
trivial topology, for example, is then clearly of no use to us. Using topological terminology, 
we say that every domain (D, P) should possess the T0 separation property. 
Definition 3.1.5 A topological space (X, 0) satisfies the T0 separation property if and 
only if 
(:JOE O)[(x1 E 0 and x2 EX\ 0) or (x1 EX\ 0 and x 2 E O)], 
for all x1, x2 E X with x1 -/::. X2. If ( X, 0) does satisfy the T0 separation property, then we 
call it a T0 space. O 
We can convert any topological space into a T 0 space (called its T 0-ification) by iden-
tifying any two points in the space which share the same neighbourhood system. 
Definition 3.1.6 Let (X, 0) be a topological space. We call the set N(x), defined by 
N(x) ={OE 0 Ix E O}, 
the neighbourhood system of x, for all x E X. 0 
The next definition provides us with the means of constructing a preordered set out of 
any topological space. 
Definition 3.1. 7 For any topological space (X, 0), the specialisation preorder ~o on X 
is defined by 
(x1 ~o x2) {:} (VO E O)[x1 E 0 =? x2 E 0], 
for all xi,x2 EX. 0 
Clearly then, a topological space is T 0 if and only if its specialisation preorder is a partial 
.order - the T0 separation condition is in fact nothing other than the anti-symmetry axiom 
for ~O· 
As we saw, the requirement that the properties of a domain should distinguish different 
data descriptions from each other leads to the acceptance of the T 0 separation condition. 
Considering a domain (D, P), it isn't really sufficient for the properties in P merely to 
distinguish between the elements of D - we would actually like the properties in P uniquely 
to determine the data descriptions in D. In other words, we should be able to specify 
any data description by simply describing the set of properties true of it. To appreciate 
that To spaces don't, in general, satisfy this criterion, consider the Sierpinski space of 
Examples 3.Ll as a domain. The only property which holds for 0 is the set {O, 1 }. But 
this set is also a property of 1, and so it isn't possible to obtain an unambiguous description 
of 0 in terms of its properties. 
Suppose that (D, P) is a domain which allows any d E D to be uniquely specified by 
the set of properties which it satisfies. What, then, can be said about the set of properties 
of an element d E D? The following seems like a reasonable answer to this question: 
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• the set of properties which hold for d should be non-empty, 
• the set 0 E P cannot be a property of d, 
• any finite conjunction of properties of d is again a property of d, 
• if P1 is a property of d, and if Pi ent_ails P2 , then P2 must also be a property of d, 
and 
• if a certain disjunction of elements of p is a prop~rty which holds for d, then at least 
one of these disjuncts must also be true of d. 
Compare the above with the next two definitions. 
Definition 3.1.8 A filter F on a set S is a non-empty collection of non-empty subsets of 
S which satisfies 
• (F' ~ F):::} (FE F), · 
for all F1 , F2, F' E F and all F ~ S. 0 
Definition 3.1.9 A filter F on a set S is called prime if and only if 
for all F1 , F2 ~ S. The filter F is called completely prime if and only if 
(UF' E F) :::} (:JF' E F')[F' E F], 
for all subsets F' ~ r.iS. 0 
If we let ( D, P) be a domain, we can see that there is a perfect correspondence between 
our intuitive concept of the set of properties of any element of D, and a completely prime 
filter on D made up of open sets in P. The next development simply involves stipulating 
that the completely prime filters of properties in P must uniquely determine all the data 
descriptions in D. In topological_ terms, we are defining domains to be sober spaces. 
Definition 3.1.10 A topological space (X, 0) is called sober if and only if there is precisely 
one point x E X such that F = N ( x), for every completely prime filter F ~ 0 on X. D 
Thus, sober spaces permit the free movement from points to open sets, and back again. 
In terms of domain theory, this means that we can consider either the properties of data 
descriptions, or the data descriptions themselves, without losing anything. An additional 
pleasant feature of sober spaces is the fact that they are related to dcpo's after all - the 
next result explains this. 
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Proposition 3.1.1 If (X, 0) is a sober space, then the partially ordered set (X, :=; 0 ) 1 
admits least upper bounds for all of its directed subsets. 
Proof See (Joh82, page 46]. o 
Proposition 3.1.1 now raises the possibility of uniting the theory of Chapter 2 with the 
topological approach to domains outlined in this section. This will be the program for 
Section 3.2. 
Before ending this section, a few historical observations seem appropriate. Firstly, 
Smyth is usually credited for first appreciating the usefulness of topological ideas to domain 
theory. In [Smy83a], he provided a strong argument in favour of topology in domain theory 
- the developments of this section are founded upon Smyth's arguments in [Smy83a]. 
\Vhat made Smyth's work so significant is that it advocated the use of non-Hausdorff2 
topological spaces - Smyth proposed that the topological spaces of interest to computer 
scientists are sober, but not Hausdorff (which is a stronger property than sobriety). Of 
course, Smyth's ideas represented a very definite paradigm shift, because classical topology 
has traditionally been concerned with spaces which are Hausdorff at the very least. 
The interest generated among theoretical computer scientists in sober spaces led do-
main theory to the shores of pointless topology. In Section 3.4 I will briefly survey the 
fundamental ideas of pointless topology. Section 3.4 will also outline a few results which 
are particulary important to domain theory. 
3.2 Topological Spaces for Dcpo's 
In Section 3.1 it was discovered that, via the specialisation ordering, a partially ordered 
set which admits least upper bounds for all its directed subsets can be constructed out of 
any sober topological space. This is a very promising development, because Section 3.1 
argued that domains should be sober spaces, while Chapter 2 presented domains as dcpo's 
(actually, Chapter 2 promoted the use of algebraic dcpo's in the end, but let's not make 
things too complicated initially). So, can we unite the dcpo perspective on domain theory 
with the topological one? Being able to do so would enable us to reap the benefits of both 
approaches. 
This section, then, is concerned with investigating whatever topologies can be naturally 
associated with dcpo's. In the course of this investigation, we would like to answer the 
next two questions. 
• Can a sober space be constructed out of a dcpo? 
• Can we construct a topological space from a dcpo which returns this structure under 
specialisation? 
1This set is partially ordered because, naturally, the sobriety of a space implies that it is To as well. 
2 Hausdorff spaces satisfy the T 2 separation condition, which stipulates that any two distinct points in 
such a space must be separated by disjoint open sets in the topology. 
-
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The first question is important because we agreed that a topological space only satisfies 
our computational intuitions if it is sober. Being able to construct a sober space out of a 
dcpo, which at the same time provides a positive answer to the second question, will then 
pave the way to unity between order-theoretic ideas on domain theory and their topological 
counterparts. The study undertaken in this section is essentially a report of some of the 
work done in [Mel89], and this paper will be our principal reference here. 
To start with, then, what basic feature do we expect the topology associated with a 
dcpo ( P, ~) to display? Well, thinking of ( P, ~) as a domain, we know that ~ is to be 
interpreted as an approximation relation over data descriptions. So, if we want to regard 
some subset P' ~ P as a property of some p1 E P, then it is only natural that p2 E P', 
for any p2 E P with p1 ~ p2 • In other words, a property of a data approximation must 
also be a property of any improved approximation. More formally, we can say that any 
property P' of data descriptions in P should be up-closed - in symbols, P' = j P'. Thus, 
up-closedness of open subsets is the first condition which we place on the topologies derived 
from dcpo's which we are willing to consider. 
The second constraint which we place upon the topologies derived from dcpo's follows 
from the next definition. In order to answer the second question raised at the beginning 
of this section affirmatively, we are looking for topologies which possess the order-related 
property. 
Definition 3.2.1 Let (P, ~) be a dcpo. A topology Pon P has the order-related property 
with respect to ~ if and only if~= ~P. D 
Before we can continue, we first require some more technical equipment. 
Definition 3.2.2 Let X' ~ X be any subset of a topological space (X, 0). Then the 
interior of X', written X' 0 , and defined by 
X' 0 = LJ{ 0 E 0 j 0 ~ X'}, 
is the largest open subset of X contained in X'. Similarly, the closure of X', written X', 
and defined by 
X' = X \ (X \X')0 , 
is the smallest closed subset of X which contains X'. 0 
Definition 3.2.2 facilitates an alternative definition of the specialisation preorder derived 
from any topological space (X, 0). This is given by 
(x1 ~o x2) ¢=> ({xi} ~ {x2}), 
for all x1,x2 EX. 
Proposition 3.2.1 and Proposition 3.2.2 come from [Mel89, page 308]. 
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Proposition 3.2.1 Let (X,O) be a topological space, and let::; be a preorder on X. Then 
and 
for all x E X, and where all down-closures are taken with respect to ::; . 
Proof We will only prove the first of these two results - the proof of the second one is 
very similar. Assume that ::; ~ ::;o, and that x 1 E 1 {x2}, for some x 1, x2 E X. Then 
x 1 ::::o x2, because x1 ::; X2. So, by applying the definition of the specialisation order 
f~llowing Definition 3.2.2, we can deduce that {xi} ~ {x2}. Thus x 1 E {x2}. For the 
converse direction, assume that 1 {x} ~ {x}, for all x E X. Now, let x 1 ::; x 2, for 
some x 1 ,x2 E X. Since x1 E 1 {x2}, we know, by assumption, that x 1 E {x2}. Hence 
{xi}~ {x2}, and so x1 ::::o X2. D 
In particular, we can now deduce from Proposition 3.2.l that, for any topological space 
·(X, 0), and for any preorder ::; on X, 
(::; = ::::o) {:} (1 {x} = {x}), 
for all x E X. The impact of this statement is th_at if any topology P associated with a 
dcpo (P, ~) has the order-related property, then every set 1 {p} ~ P, for p E P, must be 
closed with respect to P. Put differently, the set P', defined by 
P' = { P\ 1 {p} Ip E P}, 
must be contained in P. According to the remarks following Definition 3.1.3, we can 
construct a topology on the set P with P' as a sub-basis. 
Definition 3.2.3 Let (P, ~) be a partially ordered set. Then the topology on P which has 
the set 
{P\l{p}jpEP} 
as a sub-basis is called the upper interval topology (or sometimes the weak topology) for 
( P, ~). We write 0( P) for the upper interval topology on P. D 
Definition 3.2.4 Let 0 1 and 0 2 be topologies on a set, X. We say that 0 1 is coarser 
than 0 2, and that 0 2 is finer than 0 1, if and only if it is the case that 0 1 ~ 0 2. D 
By the discussion preceding Definition 3.2.3, any topology on P which possesses the 
order-related property with respect to ~' where (P, ~) is a dcpo, must be finer than the 
upper interval topology 0( P). 
The next little result from general topology will help us with Proposition 3.2.2. 
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Lemma 3.2.1 Let (X, 0) be a topological space, and let X' ~ X be any subset of X. Then 
X 1 nO = 0, 
for all 0 E 0 such that X' n 0 = 0. 
Proof Suppose, on the contrary, that X' n 0 -:f. 0, for some 0 E 0 satisfying X' n 0 = 0. 
Then X\O is closed with respect to 0, and X' ~ X\O. Thus X' ~ (X\O)nX' C X' (the 
symbol C denotes strict subset inclusion). But, since the intersections of closed subsets of 
X are once again closed, (X \ 0) n X' is a closed subset of X - this contradicts the fact 
that X' is the smallest closed subset of X containing X'. D 
Proposition 3.2.2 Let (X, 0) be a topological space, and let ~ be a preorder on X. Then 
(Vx E X)[l {x} ~ {x}] <=>(VOE O)[O = jOJ. 
Proof Suppose that l {x} ~ {x}, for all x EX, and let 0 E 0. By Lemma 3.2.1, 
{x} n 0 = 0, for all x EX\ 0. By our assumption, then, l {x} n 0 = 0, for all x EX. 
This means that 
X \ 0 = U{l {x} Ix EX\ O}, 
and so 
0 = n{X\ l {x} Ix Ex\ 0}. 
We can now conclude that 0 = jO, because the complement of any down-closed subset of 
X is up-closed, and the intersection of up-closed subsets of X is up-closed as well. For the 
converse direction, suppose that 0 = l 0, for all 0 E 0, and let x E X. Then 
X \ {x} = i(X \ {x}), 
since X \ { x} E 0. Then { x} = l { x }, because the complement of any up-closed subset of 
Xis down-closed. But, x E {x}, and so l{x} ~ l {x}. D 
Let (P, ~) be a dcpo. Then, by combining Proposition 3.2.1 and Proposition 3.2.2, 
we can conclude that any topology P on P with the order-related property must satisfy 
P =i P, for all P E P. This means that the order-related property for topologies associated 
with dcpo's subsumes our intuitively motivated condition that the topologies derived from 
dcpo's should contain only up-closed sets (with respect to the dcpo ordering, of course). 
The next result from [Mel89, page 309] gives us a very good clue as to exactly which 
topologies associated with dcpo's possess the order-related property. 
Proposition 3.2.3 Let ( P, ~) be a dcpo, and let P be a topology on P. Then P has the 
order-related property with respect to ~ if and only if 
• 0(P) is coarser than P, and 
• p = j P, 
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for all PEP. 
Proof Firstly, suppose that P possesses the order-related property with respect to ~. 
Then, in the discussion following Definition 3.2.4, we saw that 8(P) must be coarser than 
P. Also, by combining the results of Proposition 3.2.1 with Proposition 3.2.2, we can easily 
see that P = j P, for all P E P. For the converse direction, let us assume that 8( P) is 
coarser than P, and also that P = j P, for all P E P. From the latter assumption, and 
by Proposition 3.2.2, we can deduce that l {p} ~ {p}, for all p E P. Then~~ ~p, by 
Proposition 3.2.1. Now, since 8(P) ~ P, we know that l {p} is closed with respect to 
P, for all p E P. Clearly, then, we must have {p} ~ l {p}, for all p E P. Hence, by 
Proposition 3.2.1 again, ~P ~ ~. Putting everything together, ~ = ~p. D 
Corollary 3.2.1 Let (P,~) be a dcpo. Then 8(P) is the coarsest topology on P which 
displays the order-related property. 
Proof All the elements of 8( P) are up-closed with respect to ~'since the sub-basic opens 
of 8( P) are all up-closed, and because the operations of union and intersection preserve 
the up-closedness of subsets of P. Thus 8( P) clearly has the order-related property with 
respect to ~. D 
Now, the fact (used in Coroll~ry 3.2.1) that unions and intersections preserve up-
closedness in partially ordered sets makes the next definition possible. 
Definition 3.2.5 Let ( P, ~) be a partially ordered set. The topology 
{P' ~ p IP'= i P'} 
on P is called the Alexandroff topology for (P, ~). We write Y(P) for the Alexandro.ff 
topology on P. D 
It is easy to verify that the relationship 8( P) ~ Y ( P) holds, for any partially ordered 
set (P, ~). Indeed, we need only observe that any sub-basic element of 8(P), namely any 
set P\ l {p }, where p E P, is up-closed with respect to ~. Thus all the sub-basic open 
subsets of (P, 8(P)) are open subsets of (P, Y(P)). So, we also have the next corollary of 
Proposition 3.2.3. 
Corollary 3.2.2 Let (P, ~) be a dcpo. Then Y(P) is the finest topology on P which 
displays the order-related property. D 
We can now answer the second. question we set for ourselves at the beginning of this 
section - given a dcpo (P, ~),any topology Pon P which satisfies 
8(P) ~ P ~ Y(P) 
restores the structure of (P, ~) under specialisation. Such a topology on P permits a 
free shift of emphasis from ordering to topology, and back again, without altering any 
structure. In [Joh82, page 45], Johnstone goes even further than this by demonstrating-
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that any topology P on P which satisfies the above condition is T 0 as well as having the 
order-related property with respect to ~. So, now it simply remains for us to determine 
whether there is a sober topology on P which is finer than 8(P) and coarser than Y(P) 
- such a topology will allow the retrieval of ( P, ~), via the specialisation ordering, and at 
the same time it will fit in with Section 3.1. To start with, then, consider the next result 
from [Joh82]. 
Proposition 3.2.4 If (X, 0) is a sober space, then the elements of 0 are inaccessible by 
the least upper bounds of directed subsets of the partially ordered set ( X, ~o )3 . This means 
that if 0 E 0, and if X' n 0 =f. 0, where X' is any directed subset of X, then x' E 0, for 
some x' EX'. 
Proof See [Joh82, page 46]. D 
Proposition 3.2.4 places a constraint upon our activities - if we are to construct a sober 
topological space ( P, P) out of a dcpo ( P, ~) so that P has the order-related property with 
respect to ~' then the elements of P must be inaccessible by the least upper bounds of 
directed subsets of (P, ~). The next definition describes the construction of a topology 
which satisfies this constraint. 
Definition 3.2.6 Let ( P, ~) be a dcpo. Consider all of the subsets P' ~ P which satisfy 
• P' = j P', and 
• (LJ P" E P') => (3p" E P")[p" E P'J, 
for all directed subsets P" of ( P, ~). These sets form a topology on P, called the Scott 
topology for ( P, ~). We write ~( P) for the Scott topology on P. 0 
Now, given any dcpo (P, ~),it is clear that ~(P) ~ Y(P). As seen in Corollary 3.2.1, 
all the elements of 8(P) are up-closed. Also, for any p E P, the least upper bound of 
any directed subset of l{p} is always dominated by p- thus P\ l{p} is inaccessible by 
the least upper bounds of directed subsets of P. With this data, then, we can conclude 
that 0(P) ~ ~(P). So, the Scott topology on P displays the order-related property with 
respect to ~. 
Clearly, any topology coarser than ~( P), where ( P, ~) is a dcpo, also satisfies the 
condition that all its elements are inaccessible by the least upper bounds of directed subsets 
of P. So, we can characterize 8(P) as being the coarsest topology on P which is both 
inaccessible by the least upper bounds of directed subsets of P, and in possession of the 
order-related property with respect to ~. Similarly, ~(P) is the finest such topology on 
P. Recall that in the beginning of this section our intention was, given a dcpo (P, ~), to 
find a sober topology on P which returns the original dcpo under specialisation. It is now 
apparent that such a topology P must satisfy 
0(P) ~ P ~ ~(P). 
3 Remember that Proposition 3.1.l established that this structure is closed under the least upper bounds 
of directed subsets. 
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Unfortunately, as demonstrated in [Joh81J, the Scott topology on P isn't always sober. 
But the news is even worse than this - the fact is that we can't, in general, be sure that 
there is any sober topology P satisfying the condition displayed above. 
3.3 More About the Scott Topology 
Let us begin this section by summarising our current position. We started Section 3.2 
looking. for a topology P that can be associated with a dcpo (P, , such that (P, P) is 
a sober space which restores ( P, [;;) under the specialisation ordering. We discovered that 
(P, [;;) can be retrieved from (P, P) if and only if 
0(P) ~ P ~ T(P). 
We also learnt that for ( P, P) to be sober, it has to satisfy the additional condition that 
P ~ E(P). 
However, even when P does satisfy this condition, we cannot guarantee the sobriety of 
(P, P). 
Now, in Section 2.5 I stated that, for the purposes of this thesis, a domain will always 
be regarded as a dcpo which is, at the very least, algebraic. With this in mind, and given 
an algebraic dcpo ( P, [;;), can we find a topology P on P which satisfies the condition 
0(P) ~ P ~ E(P), 
and which also renders ( P, P) sober? 
Fortunately we can answer this question affirmatively, and the answer is derived from 
the next result. 
Proposition 3.3.1 Let (P, C:) be a pointed partially ordered set. Then the soberification4 
of (P, T(P)) is homeomorphic5 to (I(P), E(I(P))). 
Proof See [Joh82, page 291J. D 
This is indeed a very pleasant result - in [Law88J, Lawson refers to it as the topo-
logical analogue of the completion by ideals construction of Section 2.5. The impact of 
Proposition 3.3.1 is quite far-reaching in Section 2.5 we saw how every algebraic dcpo 
can be regarded as arising from the completion by ideals construction applied to a pointed 
partially ordered set (in fact, some authors, like Lawson in [Law88], for instance, define 
algebraic dcpo's in precisely this way). By Proposition 3.3.1, then, the Scott topology on 
any algebraic dcpo is always sober. 
4 For a topological space X, the soberification of X can be regarded as the sober space most similar to 
X - see Proposition 3.4.2 and what follows for the technical details. 
5 A homeomorphism is a bijective continuous function between topological spaces. Alternatively, it can 
be described as an isomorphism of objects in the category Top. 
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Now that we have achieved the objectives set in Section 3.2, let's investigate the Scott 
topology a little further. The next result is an added bonus, because it ensures a smooth 
transition from domains as dcpo's to domains as topological spaces (and back again). It 
provides the assurance that, whether in the order-theoretic paradigm or in the topological 
paradigm, the functions which we have chosen between domains are essentially the same. 
Proposition 3.3.2 Let ( P, f;.p) and ( Q, f;.Q) be dcpo 's, and let f : P ----+ Q be a function. 
Then f is directed-continuous if and only if it is continuous with respect to the Scott 
topologies on P and Q. 
Proof Firstly, suppose that f is directed-continuous, and let 0 E ~(Q). Then, by the 
fact that 0 is up-closed in Q, and because f is monotone, we can deduce that f- 1 [OJ is 
up-closed in P. So, let P' ~ P be directed, and let us assume that LJp P' E f- 1 [0J. Then 
f(LJpP') = lJQ {f(p') Ip' E P'} E 0. 
Thus, because elements of the Scott topology on Q are inaccessible by the least upper 
bounds of directed subsets of Q, there must be some p' E P' such that f(p') E 0. Then 
p' E f- 1 [OJ, and so f- 1 (OJ E ~(P). Thus f is continuous as a function between topological 
spaces. For the converse direction, suppose that f is continuous with respect to the Scott 
topologies on P and Q. By the continuity off, it follows that this function is monotone 
with respect to ~E(P) and ~E(Q)· This, together with the fact that the Scott topology 
associated with any dcpo has the order-related property with respect to the dcpo ordering, 
means that f is monotone with respect to f;.p and r;Q. Thus, for any directed subset 
P' ~ P, the set {f(p') Ip' E P'} is directed in Q. Now, if we define 0 ~ Q by 
0 = Q \ { q E Q I q ~ lJQ { f (p') I p' E P'}}' 
then it is easy to see that 0 E ~(Q). It's also clear that f- 1 [OJ n P' = 0. By the continuity 
off, f- 1 (OJ E ~(P), and this set is thus inaccessible by the least upper bounds of directed 
subsets of P. In particular, LJp P' E P \ f- 1 (OJ, and so f (LJp P') E Q \ 0. This means that 
f(LJpP') r;_Q LJQ {f(p') Ip' E P'}. 
The fact that 
lJQ{f(p') Ip' E P'} r;_Q f(LJpP') 
follows from the already established monotonicity off. Thus f is directed-continuous. D 
To end this section, we will investigate the bases for the Scott topology on continuous 
dcpo's and on algebraic dcpo's. As we shall see in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, the basis for 
the Scott topology on a domain plays a very important role in its presentation as a logical 
system. 
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Proposition 3.3.3 Let (P, ~) be a continuous dcpo. Then {lt {p} Ip E P} is a basis for 
E(P). 
Proof Firstly, let p1 E P and suppose that p2 E1f {pi}. If p2 ~ p3 , for some p3 E P, then 
p1 ~ P2 ~ p3, and so Pi ~ p3, by the second condition satisfied by the way-below relation 
following Definition 2.5.2. Thus 1f{pi} is up-closed. Now, suppose that LJP' E 1f{pi}, for 
some directed subset P' E P. Then p1 ~ LJ P', and so by the interpolation property of the 
way-below relation on a continuous dcpo, p1 ~ p2 ~ LJ P', for some p2 E P. In this case 
p2 ~ p', for some p' E P', by the definition of the way-below relation. Again, p1 ~ p2 ~ p' 
allows us to deduce that p1 ~ p', and sop' E 1f {pi}. Thus 1f {pi} is inaccessible by the 
least upper bounds of directed subsets of P, and this, together with the fact that 1f {pi} 
is up-closed, means that 1f {pi} E E(P). Now, let 0 E E(P), and let p1 E 0. Then, since 
(P, ~)is continuous, the set .!J.{pi} is directed, and p1 = LJ .jJ.{pi}. This means that p2 E 0, 
for some p2 ~ p1 , since 0 is inaccessible by the least upper bounds of directed subsets of 
P. Clearly, we then have p1 E 1f {p2} ~ 0. D 
Proposition 3.3.4 Let (P,~) be an algebraic dcpo. Then {j{p0 } jp0 E P0 } is a basis for 
E(P). 
Proof For any p0 E P0 , we have p0 ~ p0 , and so 1f {p0 } = j {p0 }, since we saw in 
Proposition 3.3.3 that 1f {p0 } is up-closed. Thus j {p0 } E E(P). Now let 0 E E(P) 
with p1 E 0. Then, by the algebraicity of (P, ~), the set 1 {pi} n P0 is directed, and 
p1 = LJ(l {pi} n P0 ). Since 0 is inaccessible by the least upper bounds of directed subsets 
of P, p0 E 0, for some p0 E 1 {pi} n P0 . In this case, p1 E j {p0 } ~ 0. D 
3.4 Pointless Topology and Stone Duality 
An excellent historical survey of pointless topology and its applications is provided by 
Johnstone in [Joh83]. The following extract originates from this source: 
It is well known that Hausdorff [Hau14] was the first mathematician to take the 
notion of open set (or neighbourhood) as primitive in the study of continuity 
properties in abstract spaces ..... Thus from 1914 onwards it was known that 
a topological spate was something which possessed a lattice of open subsets; 
but it was not until the middle thirties, with the work of Marshall Stone on the 
topological representation of Boolean algebras [Sto34, Sto36] and distributive 
lattices [Sto37], that this connection between topology and lattice theory began 
to be exploited. 
Perhaps because of its elegant simplicity, which makes it appear today almost 
inevitable, the significance of Stone's representation theorem in the history of 
mathematics is often overlooked. . .. what concerns us here is the revolution-
ary idea that it is possible to construct topologically interesting spaces from 
purely algebraic data (such as a Boolean algebra). Previously, apart from a 
few trivial examples, all topological spaces considered by mathematicians had 
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some geometric content: one started with bits of Euclidean space (or gener-
alizations thereof), and then patched them together ot otherwise pulled them 
about. Stone's work showed that topology had not only these geometrical in-
puts but also an inescapable algebraic (i.e. lattice-theoretic) content; it followed 
that a better understanding of the lattice theory could lead to the solution of 
problems which had arisen on the geometrical side. 
The first person (apart from Stone) to exploit this possibility of applying lattice 
theory to topology was Henry Wallman [Wal38}, in a celebrated paper in which 
he used lattice-theoretic ideas to construct what is now called the ''Wallman 
compactificaton" of a T 1 topological space. A much more systematic study of 
the "algebra of topology" was undertaken a few years later by McKinsey and 
Tarski [MT44, MT46]; and mention should be made of the pioneering work of 
Nobeling [Nob54] in writing the first textbook in which general topology was 
consistently studied from the lattice-theoretic viewpoint. 
However, a fundamental change in outlook came in the late fifties, with the work 
of Charles Ehresmann [Ehr57] and his student Jean Benabou [Ben58J (and at 
about the same time, with the Cambridge Ph.D. theses of Dona and Seymour 
Papert [Pap58, Pap59J). Hitherto, the lattice theory had been simply a means 
to an end; the ultimate goal was still the study of topological spaces in the 
sense in which Hausdorff had understood them. Ehresmann's insight ... was 
that a lattice with the right distributivity property deserved to be studied as 
a generalized topological space in its own right, irrespective of whether it was 
representable as the open-set lattice of an actual space, and irrespective of 
whether it came embedded in a given Boolean algebra of "all subsets of the 
space". 
Subsequently, a good many results from topology were extended to these "gen-
eralized spaces" {notably in a long series of papers [DP66, DS74, DS75, DS77] 
by Hugh Dowker and Dona Papert Strauss). But it was not until around 1972 
that the real point of the subject began to emerge, first in an important paper 
by .John Isbell [lsb72] and then even more clearly in the unpublished work of 
Andre Joyal. lsbell's point was that, in those cases where the category of "gen-
eralized spaces" behaved differently from that of traditional topological spaces, 
it was not always (as had hitherto been assumed) to the former's disadvantage 
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In this section I will provide a very brief overview of some of the basic ideas of pointless 
topology. For a more complete treatment of the material covered here, the reader is invited 
to consult the initial chapters of (Joh82, Vic89]. My intention in this section is to outline the 
basic results which will be applied to domain theory in Chapter 5, and also in Chapter 6. 
As indicated by Johnstone in [Joh83], the field of pointless topology really emerged 
from the work of Stone on topological representations for various categories of lattices. 
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In this regard, the much vaunted duality6 , established in [Sto36], between the category of 
totally disconnected compact Hausdorff spaces (subsequently called Stone spaces) and the 
category of Boolean algebras is particularly noteworthy. This duality, in turn, spawned 
a myriad of Stone-like representation theorems which advertise the relationships between 
categories of topological spaces and categories of lattices - [Joh82] is widely accepted 
as the definitive guide to these results, some of which, as we will later see, are directly 
applicable to domain theory. 
Whereas classical topology is founded upon geometrical considerations, the philosophy 
behind pointless topology asserts that the lattices of open sets are the prime objects worthy 
of study in any topological space. Given a topological space X, its lattice of open subsets 
nx' ordered by subset inclusion, is in fact complete - the fact that arbitrary unions 
of elements of nx are again open testifies to the fact that nx admits arbitrary joins 7 
of its elements. Following Definition 2.1.3, it was noted that any complete lattice admits 
arbitrary meets of its elements, as well as supporting arbitrary joins. This may seem a little 
surprising, since the topology nx need only be closed under finite intersections. However, 
for any subset a ~ nx' the set 
(n0) 0 E nx 
is in fact the meet of CJ. Furthermore, since nx is closed under finite intersections and 
under arbitrary unions, it is quite clear that 
O' n (UO) = U{O' no Io E CJ}, 
for all O' E nx and all CJ~ nx. 
The next definition abstracts these observations made about the complete lattice nx, 
where X is any topological space. 
Definition 3.4.1 A complete lattice ( L, :S) is called a frame if and only if 
l /\ V L' = V { l /\ l' I l' E L'}, 
for all l E L and all L' ~ L. 0 
6 A duality is a contravariant equivalence of categories - see (ML 71, pages 90-93). 
7 In this section there will be a noticeable departure from the notation and the terminology used to 
express order-theoretic concepts up to now. For example, here I will speak of joins rather than least upper 
bounds, and of meets rather than greatest lower bounds. The reason for this is that speaking of least 
upper bounds is very suggestive of the limiting processes used to determine the semantics of recursion 
and iteration. Speaking of meets and joins, on the other hand, has a strong logical connotation - this 
connotation, as we shall see in Chapter 5, is precisely what we want to cultivate. Thus, although the 
concepts dealt with in this section are very similar to those of Chapter 2, our interpretation of them will 
now develop a logical character, whereas Chapter 2 was concerned with the semantics of programming 
languages. To further divorce this section from Chapter 2, I will also employ the (logically suggestive) 
wedge-shaped symbols here, instead of their square counterparts which I have used so far. For the same 
reason, I will now use the logically inspired symbols, false and true, to denote the bottom element and 
the top element, respectively, of a lattice. 
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Examples 3.4.1 1. Any finite distributive lattice is a frame. 
2. Any complete Boolean algebra is a frame. 
Definition 3.4.2 A lattice (L, s;) is called distributive if and only if 
11 /\ (/2 v 13) = (/1/\12) v (/1 /\ 13), 




Definition 3.4.3 A distributive lattice ( L, s;) is called a Boolean algebra if and only if 
(31' E L)[(l' V l =true) and (l' /\ l =false)], 
for all IE L. D 
The displayed condition in Definition 3.4.1 is referred to as the infinite distributive 
law of finite meets over infinite joins. The definition of a frame corresponds exactly with 
that of a complete Heyting algebra8 ." Heyting algebras were introduced in connection with 
the intuitionistic propositional calculus - the Lindenbaum algebra of an intuitionistic 
propositional theory is in fact a Heyting algebra. 
Recall from Definition 3.1.4 that a continuous function J : X -+ Y between topological 
spaces X and Y always preserves the open subsets of Y under its pre-image. Obviously 
the pre-image of f also preserves finite intersections of open subsets of Y, as well as 
preserving arbitrary unions of open subsets of Y. Now, bearing in mind that the intention 
of Definition 3.4.1 was to capture the essential behaviour of the lattice of open subsets of 
any topological space, the next definition provides a natural concept of a function between 
frames. It does this by having such a function emulate the behaviour of the pre-image of 
any continuous function between topological spaces. 
Definition 3.4.4 Let (L, s;L) and (M, s;M) be frames. A Junction J: L -+ M is called 
a frame homomorphism if and only if 
• f(/\L Li) = /\M {f(li) I 11 E Ll L and 
• J(VL L2) = VM{f(l2) I l2 E L2}, 
for all finite subsets L1 ~fin L and all L2 ~ L. D 
Examples 3.4.2 1. The identity function idL L -+ L is a frame homomorphism, 
for any frame (L, s;). 
2. Let (L, s;L), (M, s;M) and (N, s;N) be frames. Given frame homomorphisms f : 
l -+ M and g : M -+ N, the composite function g o J : L -+ N is always a frame 
homomorphism. 
D 
8 See (Joh82, pages 7-10]. 
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Before proceeding further, there are three things worth noting about Definition 3.4.4. 
Firstly, although frames, being complete lattices, possess meets for all their subsets, it is 
not demanded of frame homomorphisms that they preserve all of these meets - only the 
meets of finite subsets need be preserved. Secondly, the fact that frame homomorphisms 
preserve finite meets ensures that they also preserve top elements, while, by- preserving 
arbitrary joins, frame homomorphisms also preserve bottom elements. Thirdly, following 
Definition 3.4.3, I remai;ked upon the correspondence between frames and complete Heyt-
ing algebras. This correspondence does not extend to the realm of functions - a frame 
homomorphism is not, in general, a Heyting algebra homomorphism. The reason for this is 
that there is an intuitionistic implication operation which can defined on Heyting algebras, 
and this operation is not preserved by all frame homomorphisms. 
With the data from Examples 3.4.2, we can now construct the category Frm, with 
frames as objects and frame homomorphisms as arrows. Having done this, we can define 
the functor 
!1 : Top ---+ Frm . 
. This functor acts upon objects by sending each topological space X to its frame of open 
subsets !1X. The action of !1 upon arrows sends each continuous function J : X ---+ Y to 
the frame homomorphism 
nf = 1-1 : nY---+ nx, 
where X and Y are topological spaces. 
Unfortunately, the functor n, as defined above, is contravariant. This detracts some-
what from the attractiveness of the category Frm. To remedy this situation, most authors 
prefer to work with the category Loe. This category, being the opposite of Frm, also has 
frames as objects, but its arrows are of the form f°P : M ---+ L, where f : L ~ M is any 
frame homomorphism. Now we can redefine !1, making it a covariant functor 
!1 : Top ---+ Loe. 
Once again, !1 sends any topological space to its lattice of open subsets, but this time 
its action upon arrows sends any continuous function f : X ---+ Y, where X and Y are 
topological spaces, to the arrow 
!1J = u-1 )op; nx---+ ny 
in Loe. 
Usually, when referring to the objects of Loe, we speak of locales, and not of frames. 
Although, as structures, locales and frames are identical, the categories to which they 
belong are very different - distinguishing between frames and locales is thus prudent. 
Since the category Frm is concrete 9 (as opposed to Loe, which isn't), it is common practice 
to think in terms of frames and frame homomorphisms when attempting to gain intuitive 
9 A concrete category is one whose arrows are actual set-theoretic functions. 
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insights. However, the category we are actually promoting here is Loe, and all results will 
be phrased in terms of it. 
Before continuing, there is a convention established by Johnstone in [Joh82] which 
makes dealing with the arrows in Loe easier. Firstly, we shall refer to the arrows in Loe 
as continuous maps of locales. Then, for any continuous map of locales f : L ----+ M, we 
shall write f* : M ----+ L for the corresponding frame homomorphism. In other words, 
f =(!*)OP. 
Finding a functor from Top to Loe was easy enough, but is there a natural candidate 
for a functor from Loe to Top? In attempting to locate such a functor, our first objective 
is to determine how one may distill the points of a topological space from a locale. In order 
to accomplish this objective, we first note that there is a bijective correspondence between 
the points of any topological X and the collection of all continuous functions of the form 
f : 1 ----+ X, where 1 is the singleton { 1} endowed with the topology rn = { 0, { 1}}. We 
may think of the above functions as picking out the point f(l) EX. 
By transferring this characterisation of points to locales, we may argue that every 
continuous map of locales f : rn ~ 0 ---+ L, where 0 is the two-point lattice of Exam-
ples 2.2.1, generates a point of the locale L. Now, since every continuous map of locales 
f : 0 ----+ L can be associated with the frame homomorphism f* : L ----+ 0 in a bijective 
way, we can interpret the points of the locale L as being sets of the form 
for all continuous maps of locales of the form J : 0 ---+ L. 
Now, for any continuous map of locales f : 0 ---+ L, the set F 
satisfies 
• trueL E F, 
• falseL E L \ F, 
• (/1, 12 E F) =:;. (/1/\12 E F), 
• (/1 E F and 11 ~L 12) =:;. (/2 E F), 
• (V LL' E F) =:;. (:JI' E L')[l' E F], 
(f*)-1 [ { true0 }] 
for all 11 , 12 E L and all L' ~ L. Thus a point of the locale L is a completely prime filter 
of L. The converse of this statement also holds - every completely prime filter F on a 
locale L generates a frame homomorphism XF : L ---+ 0 (its characteristic function), and 
thus also a point of L. This is all strongly reminiscent of Section 3.1, where, we argued that 
the data descriptions of a domain should correspond precisely with the completely prime 
filters of their properties. 
Now we can begin to assemble the functor 
Pt : Loe ----+ Top. 
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Its action upon arrows sends every locale L to its set of points 
PtL = {F ~LI Fis a completely prime filter of L}. 
Of course, PtL must also be endowed with a topology. This is easy - by thinking of L as 
the lattice of open subsets of PtL, we can say that a subset of PtL is open if and only if 
it can be uniquely associated with an element of L. In other words, the topology on PtL 
consists of all sets of the form 
01 = { F E PtL I l E F}, 
where l E L. To see that this does in fact define a topology on PtL, we need only observe 
that 
• 0 = Ora1se' 
• PtL = Otrue, 
• U{ oi' 1 z' E L'} = ov{1' i 11eu}' 
for all 11 , 12 E Land all L' ~ L. 
The action of Pt upon arrows sends any continuous map of locales f : L ~ M to the 
continuous function Ptf : PtL ~ PtM defined by 
(Ptf)(F) = {m EM I f"(m) E F}, 
for all F E PtL. 
We can now construct the natural transformations 
TJ : ldTop ____:_,. Pt o !1 and 
€ : !1 o Pt ____:_,. ldLoc· 
For any topological space X, TJX : X ~ Pt(!1X) is defined by 
TJx(x) ={OE nx Ix E O}, 
for all x EX. For any locale L, €L: !1(PtL) ~Lis defined by 
ci,(l) ={FE PtL I l E F}, 
for all l E L. 
Theorem 3.4.1 (!1, Pt, TJ, c) : Top ~ Loe defines an adjunction10 between Top and 
Loe. 
Proof See [Joh82, page 42]. D 
10See [ML71, pages 77-84). 
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Definition 3.4.5 A topological space is called sober if and only if rtx : X -----t Pt(DX) is 
an isomorphism in Top. D 
There is a perfect correspondence between Definition 3.4.5 and Definition 3.1.10. By 
Definition :J.4.5, a topological space is sober if and only if there is a bijection between its 
points and its completely prime filters of open subsets. 
Definition 3.4.6 A locale L is called spatial if and only if the frame homomorphism ci, : 
L -----t fl(PtL) is an isomorphism in Frm. o 
The next two results pave the way for Theorem 3.4.2. 
Proposition 3.4.1 Let X be a topological space. Then DX is spatial. 
Proof See [Joh82, page 43]. D 
For any locale L, the locale D(PtL) is clearly spatial. D(PtL) is called the spatialization 
of L, and we may think of it as the spatial locale which is most similar to L. 
Proposition 3.4.2 Let L be a locale. Then PtL is sober. 
Proof See [Joh82, page 44]. D 
Once again, for any topological space X, the space Pt(DX) is sober. Pt(DX) is called 
the soberification of X, and we may think of it as the sober space most similar to X. 
As a prelude to Theorem 3.4.2 we define the categories Sob and SpLoc. Sob is the 
full sub-category 11 of Top which contains sober spaces as objects and continuous functions 
between sober spaces as arrows. SpLoc is the full sub-category of Loe which contains 
spatial locales as objects and continuous maps between spatial locales as arrows. 
Theorem 3.4.2 The adjunction of Theorem 3.4.1 reduces to an equivalence between the 
categories Sob and SpLoc. 
proof See [Joh82, page 44]. D 
The equivalence between Sob and SpLoc is the most general purely topological version 
of Stone duality. 
11 A sub-category C of a category D is called a full sub-category of D if and only if the inclusion functor 
F : C ---+ D is full. This means that, for any objects C1 and C2 of C, if g : FC1 ---+ FC2 is an arrow in 
D, then there is an arrow f: C 1 ----+ C2 in C, such that g =Ff. See (ML71, page 14]. 
Chapter 4 
Some Categories of Domains 
4.1 Continuous Lattices and Algebraic Lattices 
At the end of Section 2.1 I claimed that Scott advocated the use of complete lattices 
in denotational semantics. Strictly speaking, this isn't entirely true - the lattices which 
Scott promoted for applying to denotational semantics are the so-called continuous lattices. 
Even though continuous lattices will not feature in this thesis again, for the purposes 
of historical completeness, we will briefly examine them here. Like continuous dcpo's, 
continuous lattices are defined in terms of the way-below relation of Section 2.5. Of course, 
the way-below relation is only defined on dcpo's, but this is no problem because continuous 
lattices are complete lattices as well. 
Definition 4.1.1 A lattice ( L, ~) is called continuous if and only if 
• it is complete, and 
• l=LJ(-lJ.{l}), 
for all l E L. 
We now follow the pattern set in Section 2.5 by defining algebraic lattices. 
Definition 4.1.2 A lattice (L, ~) is called algebraic if and only if 
• it is complete, and 
• l = LJ(l {l} n L0 ), 
for all ·l E L. 
0 
0 
As is the case with continuous dcpo's and algebraic dcpo's, continuous lattices and 
algebraic lattices are related. in an interesting way. 
Proposition 4.1.1 Let (L, ~) be a lattice. Then the next two statements are equivalent. 
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• ( L, \;) is algebraic. 
• ( L, \;) is continuous and 
In particular, every algebraic lattice is continuous. 
Proof See [GHK+so, page 86]. 
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The principal guides to continuous lattices are [GHK+so, Sco72a]. Both continuous 
lattices and algebraic lattices are treated in (GHK+so, Chapter 1], and here one may find 
some interesting historical notes. I will end this section with a few extracts from these 
notes. 
Continuous lattices were introduced by Dana Scott who discovered the idea as 
a generalization of algebraic lattices in the fall of 1969. He presented the first 
coherent picture at the Dalhousie Category Theory Conference in 1971; this 
presentation appears in [Sco72a] and is the first source on continuous lattices 
in the accessible literature. In an expository paper Scott [Sco73] details his 
motivation for the invention of continuous lattices; there he repeats his original 
definition and says: "Such lattices I call continuous lattices, and their math-
ematical theory is highly satisfactory". What he meant was that everything 
seemed to fall neatly into place, and considering the extensive mathematical 
development of the theory of continuous lattices since 1974, this claim is a 
modest understatement. 
Whether the choice of nomenclature was an entirely wise one will remain con-
tested in some quarters .... Scott had in mind the circumstance that continuous 
functions ... on a continuous lattice are well behaved and exist in profusion; in 
particular, the lattice operations are continuous. There is considerable sense to 
calling a lattice "continuous" just when its lattice operations are continuous, 
but actually the known classes of such lattices are very wide.. . . Continuous 
lattices ... have the advantages of being restricted enough to have a good the-
ory, general enough to capture important examples, and natural enough that 
we can argue that the class ought to be singled out for many different reasons. 
It is noteworthy that the concept of continuous lattice was rediscovered in-
dependently by other authors working quite independently in other areas. In 
1973-74, Karl Hofmann and Albert Stralka studied the algebraic (i.e., lattice-
theoretical) foundations of a class of compact topological semilattices known 
to workers in the field of compact semigroups as Lawson semilattices; they 
found that continuous lattices and compact Lawson semilattices were one and 
the same thing, although at the time they were not aware of Scott's article 
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and, thus, did not phrase their results in his language. Their paper appears 
as [HS76] .... Reference should also be made to the extensive work of .Ju. L. 
Ershov ... , part of which was independent of Scott's work and part of which 
answered many questions Scott left open. 
Algebraic lattices were invented in the forties by G. Birkhoff and 0. Frink 
[BF48] and L. Nachbin [Nac49], who independently and in their own way con-
ceived of the idea of compact elements in a lattice .... algebraic lattices have 
become part of the textbook literature of lattice theory and universal algebra, 
notably because of their applications to the theory of congruence lattices and 
lattices of subalgebras of universal algebras. 
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As we saw in Section 2.2, the history of domain theory saw continuous lattices and algebraic 
lattices make way for continuous dcpo's and algebraic dcpo's, respectively. The main reason 
for this was the troublesome nature of the top elements of lattices. 
4.2 Coherent Algebraic Dcpo's 
In Section 2.5 algebraic dcpo's were defined, and, because of the pleasant theory of these 
structures, we adopted the position that a dcpo should be called a domain if and only if 
it is algebraic. The categories Alg and wAlg were constructed, but they were found to 
be severely lacking - neither of these categories is Cartesian-closed. The impact of this 
fact on the history of domain theory is evident from the amount of work done on locating 
suitable Cartesian-closed sub-categories of Alg and wAlg1 . The task of the remainder of 
this chapter is to provide a survey of some of the most prominent sub-categories of Alg 
and wAlg which are regarded as reasonable categories of domains. 
As we shall see throughout the course of this chapter, the vehicle most commonly em-
ployed in the construction of a new category of algebraic dcpo's is a completeness property 
of some description. This observation holds for the subject of the current section - the 
category of coherent algebraic dcpo 's. The completeness property used in the definition of 
coherent algebraic dcpo's is referred to as property M. 
'Definition 4.2.1 Let (P, ~)be a partially ordered set, and let P' ~ P. An element p 1 E P 
is called a minimal upper bound of P' if and only if 
• (Vp' E P')[p' ~ p1), and 
• ((Vp' E P')[p' ~ P2] and P2 ~ P1) => (P1 = P2), 
for all p2 E P. We write mubP' for the set of all minimal upper bounds of P'. D 
Let (P, ~)be a partially ordered set, and let P' ~ P. Following the notation introduced 
in Definition 4.2.1, I will write ubP' for the set of all upper bounds of P'. 
1See [Jun88a, Jun88b, Jun90, Smy83b], for example. 
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Definition 4.2.2 Let (P, ~) be a partially ordered set, and let P' ~ P. A subset M ~ 
. ubP' is called a a complete set of upper bounds of P' if and only if 
for all p2 E ubP'. D 
Definition 4.2.3 A partially ordered set ( P, ~) is said to have property m if and only if 
mubP' is complete, for every finite subset P' ~fin P. D 
Definition 4.2.4 A partially ordered set (P, ~) is said to have property M if and only if 
• it has property m, and 
• mubP' is a finite subset of P, 
for every finite subset P' ~fin P. D 
Property m is often referred to as the weak minimal upper bounds property, whereas 
property M is called the strong minimal upper bounds property2. The origin of property 
M is actually [Plo76], where Plotkin used it to provide an internal characterisation of w-
algebraic bifinite domains, but it was Smyth, in [Smy83b], who first explicitly introduced 
property M (by this name) as a completeness condition on partially ordered sets. In 
Section 4.3 we will resume discussing the roles played by property m and by property M 
in the definition of bifinite domains. We are now ready for coherent algebraic dcpo's. 
Definition 4.2.5 An algebraic dcpo (P, ~) is called coherent if and only if P0 has property 
M. D 
Examples 4.2.1 Here are the Hasse diagrams of two algebraic dcpo 's (w-algebraic dcpo 's, 
in fact) which aren't coherent. 
1. The structure represented here doesn't even possess property m - since the set of com-
pact elements {pi-,p2 } has an infinite set of upper bounds, and because mub{p1,p2 } = 
0, it is clear that mub{p1 , P2} isn't complete. -
2Property M is also sometimes referred to as the 2/3 SFP condition - see (Vic89, page 123], for 
example_ 
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P1 P2 
2. While the structure represented here does have property m, it doesn't possess property 
M - the set of minimal upper bounds of the set of compact elements {p1 , P2}, while 
being complete, isn't finite. 
0 
Note that, for the domain ( P, ~)_of Definition 4.2.5, the fact that P0 has property M 
implies (by Definition 4.2.3 and by Definition 4.2.4) that the set of minimal upper bounds 
of any finite subset of P0 must itself be a set of compact elements of (P, ~). This, however, 
goes without saying, because if we let P' be a finite subset of P0 , with p E P as one of 
its minimal upper bounds, then P' ~fin l {p} n po. By the directedness of l {p} n po, we 
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can conclude that P' has an upper bound in l {p} n P0 , and this has to be p itself, by 
Definition 4.2.1. 
We write CohAlg for the category with coherent algebraic dcpo's as objects and 
directed-continuous functions between coherent algebraic dcpo's as arrows. We also define 
the category wCohAlg to be the full sub-category of CohAlg with coherent w-algebraic 
dcpo's as objects. 
Coherent algebraic dcpo's don't feature very often in the literature, and it doesn't seem 
as though these structures play a very significant role in domain theory. They were defined 
by Abramsky in [Abr87a, Abr88] (I think Abramsky is also responsible for calling such 
algebraic dcpo's coherent). Abramsky studied the logical presentations of domains via the 
mechanics of Stone duality - within this context, coherent algebraic dcpo's are, in fact, 
remarkable structures. Coherent algebraic dcpo's were also introduced in [DG90], this time 
under the alias of almost deterministic domains. Droste and Gobel applied these structures 
to the study of non-deterministic information systems, which are also defined in [DG90]. 
The investigation of information systems in general is the business of Chapter 6, and so I 
won't say any more about them here. The rest of this section should should substantiate 
the claim I made above that coherent algebraic dcpo's are remarkable structures. 
Definition 4.2.6 Let (X, 0) be a topological space. A subset X' ~ X is called compact if 
and only if 
(30" ~fin O')[X' ~ UO"], 
for all subsets O' ~ 0 such that X' ~ U O'. 0 
Example 4.2.2 The compact open subsets of (P, E(P)), where (P, ~) is an algebraic dcpo, 
are precisely the elements of E( P) which have the form 
U{ i {p0 } I p0 E P'}, 
where P' ~fin P 0 is a finite set of compact elements of ( P, ~). To see this, remember that 
in Proposition 3.3.4 it was demonstrated that 
{i {po} I po E po} 
forms a basis for (P, E(P)). 0 
Given a topological space (X, 0) and a subset X' ~ X, we refer to a family of open 
subsets of X whose union contains the set X.' as an open cover of X'. We can then say 
that X' is compact if and only if all of its open covers contain finite sub-covers of it. 
Before we look at Definition 4.2.7, here is a little item of notation. We write Kf!X 
for the set of compact open subsets of any topological space X. Clearly, Kf!X is closed 
under finite unions, for any topological space X, but it is not generally true that finite 
intersections of the compact open subsets of a topological space are again compact. 
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Definition 4.2. 7 A topological space (X, 0) is called coherent3 if and only if 
• it is sober, 
• Kf!X forms a basis for it, and 
• Kf!X is closed under finite intersections. D 
Now, in Section 3.4 it was demonstrated that, for any topological space X, OX, ordered 
by subset inclusion, forms a complete lattice. We can say even more than this - OX is 
also a distributive lattice. By Definition 4.2.7, then, the coherence of a topological space 
X implies that Kf!X forms a distributive sub-lattice of OX. 
Definition 4.2.8 Let (X, 0) and (Y, P) be coherent topological spaces .. Then a function 
f : X -----+ Y is called coherent if and only if 
• it is continuous, and 
• f- 1[P] E Kf!X, 
for all PE Kf!Y. D 
Definition 4. 2. 9 Let ( L, :SL) and ( M, :SM) be lattices. Then a function f : L -----+ M is 
called a lattice homomorphism if and only if 
• f(VL L') = VM{f(l') I l' EL'}, and 
• f(/\L L') = /\M{f(l') I l' EL'}, 
for all finite subsets L' ~fin L. D 
Since the set L' in Definition 4.2.9 can be empty, we can conclude that lattice homo-
morphisms always preserve bottom and top elements of lattices.' 
With Definition 4.2. 7 and Definition 4.2.8 behind us, we can now define the category 
CohSp whose objects are coherent topological spaces, and whose arrows are coherent 
functions between coherent topological spaces. Also, following Definition 4.2.9, we can 
define the category DLat with distributive lattices as objects and lattice homomorphisms 
between distributive lattices as arrows. 
Theorem 4.2.1 The equivalence of Theorem 3.4.2 reduces to a duality between the cate-
gories CohSp and DLat. 
Proof See [Joh82, page 66]. D 
3 This must not be confused with the completeness property of Definition 4.5.2 - coherence as a 
property of topological spaces is entirely unrelated to coherence as a completeness property of partially 
ordered sets. This potential source of confusion is what prompted Vickers in [Vic89] to opt for the epithet 
spectral in order to describe the topological spaces of Definition 4.2.7. 
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Theorem 4.2.1 is nothing other than Stone's representation theorem for distributive 
lattices from [Sto37]. The mechanics of the duality of Theorem 4.2.1 sends every coherent 
topological space to its distributive lattice of compact open subsets (see the discussion 
following Definition 4.2.7). In the opposite direction, every distributive lattice gets assigned 
to its spectrum. 
The spectrum SpecL of any distributive lattice L is a topological space whose under-
lying set is defined by 
SpecL = {F ~LI Fis a prime filter of L}. 
In other words, SpecL consists of the sets 
l- 1 [ { trueo }], 
for all lattice homomorphisms l : L -----+ 0, where 0 is the two-point lattice of Exam-
ples 2.2.1. The topology on SpecL has all sets of the .form 
01 ={FE SpecL I l E F}, 
where l E L, as a basis. In fact, the sets displayed above form the distributive lattice of 
compact open subsets of SpecL - to see that these sets do form a distributive lattice and 
a basis for the topology on SpecL, we merely note that 
• 0 = Oralse1 
• SpecL = Otrue, 
for all Ii, /2 E L. However, these sets aren't necessarily closed under arbitrary unions, since 
L d,oesn 't have to contain the joins of all of its subsets. 
The action of the duality of Theorem 4.2.1 upon arrows sends every coherent function 
l : X -----+ Y, where X and Y are coherent topological spaces, to 
l-1 : KOY -----+ KOX. 
Of course, the coherence of l is what ensures that l-1 : OY -----+ OX can be restricted 
to a lattice homomorphism from KOY to KOX. In the opposite direction, every lattice 
homomorphism l : L -----+ M, where L and M are distributive lattices, is sent to 
Specl : SpecM -----+ SpecL. 
This is a coherent function defined by 
(Specl)(F) = {l EL I l(l) E F}, 
for every prime filter FE SpecM of M. 
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The natural isomorphisms in the duality of Theorem 4.2.1 are 
T/ : ldcohSp ~ Spec o Kn and 
c : IdoLat ~ Kn o Spec. 
For any coherent topological space X, T/X : X ---- Spec(KnX) is defined by 
TJx(x) ={OE Knx Ix E O}, 
for all x E X. For any distributive lattice L, E:£ : L ---- Kn(SpecL) is defined by 
cL(l) ={FE SpecL J l E F}, 
for all l E L. 
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Before continuing, it is worth the comment that Stone's original duality of [Sto36], 
which we discussed early in Section 3.4, comes about as a restriction of the- duality of 
Theorem 4.2.1. The totally disconnected compact Hausdorff spaces (or Stone spaces) 
of Stone's result are nothing other than coherent Hausdorff spaces. Al~o, as we saw in 
Definition 3.4.3, Boolean algebras are simply complemented distributive lattices. 
The duality of Theorem 4.2.l will play a critical role in the developments of Chap-
ter 5 and Chapter 6, and we will quickly appreciate the significance of coherence when 
we investigate logical presentations of domains. The next result from [GJ90] is the source 
of our interest in coherent algebraic dcpo's, and it also justifies the name given to these 
structures. 
Theorem 4.2.2 Let (P, ~) be an algebraic dcpo. Then (P, E(P)) is a coherent topological -
space if and only if ( P, ~) is a coherent algebraic dcpo. 
Proof To start with, suppose that ( P, E( P) )-is a coherent topological space, and let P' ~fin 
po be a finite set of compact elements of (P, ~). Then, by Example 4.2.2, 
{i {p'} Ip' E P'} ~fin KnP 
is a finite set of compact open subsets of (P, E(P)). The coherence of (P, E(P)) then 
implies th_at 
n{i {p'} 1 p' E P'} E KnP. 
If we write the above set as 
s = n{i {p'} 1 p' E P'}, 
then we have just demonstrated that B E E(P), and that B is compact with respect to 
E(P). By the first of these facts, and by invoking Proposition 3.3.4, we can write B as 
B = u { i {p0 } I p0 E B n po}. 
The compactness of B then ensures that 
B = U{i {b'} I b' EB'}, 
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for some finite subset B' ~fin B n P0 • Now, since B' ~ B, it is clear that every element 
of B' dominates all the elements of P' (in other words, B' ~ ubB). Furthermore, if some 
p E P dominates all the elements of P', then p E B, and sop ET {b'}, for some b' E B'. 
From this we can tell that B' is a complete set of upper bounds for P'. The additional fact 
that B' is finite means that (P, !;;;;) has property M, since mubP' ~ B' is thus complete 
and finite. For the converse direction, suppose that ( P, !;;;;) is a coherent algebraic dcpo, 
and let 
M(p~,p~) = U{T{m} Im E mub{p?,pg}}, 
for all p?,pg E P0 • Since mub{p?,pg} is complete, it follows that 
M(p~,p~) = T{pn n T{p~}, 
for all P?,pg E P0 • Also, because mub{p?,pg} is finite and because mub{p?,pg} ~ P0 , it 
follows that M(p~,pg) is a compact open subset of (P, Li(P)), for all p?,pg E P0 • Now, by 
Example 4.2.2, every c·ompact open subset of (P, Li(P)) is a finite union of up-closures of 
elements of P0 • So, let 
U{T {pi} I Pt E Pi} and 
U{T {p2} I P2 E P2} 
be arbitrary elements of Kf!P, where Pi, P2 ~fin P0 . Then 
(U{T{Pd I Pt E Pi})n(U{T{P2} IP2 E P2}) 
U{T {pi} n T {p2} I Pt E Pt and P2 E P2} 
U{M(pt,P2) I Pt E Pt and P2 E P2}. 
But M(pt, p2) E Kf!P, for all Pt E Pt and all P2 E P2, and so 
since finite unions of compact open subsets of ( P, Li( P)) are again compact open subsets 
of this space. By the discussion following Proposition 3.3.1, (P, Li(P)) is sober, and by 
Proposition 3.3.4, Kf!P forms a basis for (P, Li(P)). Thus (P, Li(P)) is a coherent topo-
logical space. D 
Theorem 4.2.2 can be traced to [Plo81, Chapter SJ, which seems to be its origin. It is 
often referred to as the 2/3 SFP theorem in the literature. 
As we shall see in Chapter 5 and in Chapter 6, Theorem 4.2.2 has very important 
implications for our work on logical presentations of domains. Looking at this result now, 
however, we can see that it tells us two things: 
• The intersection of the family of all coherent topological spaces with the family of 
all algebraic dcpo's (clothed in their Scott topologies) is precisely the family of all 
coherent algebraic dcpo's, and 
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• CohAlg is the largest sub-category of Alg which fits into the picture of Theo-
rem 4.2.1. 
Actually, the second of these two statements isn't entirely correct. The reason for this is 
that, thinking of CohAlg as a category of topological spaces, it turns out that not every 
arrow in this category is a coherent function, even though the objects of CohAlg are all 
coherent topological spaces. 





Let the function f : P ~ P be defined by 
(Vi E w)[f(pi) =Po], and 
f(.i) = .l. 
Then f is a directed-continuous function, and so, by Proposition 3.3.2, f is continuous 
with respect to Li(P). Now, Pi E P 0 , for all i E w, and so i {pi} E KnP. But, for all 
i E w, the set 
is not an element of KnP, and thus f isn't a coherent function. D 
In the light of Example 4.2.3, we define the category CohAlg* to be the sub-category of 
CohAlg which contains all coherent algebraic dcpo's as objects, but whose arrows are those 
directed-continuous functions between coherent algebraic dcpo's which are also arrows of 
CohSp. The category wCohAlg* can be defined similarly. It is now truly the case that 
CohAlg* is the largest sub-category of Alg which fits into the duality of Theorem 4.2.1. 
The next sequence of results is vital to our work in Chapter 5. 
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Definition 4.2.10 Let (L, ~) be a lattice. An element l E L is called coprime if and only 
if 
(l ~ V L') =? (3/' E L')[l ~ /'] 
for all L' ~fin L. We write cpr L for the set of coprime elements of L. D 
Lemrria 4.2.1 Let (L, ~) be a distributive lattice. If true E cprL, then SpecL is a dcpo 
under the specialisation ordering. 
Proof Looking at the discussion following Theorem 4.2.1, it is easy to see that the spe-
cialisation ordering on SpecL is simply subset inclusion. Thus our task is to demonstrate 
that (SpecL, ~)is a dcpo. Firstly, the fact that true E cprL makes {true} a prime filter 
of L - thus {true} E SpecL. Moreover, since every prime filter of L must contain true, 
it is evident that {true} is the bottom element of (SpecL,~). Now, let F ~ SpecL 
be a directed (with respect to subset inclusion) set of filters of L. We will show that 
U F E SpecL. Firstly, if 11, 12 E U F, for some 11, 12 E L, then 11 E F1 and /2 E F2, for 
some F1, F2 E F. By the directedness of F, then, F1 ~ F3 and F2 ~ F3, for some F3 E :F. 
Jn this case, /1 /\ 12 E F3 ~ U F. Secondly, let 11 ~ 12, where 11 E U :F and 12 E L. Then 
/1 E F, for some F E F, and so 12 E F ~ U F as well. Lastly, let L' ~fin L, and suppose 
that V L' E LJF. Then V L' E F, for some FE F, and sol' E F ~ LJ:F, for some l' EL'. 
Thus U F is a prime filter of L, making it the least upper bound of :F. D 
Lemma 4.2.2 Let (L, ~) be a distributive lattice. If 
• true E cprL and 
• (Vt E L)(3C ~fin cprL)[/ = VCJ, 
then (SpecL, ~) is an algebraic dcpo. 
Proof By Lemma 4.2.1, we know that (SpecL, ~) is a dcpo. Now, for all c E cprL, it is 
easy to see that j L { c} is a prime filter of L. So, let j L { c} ~ U F, where c E cpr L and 
:F ~ SpecL is a directed set of prime filters of L. Then c E F, for some F E :F, and because 
Fis up-closed, iL{c} ~ F. Thus h{c} is a compact element of (SpecL,~). Conversely, 
suppose that some prime filter FE SpecL is a compact element of (SpecL, ~). Then 
(Vl E F)(3C ~fin cprL)[/ = VC]. 
But, since Fis inaccessible by the joins of finite subsets of L, it follows that 
(VIE F)(3c1 E cprL)[c1 ~land c1 E F]. 
_Now, let Ii, 12 E F, and let l = c1 1 /\ c12 • Then l E F, since prime filters are closed under 
finite meets. In this case, c1 E F satisfies c1 ~ c11 , c12 , and thus 
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So, 
{ iL {ct} j l E F} 
is a directed set of prime filters of L with F as a least upper bound. Since F is compact, 
we must have F = i£ {ct}, for some l E F. Thus we can conclude that 
{ iL { c} I c E cpr L} 
is precisely the set of compact elements of (SpecL, ~). What's more, for every FE SpecL, 
the set of compact elements of (SpecL, ~) dominated by F is simply 
{ iL {ct} j l E F}. 
Since we've already seen that this set is directed and that 
F = U{iL{ct} j l E F}, 
it follows that (SpecL, ~) is algebraic. 0 
Theorem 4.2.3 Let (L, ~) be a distributive lattice. If 
• true E cpr L and 
• (\fl E L )(3C ~fin cprL )[l = V CJ, 
then (SpecL, ~) is a coherent algebraic dcpo. 
Proof By Lemma 4.2.2, (SpecL, ~) is an algebraic dcpo. To get the result we want, all 
that we have to do is prove that (SpecL, ~(SpecL)) is a coherent topological space. The 
rest will follow if we invoke Theorem 4.2.2. If we let c1 , c2 E cpr L, then we know that 
-c1 /\ c2 = V C, for some C ~fin cprL. So, for any prime filter F E SpecL, the following 
argument is valid: 
F E i SpecL { iL { ci}} n T SpecL { iL { C2}} ~ 
iL { C1 }, iL { C2} ~ F ~ 
Ci, C2 E F ~ 
C1 /\ C2 E F ~ 
VCEF ~ 
( 3c E C) [ c E F] ~ 
(3c E C)[iL{c} ~ F] ~ 
F E LJ { i SpecL { i£ { C} } I c E C} · 
From this it follows that the compact open subsets of (SpecL, ~(SpecL)) are closed under 
finite intersections. Moreover, (SpecL, ~(SpecL)) is sober and Kf!SpecL forms a basis 
for this space, all because of the algebraicity of (SpecL, ~). Thus (SpecL, ~(SpecL)) is 
a coherent topological space. D 
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Lemma 4.2.3 Let (P, ~) be a coherent algebraic dcpo. Then 
cprKDP = {j p {p0 } I p0 E P 0 }, 
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where (KDP, ~) is the distributive lattice4 of compact open subsets of ( P, E'( P)), ordered 
by subset inclusion. 
Proof Firstly, suppose that jp {p0 } ~ 0 1 U02 , for some p0 E P0 and some 0 1 , 0 2 E KDP. 
Then p0 E 0 1 or p0 E 0 2 , and, since the elements of E( P) are up-closed, this means that 
j p {p0 } ~ 01 or j p {p0 } ~ 02. Thus j p {p0 } E cprKDP. Conversely, suppose that 
0 E cprKDP. Then, by Proposition 3.3.4, 
0 = LJ{jp{po} IPO Eon po}. 
Since 0 is a compact subset of ( P, E( P)), 
0 = u { i p {p'} I p' E P'}' 
for some finite subset P' ~fin 0 n P0 . By the coprimeness of 0, then, 0 = jp {p'}, for 
some p' E P'. 0 
Theorem 4.2.4 Let (P, ~) be a coherent algebraic dcpo. Then (KDP, ~) is a distributive 
lattice which satisfies 
• PE cprKDP, and 
• (VOE KDP)(:JC ~fin cprKDP)[O =UC], 
where KDP is family of compact open subsets of ( P, E( P)). 
Proof Firstly, P = jp {.lp }, and this set is then a coprime element of (KDP, ~), by 
Lemma 4.2.3. Secondly, let 0 be any compact open subset of (P, E(P)). Then, by Exam-
ple 4.2.2, 0 = U{ j p {p'} I p' E P'}, for some finite subset P' ~fin P0 . But this is exactly 
what we want, since, by Lemma 4.2.3 once again, jp {p'} E cprKDP, for all p' E P'. D 
We have now laid the foundation for the final result of the current section. This is a 
Stone-type duality theorem for coherent algerbaic dcpo's. 
Corollary 4.2.1 (Stone Duality) The duality of Theorem 4.2.1 reduces to a duality be-
tween CohAlg* and the full sub-category of DLat whose objects satisfy the two conditions 
in Theorem 4,2.3. 
Proof Theorem 4.2.3 and Theorem 4.2.4 confirm that the functors of Theorem 4.2.1 can 
be restricted to CohAlg* and the full sub-category of DLat whose objects satisfy the two 
conditions in Theorem 4.2.3. This information is enough to give us the desired result. D 
Vickers derives a result very similar to Corollary 4.2.1 in [Vic89, page 124]. There are 
two essential differences between Corollary 4.2.1 and Vickers' result, however. 
4 (KflP, ~) is naturally a distributive lattice because Theorem 4.2 .. 2 established that (P, E(P)) is a 
coherent topological space. • 
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• Firstly, since Vickers isn't concerned about the function of domains within denota-
tional semantics, he isn't fussy about bottom elements. The distributive lattices in 
his result are only required to satisfy the second condition in Theorem 4.2.3, since 
the first of these two conditions is only needed in order to establish the existence of 
bottom elements for the spectra of these lattices. 
• Secondly, Vickers' result isn't formulated directly in terms of the distributive lattices 
of Theorem 4.2.3, but rather in terms of the locales (which he terms spectral algebraic 
locales) which arise from the ideal completions of these lattices. This seems to be 
necessary because of the fact that Vickers doesn't define the category CohAlg*, but 
rather establishes the duality of Corollary 4.2.1 for the category CohAlg, whose 
arrows aren't all coherent functions. 
As we shall see in Chapter 5, Corollary 4.2.1 provides the engine for a logical description 
of coherent algebraic dcpo's. 
4.3 Bifinite Domains 
In Section 2.6 we saw that the genesis of the powerdomain constructors was Plotkin's paper 
[Plo76]. There is another reason, however, for why this paper is particularly noteworthy -
it also happens to be the origin of bifinite domains (also known as pro finite domains and 
strongly algebraic dcpo 's). This information suggests that there is some connection between 
powerdomains and bifinite domains, and this is indeed the case. When Plotki'n defined his 
powerdomain construction, he found that it wasn't supported by any of the categories of 
domains (the category of algebraic lattices and directed-continuous functions between these 
structures, for instance) available at the time. In order to remedy this situation, Plotkin 
constructed bifinite domains these form the objects of a category which is closed under 
the Plotkin powerdomain constructor. 
As we shall see, the construction of bifinite domains utilises some of the category-
theoretic tools which we developed in Section 2.4. For example, the next category-theoretic 
result, which forms the platform for defining bifinite domains, is very similar to a result 
which we used Section -2.4. 
Theorem 4.3.1 Let ( l, CJ be a directed partially ordered set. Then every covariant func-
tor F: ( l, ~)--+ DCPO has a colimit diagram. 
Proof In Section 2.4 I mentioned that a proof of this theorem can be found in [Plo81, 
Chapter 4] for the case where (/, ~) = (w, ::;). Jung proves the result which is dual to the 
one of this theorem in [Jun88a, page 33]. 0 
We are now ready for the definition of bifinite domains. 
Definition 4.3.1 A dcpo ( P, ~P) is a bifinite domain if and only if it is of the form 
ColimF, for some directed partially ordered set ( l, C 1), and for some covariant functor 
F : (I, ~I) --+ DC POE which sends every object i of (I, ~I) to a finite dcpo. D 
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There are two things which should be said about Definition 4.3.1. Firstly, it provides 
an external characterisation of bifinite domains. In Section 4.2 I alluded to the existence 
of an internal characterisation of these structures (involving property m and property M) 
we will encounter this a little later. 
The second remark I am going to make concerns the origin of the name given to 
the structures of Definition 4.3. l. It so happens that bifinite domains can be defined 
in a way which is dual to Definition 4.3.1 (just replace 'covariant functor F : (I,~) -----+ 
DCPOE' with 'contravariant functor F: (/, ~)---+ DCPOP', and replace 'ColimF' with 
'LimF'). In other words, whereas Definition 4.3.1 defines bifinite domains to be precisely 
those dcpo's which are the colimit objects of certain covariant functors from directed 
partially ordered sets into DCPOE, we could, equivalently, have defined bi finite domains 
to be precisely those dcpo's which are the limit objects of certain contravariant functors 
from directed partially ordered sets into DCPOP. Moreover, each of the former functors 
uniquely determines one of the latter functors, and vice versa. This phenomenon is often 
referred to as the limit-colimit coincidence, and it prompts us to think of bifinite domains 
as bilimit objects. So, the attribute 'bifinite' which is given to the objects of Definition 4.3.1 
is indicative of the fact that these objects are the bilimits of certain functors which pick 
out finite dcpo's. 
Now, remember that in Section 2.5 we stipulated that a dcpo is to be called a domain 
if and only if it is algebraic. The next result established by Jung confirms that bifinite 
domains are indeed domains. 
Theorem 4.3.2 Every bifinite domain is an algebraic dcpo. 
Proof See [Jun88a, page 37]. D 
Earlier in this section I stated that bifini te domains originated from [Plo76). This isn't 
entirely true - the class of structures which Plotkin defined in [Plo76] is a restriction of 
the class of bifinite domains. In order to see this one has only to consult [Plo76, page 465}, 
where Plotkin defines his SFP objects. The construction of SFP objects is very similar to 
that of bifinite domains, with one notable exception, however - whereas Definition 4.3.1 
features arbitrary directed partially ordered sets (/, ~), the construction of SFP objects 
only utilises the partially ordered set (w, 5). 
In order to explain the distinction between SFP objects and bifinite domains, I will 
resort to using some of the intuitions developed in Section 2.4. In that section we benefited 
from a number of intuitive insights gained by thinking of the category DCPOE as a 
partially ordered set. We saw that every covariant functor F : (w, 5) -----+ DCPOE is 
analogous to an w-increasing chain in DCPOE, and we also saw that a colimit object 
for such a functor behaves very much like a least upper bound for it. Since all covariant 
functors from (w, 5) to DCPOE have colimit diagrams, we realised that we are entitled 
to regard DCPOE as something similar to a ccpo. By extending these ideas, it becomes 
quite natural to interpret a covariant functor F : (I,~) -----+ DCPOE as a directed set in 
DCPOE, where (J, ~) is any directed partially ordered set. With this under our belts, it 
is easy to see that the content of Theorem 4.3.1 is that DCPOE can be regarded as a dcpo 
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as well as a ccpo. So, intuitively speaking, SFP objects are simply the least upper bounds 
of w-increasing chains of finite dcpo's in DCPOE (that is precisely where 'SFP' comes 
from - 'sequences of finite posets'), while bifinite domains form a more general class of 
structures, being the least upper bounds of directed sets of finite dcpo's in DCPOE. 
Can we describe those bifinite domains which aren't SFP objects? The answer to this 
question turns out to be very pleasing - the bifinite domains which aren't SFP objects 
are precisely the bifinite domains which aren't w-algebraic (or, alternatively, an algebraic 
dcpo is an SFP object if and only if it is an w-algebraic bifinite domain). This should 
stir memories of Proposition 2.2.1, where it was demonstrated that the only difference 
between dcpo's and ccpo's is one of cardinality. If we define the category BDom to have 
bifinite domains as objects and directed-continuous functions between bifinite domains as 
arrows, and if we define wBDom to be the full sub-category of BDom whose objects are 
all w-algebraic, then wBDom is just Plotkin 's category SFP. 
Before we can get to the promised internal characterisation of bifinite domains, there 
is a certain operator which requires defining. 
Definition 4.3.2 Let (P, ~) be a partially ordered set. Then the operators Vi : pP ~ 
'pP, for all i E w} are defined by 
• U0 P' = P', and 
• ui+I P' = {p E p I (3P" ~fin Ui P')[p E mubP"]}' 
for all P' E pP. The operator U':>O : pP ~ pP is then defined by 
U 00 P' = LJ{UiP' Ii E w}, 
for all P' E pP. D 
The next result established by Jung provides an internal characterisation of bifinite 
domains. 
Theorem 4.3.3 A dcpo (P, ~) is a bifinite domain if and only if 
• it is algebraic, 
• po has property m, and 
• U 00 P' is finite, 
for all finite subsets P' ~fin P0 . 
Proof Plotkin provided the first proof of this result in [Plo76, page 465], but his attention 
was restricted tow-algebraic bifinite domains (SFP objects, in other words). This theorem 
is, however, proved in full generality in [Jun88a, page 45]. D 
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Theorem 4.3.3 allows us to conclude that every bifinite domain is, in fact, a coherent 
algebraic dcpo. According to Definition 4.2.5, proving this merely entails demonstrating 
that all bifinite domains possess property M. The fact that a bifinite domain ( P, ~) does 
possess property M follows from the second and third conditions in Theorem 4.3.3. In 
particular, the finiteness of f!lUbP', for all P' ~fin P0 , follows from 
mubP' ~ U 1 P' ~ U 00 P'. 
So, BDom is a full sub-category of CohAlg, and wBDom is a full sub-category of 
wCohAlg. 
Example 4.3.1 Note that, by the discussion following Theorem {3.3, it is evident that 
· neither of the algebraic dcpo 's represented in Examples {2.1 are bifinite domains. Here, 
however, is the Hasse diagram of a coherent algebraic dcpo (a coherent w-algebraic dcpo, 




One of the most celebrated results in domain theory is due to Smyth, and can be found 
in [Smy83b]. In this paper Smyth responded to the following conjecture made by Plotkin: 
If D and D ----+ D are domains5 , then D is SFP. This, if true, indicates that 
SFP is the best that can be achieved in this direction: the largest category of 
5 Following a custom a little different from the one we established in Section 2.5, Plotkin identified 
domains with w-algebraic dcpo's. 
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domains closed under the constructions of interest (as well as being the only · 
non-trivial one known to be closed under them!). 
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So, it was S,myth 's objective in [Smy83b J to prove that wBDom (this category is almost 
always referred to as SFP in the literature, but I'll defy tradition here) is the largest 
Cartesian-closed6 full sub-category of wAlg. Smyth approached this problem with a classic 
pincer attack involving Proposition 2.3.1 and the next theorem. 
Theorem 4.3.4 If P and P ---+ P are w-algebraic dcpo 's, then P is a bifinite domain. 
Proof See [Smy83a, page 115]. O 
From Theorem 4.3.4 and Proposition 2.3.1, Smyth was able to prove the desired result. 
Corollary 4.3.1 wBDom is the largest Cartesian-closed full sub-category of wAlg. 
Proof Firstly, we know that wBDom is a Cartesian-closed full sub-category of wAlg. 
Now, let C be any Cartesian-closed full sub-category of wAlg. Then C must possess 
exponential objects for all pairs of its objects. In this case, by Proposition 2.3.1, C ---+ C 
must be an object in C, for all objects C of C. Since all the objects in C are w-algebraic 
dcpo's, Theorem 4.3.4 informs us that C must be a sub-category of wBDom. O 
The route followed by Smyth in proving Theorem 4.3.4 is very interesting, and def-
initely merits a closer examination. Smyth's proof of Theorem 4.3.4 enlists the help of 
three lemmas whose cumulative effect is to ensure that no w-algebraic dcpo P for which 
P ---+ P is also w-algebraic can contain copies of the pictures in Examples 4.2. l and in 
Example 4.3.1. 
Let P be an w-algebraic dcpo. Smyth's first lemma states that if P does not contain 
complete sets of minimal upper bounds for all finite subsets of P0 , then P ---+ P cannot 
be algebraic. Thus, if P ---+ P is algebraic, then P cannot possess any copies of the first 
diagram in Examples 4.2.1 in its structure. Smyth's second lemma stipulates that if P 
contains infinitely many minimal upper bounds for any finite subset of P 0 , then P ---+ P 
cannot be w-algebraic. So, if P ---+ P is w-algebraic, then P cannot contain anything 
resembling the second picture in Examples 4.2.1. Finally, Smyth proved a third lemma 
which states that if UiP' is finite, for all finite subsets P' ~fin P0 , and for all i E w, then 
P ---+ P cannot be algebraic if U 00 P' isn't finite as well. Thus, if P ---+ P is algebraic, 
then P cannot contain any copies of the diagram in Example 4.3.1. It is fairly easy to see 
that Theorem 4.3.4 follows from the above three lemmas. 
In the discussion ensuing Theorem 4.3.3, we saw that all bifinite domains are coherent 
algebraic dcpo's. This means that bifinite domains fit into the duality of Theorem 4.2.1 
(again, Chapter 5 will reveal the significance of this fact). Now, in Section 4.2 much was 
made of Theorem 4.2.3 and of Theorem 4.2.4. We will now set about refining these two 
results for bifinite domains. The origin of the next lemma is [Gun85]. 
6 At this stage I should mention that Plotkin had already established the Cartesian-closedness of 
wBDom in [Plo76]. 
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Lemma 4.3.1 Let ( P, ~) be a partially ordered set, and let Pi, P2 ~ P. Then P2 is a 
complete set of upper bounds of Pi if and only if 
Proof Suppose that P2 is a complete set of upper bounds of P1. Then 
PE n{i {pi} 1 P1 E Pi} {::} 
p E ubP1 {::} 
(3p2 E P2)(p2 C p] {::} 
p E U{i {p2} I P2 E P2}, 
for all p E P. For the converse direction, suppose that 
Then 
P2 E n{i{pi} IP1 E Pi}, 
for all p2 E P2, and so it is clear that P2 ~ ubP1. Furthermore, if p E ubPi, for some 
p E P, then 
Thus P2 ~ p, for some p2 E P2, and so P2 is a complete set of upper bounds of P1. D 
Let (P, ~) be a partially ordered set, and let Pi, P2 ~ P. If P2 is a complete and finite 
set of upper bounds of P1 , then 
and mubP1 is complete. This is a very useful observation. 
Definition 4.3.3 Let ( L, ::;) be a lattice. A subset L' ~ L of L is called quasi-conjunctively 
closed if and only if 
(3L~ ~fin L')[!\L~ = V L~], 
for all finite subsets L~ ~fin L'. D 
The next result restricts Theorem 4.2.3 to bifinite domains. 
Theorem 4.3.5 Let (L, ::;) be a distributive lattice. If 
• true E cprL, 
• (VIE L )(3C ~fin cpr L )[I = V CJ, and 
• (VC ~fin cprL)(3D ~fin cprL)[C ~ D and D is quasi-conjunctively closed], 
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then (SpecL, ~) is a bifinite domain. 
Proof Firstly, in Theorem 4.2.3 it was established that (SpecL, ~) is a coherent algebraic 
dcpo, meaning that this structure satisfies the first two conditions in Theorem 4.3.3. Thus 
it only remains for us to verify the third condition in Theorem 4.3.3 for (SpecL, ~). Now, 
remember that in Lemma 4.2.2 we proved that 
{ii { c} J c E cpr L} 
is precisely the set of compact elements of (SpecL, ~). Thus, our task in this proof is to 
show that 
U00 {ii { c} I c E C} 
is finite, for all C ~fin cpr L. So, let C ~fin cpr L. Then, by the third condition in the 
state~ent of this theorem, there exists a quasi-conjunctively closed finite subset D ~fin 
cprL of the coprime elements of L such that C ~ D. Since C ~ D, we have 
U 0 {ii { c} I c E c} = {ii { c} I c E c} 
~ {ii{d} Id ED}. 
Now, for the induction step, suppose that 
Ui{h{c} I c EC}~ {h{d} Id ED}, 
for some i E w. Following this assumption, let 
{ii { dt} I di E Dt}' 
for some Di ~ D, be an arbitrary subset of Ui{h {c} I c E C}. Since D is quasi-
conjunctively closed, 
for some D2 ~ D. So, for every prime filter FE SpecL, the following argument is valid: 
F E n{ispecL {h { dt}} I di E Dt} {:} 
(Vdi E Di)[ii {dt} ~ F] ¢? 
(Vdi E Di )[di E F] ¢? 
/\Di E F ¢? 
VD2EF ¢? 
. (::ld2 E D2)[d2 E F] ¢? 
(::ld2 E D2)[j L { d2} ~ F] ¢? 
FE LJ{jspecL{iL{d2}} J d2 E D2}. 
Now, by Lemma 4.3.l, we can deduce that {ispecL {ii {d2}} I d2 E Di} is a complete set 
of upper bounds of {ispecL {ii {dt}} I di E Dt} in (SpecL, ~). But, since the set D2 is 
finite, we know that 
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by the discussion following Lemma 4.3.1. Thus, since {ii {di} I dI E Di} is an arbitrary 
subset of Ui{ii {c} I c EC}, we have just proved that 
ui+I{ii{c} I c EC}~ {ii{d} Id ED}. 
So, by a process of induction, we can see that U 00 {ii { c} I c E C} must be finite, since D 
is finite. 0 
We now prove the analogue of Theorem 4.2.4 for bifinite domains. 
Theorem 4.3.6 ·Let ( P, ~) be a bifinite domain. Then (KDP, ~) is a distributive lattice 
which satisfies 
• PE cprKDP, 
• (VOE KDP)(:JC ~fin cprKDP)[O =UC], and 
• (VC ~fin cprKDP)(:lD ~fin cprKDP)[C ~ D and D is quasi-conjunctively closed], 
where KDP is the family of compact open subsets of ( P, E( P)). 
Proof Firstly, in Theorem 4.2.4 we already proved that (KDP, ~) satisfies the first two 
conditions above. In order to verify that (KDP, ~) satisfies the third condition in the 
statement of this theorem, remember that Lemma 4.2.3 established that 
cprKDP = {i p {P°} I p0 E P 0 }. 
So, le~ 
{jp {p'} Ip' E P'}, 
. where P' ~fin P0 , be an arbitrary finite subset of cprKDP. In this case U 00 P' is finite, 
since ( P, ~) is a bifinite domain. In the discussion following Examples 4.2.1 we demon-
strated that the minimal upper bounds of a finite set of compact elements of an algebraic 
dcpo are always compact. This means that U 00 P' ~ P0 , and so · 
{jp {p} Ip E U 00 P'} ~fin cprKDP. 
Also, it is obviously the case that 
{ jp {p'} I p' E P'} ~ { i p { p} I p E U 00 P'}. 
All that remains, then, is to check that {i p {p} Ip E U 00 P'} is quasi-conjunctively closed. 
Let 
{i p {pi} I PI E Pi}, 
where Pi ~ U 00 P', be an arbitrary subset of {jp {p} Ip E U 00 P'}. Then, since PI is finite, 
we must have PI ~ Ui P', for some i E w. In this case, 
mubP C ui+I P' C U00 P1 • . I - -
It easy to see that 
n{ip{pi} I PIE Pi}= LJ{jp{p} Ip E mubPi}, 
and with this the proof is complete. 0 
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Define the category BDom* to be the sub-category of BDom which contains all bifinite 
domains as objects, but whose arrows are those directed-continuous functions between 
bifinite domains which are also arrows of CohSp. The category wBDom* can be defined 
similarly. We have now finally set ourselves up for the crucial result of this section - it is 
a Stone-type duality theorem for bifinite domains. 
Corollary 4.3.2 (Stone Duality) The duality of Corollary 4.2.1 reduces to a duality be-
tween BDom* and the full sub-category of DLat whose objects satisfy the three conditions 
in Theorem {3.5. 
Proof Theorem 4.3.5 and Theorem 4.3.6 confirm that the functors of Corollary 4.2.1 can 
be restricted to BDom* and the full sub-category of DLat whose objects satisfy 1the three 
conditions in Theorem 4.3.5. This information is enough to give us the desired result. D 
Again, the importance of Corollary 4.3.2 will become clearly apparent in Chapter 5 
when we present bifinite domains as logical systems. 
·4.4 Algebraic L-Domains 
£-domains were discovered independently by Coquand in [Coq88], and by Jung in [Jun88a]. 
In this section we will focus our attention on some of Jung's work concerning Cartesian-
closed categories of domains. More specifically, we will investigate Jung's extension of 
Smyth's result on the largest Cartesian-closed sub-category of wAlg - as we shall see, 
algebraic L-domains feature prominently when we look for maximal Cartesian-closed sub-
categories of Alg. The principal references employed in this section are [Jun88a, Chapter 
2] and [Jun90]. 
Definition 4.4.1 A d_cpo ( P, ~) is called an algebraic L-domain if and only if 
• it is algebraic, and 
• (l {p}, ~) is a complete lattice, 
for all p E P. 0 
Example 4.4.1 Here is the Hasse diagram of a bifinite domain (an -w-algebraic bifinite 
domain, in fact) which isn't an algebraic £-domain - notice that l{T} isn't a complete 
lattice. 
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By Example 4.4.1, not all coherent algebraic dcpo's are algebraic L-domains (remember 
that all bifinite domains are coherent algebraic dcpo's ). The second diagram in Exam-
ples 4.2.1, however, represents an algebraic L-domain (an w-algebraic L-domain, in fact) 
which isn't a coherent algebraic dcpo. Thus, if we define the category LDom to have alge-
braic L-domains as objects and directed-continuous functions between algebraic L-domains 
as arrows (we can, naturally, also define the category wLDom), then LDom is a full sub-
category of Alg, but it isn't a sub-category of either BDom or CohAlg. On the other 
hand, neither BDom nor CohAlg are sub-categories of LDom. 
A dcpo which only satisfies the second condition in Definition 4.4. l is simply called an 
L-domain (following the nomenclature of [Jun88a, page 57]). The following result about 
L-domains in general can be found in [Jun88a, page 59). 
Lemma 4.4.1 Let (P, ~) be a dcpo. Then (P, ~) is an L-domain if and only if every 
non-empty subset of P which has an upper bound also has a greatest lower bound. 
Proof Firstly, suppose that ( P, ~) is an L-domain, and let P' ~ P be a non-empty subset 
of P which has an upper bound. Then P' ~ l {p}, for any p E ubP'. In this case, P' 
must have a greatest lower bound formed in l {p }, since l {p} is a complete lattice. But 
this element must also be the greatest lower bound of P' considered as a subset of P, since 
every lower bound of P' in P is an element of l {p} as well. For the converse direction, 
suppose that every non-empty subset of P which has an upper bound also has a greatest 
lower bound. Then, for all p E P, every non-empty subset of l {p} has a greatest lower 
bound in l {p} (and hence, a least upper bound in l {p} as well). Also, for all p E P, the 
greatest lower bound (in l {p}) of the empty set is simply p, while the least upper bound 
(in l {p}) of the empty set is J_. Thus l {p} is a complete lattice, for all p E P. D 
Having recognised the virtuous properties of algebraic dcpo's in Section 2.5, we shall 
confine our attention to algebraic L-domains for the remainder of the current section. The 
next result by Jung characterises algebraic L-domains in terms of the familiar property m. 
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Theorem 4.4.1 An algebraic dcpo (P, ~) is an algebraic £-domain if and only if 
• po has property m, and 
• u= P' = u 1 P', 
for all finite subsets P' ~fin P0 • 
Proof See [.Jun88a, page 60] or [.Jun90, page 239]. 0 
Now, following Theorem 4.4.1, we can see that every algebraic L-domain satisfies the 
first two conditions in Theorem 4.3.3. As a consequence of this observation, it is very 
natural for us to wonder about the relationship between algebraic L-domains and bifinite 
domains. Part of the analysis of this relationship involves characterising those algebraic 
L-domains which are bifinite domains as well. 
So, let ( P, ~) be an algebraic L-domain. Firstly, if ( P, ~) satisfies the condition that 
mubP' is finite, for all P' ~fin P 0 , then it follows directly that U 1 P' is finite, for all 
P' ~fin P 0 • By Theorem 4.4.1, then, it can be seen that ( P, ~) satisfies the third condition 
in Theorem 4.3.3, making this structure a bifinite domain. Conversely, if ( P, ~) satisfies 
the third condition in Theorem 4.3.3, then mubP' must be finite, for all finite subsets 
P' ~fin p 0 • Thus, the algebraic L-domains which are bifinite domains as well are precisely 
those algebraic L-domains (P, ~) which possess the property that mubP' is finite, for all 
finite subsets P' ~fin P0 • Equivalently, we could say that the algebraic L-domains which 
are also bifinite domains are precisely those algebraic L-domains whose partially ordered 
sets of compact elements possess property M. 
With Corollary 4.3.1, Smyth demonstrated that wBDom is the largest Cartesian-closed. 
full sub-category of wAlg. As I remarked in the beginning of this section, .Jung expanded 
upon Smyth's work by conducting a search for maximal Cartesian-closed full sub-categories 
of Alg. The next sequence of results maps the route followed by .Jung in his endeavour. 
Theorem 4.4.2 The category BDom is Cartesian-closed. 
Proof See [.Jun88a, page 37]. 
Theorem 4.4.3 The category LDom is Cartesian-closed. 
Proof See [.Jun88a, page 61] or [.Jun90, page 240]. 
0 
0 
Lemma 4.4.2 Let P and Q be dcpo 's such that P -----+ P and Q -----+ Q are algebraic 
dcpo 's. If, in addition, P -----+ Q is an algebraic dcpo, then either P is a bifinite domain or 
Q is an algebraic £-domain. 
Proof See [.Jun90, page 240]. D 
Corollary 4.4.1 Let P be a dcpo. If P -----+ P is an algebraic dcpo, then P zs either a 
bifinite domain or an algebraic £-domain. 
Proof This result follows directly from Lemma 4.4.2. D 
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Corollary 4.4.2 The category Alg contains exactly two maximal Cartesian-closed full 
sub-categories. These are BDom and LDom. 
Proof By Theorem 4.4.2 and by Theorem 4.4.3, we know that BDom and LDom are 
Cartesian-closed full sub-categories of Alg. Now, suppose that C is a Cartesian-closed full 
sub-category of Alg. Then C must possess the exponential object en, for all objects C 
and D of C. According to Proposition 2.3.1, this means that D ---+ C must be an object 
of the category C, for all objects C and D of C. By Corollary 4.4.1, then, every object 
of C must either be an object of BDom or an object of LDom. Now, by the discussion 
following Example 4.4.1, we know that neither of the categories BDom and LDom is a 
sub-category of the other. So, let P be a bifinite domain which isn't an algebraic L-domain, 
and let Q be an algebraic L-domain which isn't a bifinite domain. In this case, P ---+ P 
and Q ---+ Q are both algebraic dcpo's, by the Cartesian-closedness of BDom and LDom. 
By Lemma 4.4.2, then, Q ---+ P cannot be an algebraic dcpo. Thus, since the category C 
is Cartesian-closed, we know that it must either be a full sub-category of BDom or a full 
sub-category of LDom. D 
4.5 Scott Domains 
In this section we will examine a class of domains whose application to denotational se-
mantics has been championed by Scott for many years7 . These are the so-called Scott 
domains (also known as consistently complete algebraic dcpo 's and bounded complete al-
gebraic dcpo 's). The cat~gory of Scott domains has been used extensively in denotational 
semantics, and its popularity can be attributed to the following two facts: 
• it supports a healthy range of domain constructions, and 
• Scott domains are easy to understand and to work with (in contrast with bifinite 
domains, whose characterisation is unwieldy). 
As was the case with coherent algebraic dcpo's, the mechanism employed in the definition 
of Scott domains is a completeness property - it is referred to in the literature as either 
consistent completeness or bounded completeness. 
Definition 4.5.1 A partially ordered set ( P, ~) is called consistently complete if and only 
if every consistent8 subset P' ~ P has a least upper bound LJ P' E P. D 
7See [Sco81, Sco82], for example. 
8 Let (P, ~) be a partially ordered set. A subset P' ~ P is called consistent or bounded if and only if 
ubP' # 0. 
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Definition 4.5.2 A partially ordered set (P, ~) is called coherent9 if and only if every 
pair-wise consistent 10 subset P' s;;; P has a least upper bound LJ P' E P. D 
Notice that Definition 4.5.1 doesn't specifically preclude the consistency of the empty 
subset of a partially ordered set. The result of this is that every consistently complete 
partially ordered set must be pointed, since the least upper bound of the empty subset of 
such a partially ordered set is its bottom element (a similar remark can be made about 
eoherent partially ordered sets). 
Example 4.5.1 It is easily seen that coherence is a stronger property of partially ordered 
sets than is consistent completeness. Here is the Hasse diagram of a partially ordered set 
(a dcpo, in fact) which is consistently complete, but which isn't coherent. 
D 
Definition 4.5.3 A dcpo ( P, ~) is called a Scott domain if and only if it is 
• algebraic and 
• consistently complete. D 
It was mentioned i_n Section 4.1 that Scott originally promoted the use of continuous 
lattices and algebraic lattices in denotational semantics. With this in mind, it is easy to 
comprehend why he later advocated Scott domains as a framework within which to dose-
mantics - as it turns out, Scott domains and algebraic lattices are intimately related, with 
Scott domains simply being algebraic lattices whose top elements have been amputated. 
9 1 will not be using the completeness property of coherence described in Definition 4.5.2 at all in 
this thesis. I have included Definition 4.5.2, however, just to point out that the concept of coherence 
embodied by it is completely unrelated to that of Definition 4.2.7 - the coincidence in terminology 
creates the potential for much confusion. In particular, it should be pointed out that the coherent algebraic 
dcpo's of Section 4.2 are not necessarily structures which possess the property of coherence expressed by 
Definition 4.5.2. 
10 Let (P, ~) be a partially ordered set. A subset P' ~ P is called pair-wise consistent if and only if 
{p~,p2} is consistent, for all p~,p2 E P'. 
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The progression from algebraic lattices to Scott domains is thus very natural - Scott do-
mains represent the closest alternative to algebraic lattices which forsake the troublesome 
top elements of these lattices. 
Following the familiar pattern of this chapter, it is now time to talk about categories. 
The category SDom is defined to have Scott domains as objects and directed-continuous 
functions between Scott domains as arrows. Again, wSDom is the full sub-category of 
. SDom whose objects are w-algebraic Scott domains. Having devoted so much time to 
Cartesian-closedness in Section 4.3 and in Section 4.4, it seems natural for us to enquire 
about whether SDom and wSDom are Cartesian-closed. ·It turns out that both of these 
categories are Cartesian-closed - in fact, a result by Gunter, in [Gun86), describes wSDom 
as the largest first-order axiomatisable Cartesian-closed full sub-category of wAlg. 
Now, according to Corollary 4.4.2, the Cartesian-dosedness of SDom ensures that it 
must. be a sub-category of either BDom or LDom. As it happens, SDom is a sub-category 
of BDom n LDom 11 - verifying that every Scott domain is an algebraic L-domain 1s 
routine, while the next result reveals that every Scott domain is also a bifinite domain. 
Lemma 4.5.1 Let (P, ~) be a Scott domain. Then (P, ~) is also a bifinite domain. 
·Proof All we really need to do here is check that (P, ~) satisfies the third condition in 
Theorem 4.3.3 (that (P, ~) satisfies the first two conditions in Theorem 4.3.3 is almost 
automatic). So, let P' ~fin P0 be a finite subset of the compact elements of (P, ~). It is 
easily seen that 
mubP" = {UP"}, 
- for all ·consistent subsets P" ~ P'. From this we can deduce that the cardinality of 
(U1 P') \ P' can be no greater than that of pP', making U 1 P' very definitely finite. Now, 
let 
P c u 1P' 2 -
be a consistent subset of (P, ~). Define the subset P1 ~ P' by 
11 BDom n LDom is the category whose objects and arrows are precisely those objects and arrows 
common to both BDom and LDom. The category BDom n LDom has, in fact, been studied in (GJ90]. 
Being Cartesian-closed, it is a well-behaved category, and it has the attractive feature of marrying the 
virtuous properties of bifinite domains with the simplicity of algebraic L-domains. As Gunter and Jung 
point out in (GJ90]: 
An unfortunate drawback to the bifiniteness condition is the fact that it is not very easy to 
understand. Although intrinsic descriptions are possible and these do help in reasoning about 
bifinite domains, it would still be nice to work with a simpler class of structures. However, 
it turns out that the w-bifinite domains which are L-domains may be somewhat more easily 
characterized than w-bifinite domains in general. In particular, they may be identified as 
those L-domains which have a 'nice' Scott topology. 
I won't give any more attention to the· category BDom n LDom. 
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Then P1 is also a consistent subset of (P, ~),and so we have 
On the other hand, if p2 E P2 \ P', then 
P2 = LJP", 
for some P" ~ P', by the definition of U 1 P'. In this case, P" ~ P1 , and so p2 ~ LJ P1 • 
Thus 
So LJ P2 = LJ P1 , which means that LJ P2 E U 1 P', and consequently, 
U 00 P' = U 1 P'. 
The finiteness of U 1 P' ensures that we have verified that ( P, ~) satisfies the third condition 
in Theorem 4.3.3. 0 
Having just seen that SDom is a full sub-category of BDom n LDom, could it be the 
case that these two categories are identical? The next example answers this question in 
· the negative. 
Example 4.5.2 Here is the Hasse diagram of a structure which is both a bifinite domain 
and an algebraic £-domain, but which isn't a Scott domain - note that the set {p1 , p2 }, 
while being consistent, has no least upper bound. 
P1 
0 
The fact that every Scott domain is a bifinite domain offers the prospect of restricting 
Theorem 4.3.5 and Theorem 4.3.6 to similar results for Scott domains. The remainder of 
the current section is dedicated to investigating this prospect. 
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Lemma 4.5.2 Let (P, ~) be an algebraic dcpo. The~ (P, ~) is a Scott domain if and only 
if every consistent pair of elements of P 0 has a least upper bound. 
Proof It is clear, by Definition 4.5.3, that if (P, ~)is a Scott domain, then every consistent 
pair of elements of P 0 must have a least upper bound. Conversely, suppose· that ( P, ~) 
satisfies the condition that every consistent pair of elements of po has a least upper bound. 
Also, let P' ~ P be a consistent subset of (P, ~),and let p E ubP'. Now, it is obviously 
the case that · 
tJ0 (U{l {p'} n P0 I p' E P'}) = U{l {p'} n P0 I p' E P'} 
c l {p} n P0 • 
For the inductive step, suppose that 
Ui(U{l{p'}n P0 jp' E P'}) ~ l{p} n P 0 , 
for some i E w. If we let 
P" ~fin Ui(U{l {p'} n po Ip' E P'} ), 
then it is obvious that p" ~ p, for all p" E P". So, by our initial assumption, we know that 
P" has a least upper bound, and it must b€'. the case that, then, that LJ P" E P0 , by the 
discussion following Examples 4.2.1. So, 
mubP" = {UP"} ~ l {p} n P0 , 
and hence we can conclude that 
ui+1 (U{l {p'} n P0 Ip' E P'}) ~ l {p} n P0 . 
By an inductive argument, then, we have just demonstrated that 
U 00 (U{l{p'} n P0 jp' E P'}) ~ l{p} n P0 . 
Furthermore, if P?,pg E U 00 (U{l {p'} n P0 Ip' E P'} ), then 
p~, p~ E Ui(U{l {p'} n P0 Ip' E P'} ), 
for some i E w. Since we have just shown that p~,p~·E l {p} n P0 , we can tell, by our initial 
assumption, that the least upper bound of P? and pg exists, and so 
{P? U pg} = mub{p~, pg} 
~ 'Ui+1(U{l {p'} n P0 Ip' E P'} ). 
Thus U 00 (LJ{l {p'} n po Ip' E P'}) is a directed subset of (P, ~). It is now clear that 
LJ(U00 (U{l {p'} n P0 Ip' E P'})) c LJ(l {p} n P0 ) 
- p. 
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Also, it is easily seen that 
P~ = LJ(l {PD n P0 ) 
~ LJ(U00 (UU {p'} n P0 Ip' E P'} )), 
for all p~ E P'. ,So, since p is an arbitrary element of ubP', we can conclude that 
LJ(U00 (UU {p'} n P0 Ip' E P'} )) 
is the least upper bound of P'. 
The next result restricts Theorem 4.3.5 to Scott domains. 
Theorem 4.5.1 Let (L, :::;) be a distributive lattice. If 
• true E cprL, 
• (Vl E L)(::JC ~fin cprL)[/ = VC], and 
• (Vc1,c2 E cprL)[c1 /\ c2 E cprL or c1 /\ c2 =false], 
then (SpecL, ~) is a Scott -domain. 
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Proof Firstly, Lemma 4.2.2 established that (SpecL, ~) is an algebraic dcpo. Thus, 
according to Lemma 4.5.2, we are only required to demonstrate that every consistent pair 
of elements of (SpecL )0 has a least upper bound. By Lemma 4.2.2, again, we know that 
(SpecL)0 = {iL{c} I c E cprL}. 
So, let fL{ci} and iL{c2}, where c1,c2 E cprL, be a consistent pair of compact elements 
of (SpecL, ~). In this case, iL { ci}, iL { c2} ~ F, for some prime filter F E SpecL of 
(L, :::;). Thus, c1,c2 E F, and so c1 /\ c2 E F. But, since no prime filter of (L, :::;) can 
contain false, we know that c1 /\ c2 E cprL, by the third condition in the statement of this 
theorem. This information tells us that h {c1 /\ c2 } is a prime filter of (L, :::;), and hence 
an element of (SpecL, ~). Moreover, we know that 
iL { ci}, iL { c2} ~ iL { c1 /\ c2}. 
The fact that iL { c1 /\ c2} is the least upper bound of iL { ci} and iL { c2} follows from the 
fact that every prime filter of ( L, :::;) which contains c1 and c2 must contain c1 /\ c2 as well. 
0 
Since every Scott domain is a bifinite domain as well, it is natural to expect that the 
third condition in Theorem 4.5.1 is stronger than the third condition in Theorem 4.3.5. It 
is easy to demonstrate that this is, in fact, the case. Let (L, :::;) be a distributive lattice 
which satisfies the third condition in Theorem 4.5.1, and let C ~fin cprL. Define the 
subset D ~ L by 
D =CU {AC' IC'~ C and AC'=/: false}. 
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Then it is clear that D ~fin cprL, by the third condition in Theorem 4.5.1, and because 
C is finite. Furthermore, C ~ D. Now, let Di ~ D. If/\ Di =false, then 
/\Di = V0. 
If /\Di =/;false, then define the subset D2 ~ C by 
D2 = U{C' ~ c I (3di E Di)[/\C' =di]}. 
We know, by the construction of D, that 
(3D; E D2)[/\D~ = di], 
for all di E Di. So, any lower bound of D2, being a lower bound of every subset of D2, is 
also a lower bound of Di. Thus 
/\D2 :::; /\Di. 
On the other hand, by the construction of D2 , it is clear that 
(3di E Di)(di :::; d2], 
for all d2 E D2. Thus 
/\Di :::; /\D2. 
To conclude with, /\Di = /\ D2 E D, by the construction of D, and so D is quas1-
conjunctively closed. 
We will now restrict Theorem 4.3.6 to an analogous result for Scott domains. 
Theorem 4.5.2 Let (P, ~) be a Scott domain. Then (KOP, ~) is a distributive lattice 
which satisfies 
• PE cprK!1P, 
• ('VOE K!1P)(3C ~fin cprK!1P)[O =UC], and 
• (\/Oi, 02 E cprK!1P)[Oi 0 02 E cprKOP or Oi n 02 = 0], . 
where KOP is the family of compact open subsets of (P, Li(P)). 
Proof Firstly, in Theorem 4.2.4 we have already proved that (KOP, ~) satisfies the first 
two conditions above. In order to verify that (K!1P, ~) satisfies the third condition in the 
statement of this theorem, remember that according to Lemma 4.2.3, 
cprKOP = {Tp{p0 } jp0 E P 0 }. 
So, let T p {pn and T p {pg} be two arbitrary elements of cprKOP. If 
TP {pn n TP {p~} =/; 0, 
then p~ and pg are consistent elements of (P, ~). Thus, the least upper bound of p~ and pg 
exists. Also, by the discussion following Examples 4.2.1, it follows that p~ U pg E P0 • So 
T p {p~ LJ pg} E cpr KOP. Also, verifying that 
TP {pnn TP {p~} =Tp {p~ up~} 
is simple. 0 
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If we define the category SDom* to contain all Scott domains as objects, but to only 
contain, as arrows, those directed-continuous functions between Scott domains which are 
arrows of CohSp as well (the category wSDom* can be defined similarly), then we are 
ready for the Stone-type duality theorem for Scott domains. 
Corollary 4.5.l (Stone Duality) The duality of Corollary 4.3.2 reduces to a duality 
between SD om* and the full sub-category of DLat whose objects satisfy the three conditions 
in Theorem 4.5.1. 
Proof Theorem 4.5.1 and Theorem 4.5.2 confirm that the functors of Corollary 4.3.2 can 
be restricted to SDom'" and the full sub-category of DLat whose objects satisfy the three 
conditions of Theorem 4.5.1. This is enough to ensure the desired result. . D 
Once again it is the case that Corollary 4.5.1 will play a vital role in Chapter 5 when 
. we present Scott domains as logical systems. 
Chapter 5 
Logics of Domains - Axiomatic 
Systems 
5.1 A Category of Pre-Locales 
Let us begin this section by making an assessment of our current position. Firstly, in 
Section 3.2 we saw that considering domains to be algebraic dcpo's is equivalent to consid-
ering them to be topological spaces (thanks to the Scott topology and the specialisation 
ordering). So, throughout this chapter, I will freely refer to domains as topological spaces. 
Now, in Section 3.1, where the topological dimension of domain theory was first revealed, 
it was seen that the open subsets of a domain can readily be interpreted as properties of 
the domain elements. With this interpretation, domains assume a distinctly logical flavour 
- intersections of the open subsets of a domain become conjunctions of properties, unions 
of the open subsets of a domain become disjunctions of properties, and so on. This con-
nection between logic and topology was further reinforced by the short excursion through 
Stone duality presented in Section 3.4. 
Section 3.4 makes an ideal starting point for the work of the current section. In Sec-
tion 3.4 we became acquainted with locales - complete lattices which feature a distributive 
property of arbitrary joins over finite meets. Locales are related to topological spaces in 
the sense that they abstract the behaviour of the lattices of open subsets of topological 
spaces. Locales are also intimately related to logic - we may interpret locales as the 
Lindenbaum algebras of certain propositional theories1• The relationship between locales 
and logic can be made explicit in art obvious way - meets and joins in locales can be 
interpreted as conjunctions and disjunctions, respectively, the partial orderings of locales 
capture the behaviour of logical implication, and the top and bottom elements of locales 
can be thought of as the tautology and the contradiction, respectively. Thus, locales offer 
1The logical theories whose Lindenbaum algebras are locales fall under the umbrella of what is called 
propositional geometric logic. Abramsky, in [Abr87a, Abr88], has also coined the phrase logic of finite 
observations in this regard. Vickers, in [Vic89, pages 5-11], discusses the philosophical impetus behind 
propositional geometric logic, and he characterises it as a logic of affirmative (or finitely observable) 
assertions. 
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a convenient junction between topology and logic, and it is precisely this junction which 
we will exploit in order to present domains as logical theories. 
The actual mechanisms for presenting domains as logical theories are the various Stone-
type dualities encountered in Section 3.4 and in Chapter 4. In particular, since every 
algebraic dcpo with its Scott topology is a sober space2 , we know that all domains fall 
into the picture of Theorem 3.4.2. In effect, this means that every domain can be uniquely 
presented as a logical theory (the Lindenbaum algebra of which is then a locale which 
specifies the relationships between the open subsets of the domain in question). However, 
I am not going to present all algebraic dcpo's as logical theories in this chapter - I am, 
in fact, only going to deal with domains which fit into the duality of Theorem 4.2.1. In 
other words, this chapter will only provide logical presentations of algebraic dcpo's which 
are also coherent topological spaces. 
In Section 4.2 much was made of coherence as a property of topological spaces. What, 
then, is the significance of coherence? Well, according to Theorem 4.2.1, coherent topologi-
cal spaces can be presented by logical theories whose Lindenbaum algebras are distributive 
lattices. In other words, the logical presentations of coherent topological spaces require 
only finitary syntax, in the sense that the Lindenbaum algebras of these presentations need 
only be closed under finite joins. By contrast, the logical presentation of an arbitrary sober 
topological space has a locale as its associated Lindenbaum algebra, and locales support 
arbitrary joins. 
For the remainder of this section I will develop- the tools required to present domains as 
logical theories. Since we are only going to provide logical presentations of domains which 
are coherent topological spaces (in other words, we are going to stick to presentations 
which display only finitary syntax), I will begin by setting up a class of theories whose 
Lindenbaum algebras are distributive lattices. 
Definition 5.1.1 A pre-locale is a structure 
A= (IAI, 5_, /\, V, true, false), 
where 
• IAI is a set, called the carrier, · 
• 5:. is a binary relation over IAI, 
• /\ and V are binary operators over IAI, and 
• true and false are elements of IAI. 
2See the discussion following Proposition 3.3. l. 
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Accompanying this structure is the following collection of axioms and proof rules which 
must be satisfied: 
(dl) ai :::; ai ai :::; a2 a2 :::; a3 
ai :::; a3 
(d2) false :::; ai ai :::; a3 a2 :::; a3 ai :::; ai V a2 a2 :::; ai V a2 
ai V a2 :::; a3 
(d3) ai :::; true ai :::; a2 ai :::; a3 ai /\ a2 :::; ai ai /\ a2 :::; a2 
ai :::; a2 /\ a3 
0 
Given a pre-locale A, we can easily derive the converse of condition ( d4) as a theorem. 
To see how this is done, let a1 , a2, a3 E IAJ. Then 
(1) a1 /\ a2 :::; a1 ( d3) 
(2) - a1 /\ a3 :::; a1 (d3) 
(3) (a1 /\ a2) V (a1 /\ a3):::; a1 (1, 2, d2) 
(4) a1 /\ a2 :::; a2 (d3) 
(5) a1 /\ a3 :::; a3 (d3) 
(6) a2 :::; a2 V _a3 · (d2) 
(7) a3:::; a2 V a3 ( d2) 
(8) a1 /\ a2 :::; a2 V a3 (4,6,dl) 
(9) a1 /\ a3 :::; a2 V a3 (5, 7, dl) 
(10) (a1 /\ a2) V (a1 /\ a3):::; a2 V a3 (8, 9, d2) 
(11) ( a 1 /\ a2) V ( a1 /\ a3) :::; a1 /\ ( a2 V a3) (3, 10, d3). 
We can also derive the distributive laws which are dual to condition ( d4) and the result 
just established. These are 
a1 V (a2 /\ a3):::; (a1 V a2) /\ (a1 V a3) and 
(a1 V a2) /\ (a1 V a3):::; a1 V (a2 /\ a3), 
for all ai,a2,a3 E IAJ. 
Now, without much difficulty (and with the appropriate logical interpretation of the 
symbols involved), it is easily seen that a pre-locale A is simply a propositional theory 
whose Lindenbaum algebra 
(IAI I=,:::; I=) 
is a distributive lattice. Here the equality symbol denotes logical equivalence - in other 
words, 
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for all a1 , a2 E IA!. Naturally, since they generate distributive lattices when logical equiv-
alences are factored out, pre-loca_les can be regarded as nothing other than logical presen-
tations of coherent topological spaces - this follows from Theorem 4.2.1. 
The origin of pre-locales is [Abr87a, Abr88J. These structures get their name from 
the fact that the ideal completions of their Lindenbaum algebras are, in fact, locales. To 
understand how the above-mentioned ideal completions fall into the general scheme of 
things, we have to look at Theorem 4.2.1 again. This theorem informs us of the duality 
between CohSp and DLat, but it could just as well have spoken of an equivalence between 
CohSp and the image of DLat under a functor which sends every distributive lattice to 
its ideal completion. 
As was implicitly promised by the title of this section, we will now construct a category 
of pre-locales. To do this, we will borrow Scott's notion of an approximable mapping from 
[Sco82]. 
Definition 5.1.2 Let A and B be pre-locales. A relation R C IAI x IBI is called an 
approximable mapping if and only if it satisfies 
( r1) (Vb' E B')[a1 R b'J => ai R (/\BB'), 
( r2) (Va' E A')[ a' R bi) => (VAA') R bi, 
(r3) a1 :::;A a 2 Rb1 :::;B b2 => ai Rb2, and 
(r4) a1R(VBB')=> 
((Vb' E B')(:lab' E IAl)[ab'Rb'J and ai :::;A VA{ab 1 I b' EB'}), 
for all ai, a2 E IAI and all bi, b2 E !Bl, and for all A' ~fin IAI and all B' ~fin IBI. 
We indicate that the relation R ~ IAI x IBI is an approximable mapping by writing it as 
R:A--+B. o 
Example 5.1.1 For any pre-locale A, it is easily determined that the relation $ is an -
approximable mapping:::;: A---+ A. D 
Our next task is to demonstrate that pre-locales and approximable mappings between 
pre-locales form the components of a category. 
Proposition 5.1.1 Let A, B and C be pre-locales, and let R : A --+ B and S : B --+ C 
be approximable mappings. Then the composite relation R; S ~ IAI x ICI is an approximable 
mapping R; S: A--+ C. 
Proof I'll only consider condition (rl) and condition (r4) in the proof of this result - the 
proof that condition ( r2) holds for R; S employs very similar reasoning to that required in 
verifying that condition ( r1) is satisfied by this relation, while checking that R; S satisfies 
condition (r3) is straight-forward. We begin, then, by verifying that R; S satisfies condition 
(rl). So, let a E IAI, and let C' ~fin IC!. Suppose, also, that 
(Ve' E C')[a(R;S)c'J. 
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From the above, we can deduce that 
for all. e' E C'. Consequently, 
aR(/\a{be' I e' EC'}), 
since R satisfies condition (rl). By condition (d3), then, 
/\a{be' I e' EC'} <S:ca be' Se', 
for all e' EC'. So,- because S ·satisfies condition (r3), we have 
(Ve' E C')[(/\a{ be' I e' EC'}) S e'J. 
Hence, 
(/\a {be' I e' E C'}) S (/\cC'), 
since S satisfies condition (rl). All in all, we have demonstrated that 
a ( R; ~) (/\cC'), 
meaning that R; S satisfies condition ( r1 ). 
Now for the verification of condition (r4) for R; S; Suppose that 
a (R; S) (VcC'), 
where a E IAI and C' ~fin jCj. In this case, 
a Rb and 
bS(VcC'), 
for some b E jBj. Since S satisfies condition (r4), we ,have 
(Ve' E C')(:lbe' E IBl)[be' 's e' and b <S:ca Va{ be' I e' EC'}]. 
In particular, 
a Rb <S:ca Va{ be' I e' E C'}, 
and so 
a R (Va{be1 I e' EC'}), 
by the fact that R satisfies condition (r3). So, 
(Ve' E C')(:lae' E IAl)[ae' Rbe' and a <S:cA VA{ae' I e' EC'}], 
since condition (r4) holds for" R. Finally, then, we can see that 
ae' (R; S)e', 
for all e' E C'. Consequently, R; S satisfies condition (r4). 
113 
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So, by Proposition 5.1.1, approximable mappings between pre-locales are closed under . 
relational composition. Moreover, bearing condition (r3) in mind, it is easily demonstrated 
that, for every pre-locale A, the approximable mapping:::;: A ~ A behaves as an identity 
with respect to the relational composition of approximable mappings. With all of this 
information at our disposal, we are free to define the category PLoc whose objects are 
pre-locales, and whose arrows are approximable mappings between pre-locales. 
The remainder of the current section is devoted to examining isomorphisms in the 
category PLoc. 
Definition 5.1.3 Let A and B be pre-locales. A function f IAI ~ IBI is called a 
pre-isomorphism if and only if 
• it is surjective, and 
• (a1 :::;A a2) {:} (f(ai) :::;B f(a2)), 
for all a11 a2 E IAI. 0 
For every function f : IAI ~ IBI between the carrier sets of two pre-locales, define 
the relation 
by 
(aR1 b) {:}(!(a) :::;B b), 
for all a E IAI and all b E !Bl. 
Lemma 5.1.1 Let A and B be pre-locales, and let f: jAj ~ IBI be a pre-isomorphism. 
Then the relation R 1 is an approximable mapping. R J : A ~ B. 
Proof In the proof of this result, I will only establish that R1 satisfies condition (r4), since 
this is the least trivial of the four conditions in Definition 5.1.2. To begin with, then, let 
a R1 (VBB'), 
for some a E IA! and some B' ~fin IBI. The surjectivity off assures us that 
for all b' E B'. Furthermore, also because f is surjective, we can choose some a' E !Al such 
that 
f(a') = VBB'. 
The next step is to observe that f preserves disjunctions. Firstly, 
(Vb' E B')[b' :::;B VBB'], 
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by condition ( d2). Consequently, 
(Vb' E B')[ab' ::;A a'], 
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by the second condition in Definition 5.1.3. Secondly, suppose that, for some a" E JAi, we 
have 
(Vb' E B')[ab' ::;A a"). 
Then, by the second condition in Definition 5.1:3, again, 
(Vb' E B')[b' ::=:a J(a")J. 
Now, 
VaB' ::=:a f(a"), 
by condition ( d2). So, according to the second condition in Definition 5.1.3, 
I < II a _A a. 
It now follows from conditions ( dl )-( d2) that 
a' =A VA{ab' J b' EB'}. 
So, by employing the second condition in Definition 5.1.3, we have 
a R1 (VaB') => f(a) ::=:a VaB' 
=> a ::=;A VA {ab' J b' E B'}. 
Moreover, since J(ab') =ab', for all b' EB', it is clear that 
a6' R1 b', 
for all b' E B'. 0 
Proposition 5.1.2 Let A and B be pre-locales. If J : JAi ----+ JBJ is a pre-isomorphism, 
then the approximable mapping R1 : A ----+ B is an isomorphism in the category PLoc. 
Proof Firstly, by the first condition in Definition 5.1.3, the function J is surjective, and, 
consequently, every element b E JBJ can be written as J(ab), for some ab E JAJ. We can 
now define the relation R"j1 ~ JBJ x JAi by 
1 ·. 
(bR"j a){::} (ab ::;A a), 
for all a E JAi and all b E JBJ 3 . Verifying that R"j1 is an approximable mapping Rj1 : 
B ----+ A is a fairly tedious exercise which I will omit here. Now, in order to demonstrate 
that R1 is an isomorphism in PLoc, it must. be shown that 
3 It should be remarked here that, for any element b E JBI, our particular choice of ab E IAI from the 
candidates in 1-1 [ { b}] doesn't make any difference to the definition of the relation Kj 1 . To see this, 
suppose that /(ab,)= /(ab,)= b, for some ab,, ab, E IAJ. Then, by invoking the second condition in 
Definition 5.1.3, 
ab, :5A a ~ b :5B f(a) 
~ ab, :5A a, 
for all a E IAJ. 
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• R1; R"j1 =:::;A, and that 
• Rj1 ;R1 = :::;B. 
In order to verify the first of the above two identities, suppose that a1 :::;A a 2 , for some 
a1 , a2 E jAj. Then, by the second condition in Definition 5.1.3, 
Also (bearing in mind the last footnote), it is the case that 
So, we can conclude that a1 (R1; R"j 1 ) a2. For the opposite direction, let a1 (R1; R"j 1) a2, 
for some ai,a2 E jAj. Then 
a1 R1 band 
b Rj1 a2, 
for some b E jBj. Thus, 
J(a1 )::=;Bband 
ab :::;A a2. 
By invoking the second condition in Definition 5.1.3 again, and remembering that b = f(ab), 
we can conclude that ai :::;A a2. Thus, R1; Rj1 = :::;A. The proof that Rj1 ; R1 = :::;B 
employs similar reasoning. D 
In closing, it should be mentioned that not all isomorphims in PLoc are generated 
from pre-isomorphims. However, with respect to what will be done in Section 5.3, it turns 
out that the useful isomorphisms in PLoc can be constructed from pre-isomorphisms. 
5.2 Axiomatic Presentations of Some Categories of 
Domains 
The idea of marrying domain theory and logic is one with a fairly long pedigree, as is 
testified to by the literature. One of the original contributions in this regard is [Plo80], in 
which Plotkin set about establishing a link between axiomatic semantics and denotational 
semantics. To understand the content of Plotkin's work in [Plo80], we have to start with 
Hoare's paper [Hoa69], in which Floyd-Hoare logic was introduced as a means of deter-
mining the semantics of computer programs. Floyd-Hoare logic deals in assertions4 of the 
form 
{P}C{Q}. 
4 These assertions are called Hoare triples. 
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In this logic, the assertion displayed above indicates that if the program represented by 
C commences execution from a state for which property P is true, then, it will terminate 
execution in a state which satisfies property Q, if it terminates at all. In his book (Dij76], 
Dijkstra explored the concept of non-determinism with the assistance of a simple non-
deterministic language of his own invention, called the guarded command language. In 
order to capture the semantics of this language, Dijkstra elected to model programs written 
in the guarded command language as predicate transformers. In Dijkstra's scheme, every 
guarded command language program C has an associated predicate transformer wp( C, _) 
which sends every assertion Q that can be made about the terminating state of C to the 
property of states wp( C, Q). Here wp( C, Q) is the weakest among all properties P which 
make the Hoare triple { P} C { Q} valid. 
We are already familiar with the denotational approach to program semantics, which 
sees programs modelled as state transformation functions. These functions specify the 
behaviour of a program by describing how it maps input states to output states. In 
order to expose the connection between axiomatic semantics and denotational semantics, 
Plotkin first set up a variant of Dijkstra's guarded command language in [Plo80, pages 533-
535]. Thereafter5 , Plotkin constructed a ccpo of predicate transformers which he used to 
·determine the Dijkstra-style axiomatic semantics of his language. Plotkin's next step6 was 
to provide a denotational description of the semantics of his non-deterministic language, by 
converting the set of states which programs in his version of the guarded command language 
computed over into a flat domain. Programs in his language were then associated with 
state tranformation functions from this flat domain into its Smyth powerdomain 7 , and 
Plotkin demonstrated that these state transformation functions also form a ccpo. Finally, 
Plotkin showed that the ccpo of predicate transformers he had constructed was isomorphic 
to the ccpo of state transformation functions, thereby linking axiomatic semantics and 
denotational semantics. 
Another very important contribution to the synthesis of logic and domain theory is 
Smyth's much-cited paper (Smy83a] (some of the intuitive ideas which permeate this paper 
have been presented in Section 3.1 ). Here Smyth indicated that Plotkin 's work on revealing 
the correspondence between state transformation functions and predicate transformers 
falls within the scope of the equivalence of Theorem 3.4.2. In order to gain a rough 
understanding of this statement, let P and Q be domains (clad in their Scott topologies, 
of course), and let 
f:P----tQ 
be a continuous function which represents a program. On the topological side of Theo-
rem 3.4.2, f is interpreted as a state transformation function. However, the localic (or 
logical) side of Theorem 3.4.2 features the frame homomorphism 
f- 1 : nQ ----t nP. 
5See (Plo80, pages 536-540). 
6 See (Plo80, pages 541-548]. 
7The involvement of powerdomains in all this was necessitated by the inherent non-determinism of the 
guarded command language. 
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If we think of the open subsets of P and Q as properties (or predicates), then it is very 
natural to interpret 1-1 as a predicate transformer. 
The importance of Smyth's paper is derived not only from its technical content, but 
also from its underlying message that topology is an important tool for computer science 
this is exemplified by the following extract from the introduction of [Smy83aJ: 
The broad theme of this paper is that topological concepts are basic to com-
puter science. The recognition of this relationship brings both conceptual and 
technical benefits. Such concepts as "specification", "predicate transformer", 
and "nondeterminism" can be greatly illuminated by being formulated in topo-
logical terms. The topological formulation enables a more adequate technical 
treatment to be given, by drawing on a well-established body of mathematical 
knowledge. 
Smyth's emphasis of the applicability of topology within domain theory pointed research in 
the direction of Stone duality, and, consequently, the developments in the current chapter 
are ultimately the fruit of Smyth's ideas. 
Another important chapter in the development of the relationship between domain 
theory and logic was provided by Winskel in [Win83]. Here Winskel began by viewing every 
non-deterministic computation as a finitely branching tree8 whose nodes are labelled by the 
compact elements of a domain9• Given a finitely branching tree which describes a certain 
non-deterministic computation, and if we think of the elements of the domain used to label 
the nodes of this tree as representing the internal states of a computer, then a branch of 
this tree can be thought of as a possible sequence of states which a computer executing 
the given non-deterministic computation could visit. Having specified the relationship 
between finitely branching trees and non-deterministic computations, Winskel introduced 
the modal operators D and 0 as a means of describing the inevitable behaviour and the 
possible behaviour, respectively, of non-deterministic computations. 
In order to comprehend Winskel's use of modal operators in the description of the 
behaviour of non-deterministic computations, let T be a finitely branching tree whose 
nodes are labelled by the compact elements of a domain P. Then, given a node t of T and 
arr element p0 E P0 , Winskel employed the assertion 
t FT Dpo 
to indicate, roughly, that every sequence of states representing an execution of the non-
deterministic computation associated with T, which, as a branch of T, passes through the 
node t, must visit the state p0 at some time after it visits the state attached to t. Similarly, 
the assertion 
8Thus Winskel worked within the paradigm of bounded non-determinism. 
9 I've over-simplified things a bit here Winskel stipulated that the labelling schemes of these trees 
observe the ordering of the domains involved, in the sense that going deeper into such a tree corresponds 
to going higher up in the ordering of the associated domain. 
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can be interpreted as stipulating that some execution of the non-deterministic computation 
associated with T can be represented by a branch of T which passes through t, and which 
passes through a node labelled by p0 at some time after it passes through t. 
Next, given a finitely branching tree whose nodes are labelled by the compact elements 
of a domain, Winskel demonstrated a novel approach to constructing the three powerdo-
mains of the domain in question. Using the modal operators he had introduced, Winskel 
showed that the Smyth powerdomain of a domain can be generated from assertions about 
the inevitable behaviour of a computation, while the Hoare powerdomain of a domain can 
be constructed from assertions about the possible behaviour of a computation. As one 
may well expect, the Plotkin powerdomain of a domain can be generated by a combination 
of assertions about the inevitable behaviour of a computation, and assertions about its 
possible behaviour. 
Robinson, in [Rob86], developed upon Winskel's work on powerdomain constructions 
via a modal assertion language, by formally introducing locales and pointless topology 
into domain theory. In this paper, Robinson showed how the Plotkin powerdomain of any 
given domain can be presented logically as a theory in a modal langu-age. The way in 
which such a theory captures the Plotkin powerdomain construction is by transforming 
the relationships between the open subsets of the Plotkin powerdomain of a domain into 
a set of axioms and proof rules which describe a locale. In (Rob87], Robinson expanded 
upon his work in [Rob86], by presenting a variety of constructions on domains as logical 
theories. As Robinson saw it, the function of locales within domain theory is to unite the 
denotational aproach to program semantics with the axiomatic approach, thereby creating 
the happy situation where the denotational semantics of a program can be given, and, 
by simply turning the handle provided by Stone duality, a consistent axiomatic semantics 
for the same program can be generated. This possibility of engineering a synthesis of 
denotational semantics and axiomatic semantics is a central theme in [Rob86, Rob87]. 
The programme to unite domain theory and logic reached a. recent crescendo in the work 
of Abramsky and Zhang10 • Their work provides a very intensive and detailed description of 
precisely how logical systems can be distilled from domains, using the Stone-type dualities 
from Chapter 4 as a theoretical backdrop. The work of Abramsky and Zhang also contains 
numerous applications within computer science for the logical systems associated with 
domains for example, Abramsky found applications for his theory in the notion of 
bisimulation, and in the lazy >..-calculus, while Zhang established a link between domain 
theory and a proof system for parallel languages. 
Before I finish discussing the work done in linking domain theory and logic through the 
mechanics of Stone duality, I have to mention Vickers' book [Vic89]. Vickers was interested 
in the relationship between logic and topology in general, but in [Vic89, Chapters 9-11] 
he devoted special attention to domain theory. It should also be said that the concept of 
presenting domains as logical theories seems to enjoy a fair amount of popularity at the 
10 Abramsky's contributions in this regard are contained in [Abr87a, Abr88]. A synopsis of Abramsky's 
logical approach to domain theory can be found in [Abr87b]. Zhang's work on the logical description of 
domains is to be found in [Zha89c, Zha91]. ' 
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moment. For example, in [Gun92], Gunter recently provided a logical presentation of his 
mixed powerdomain construction using Abramsky's pre-locales. 
Another connection between domain theory and logic was established by the informa-
tion systems introduced by Scott in [Sco82]. However, information systems provide a story 
on their own - one which I shall resume in Chapter 6. So, without further ado, let us 
plunge into the logic of domains. 
5.2.1 A Presentation of Coherent Algebraic Dcpo's 
Sedion 5.1 saw the introduction of pre-locales. These structures were characterised as 
logical descriptions of coherent topological spaces, and this characterisation makes sense in 
the light of the duality of Theorem 4.2.1. In order to construct logical theories which present 
coherent algebraic dcpo's, then, the natural place to look for inspiration is Corollary 4.2.1. 
There we see that the species of logical theory we are looking for must have the property 
that its Lindenbaum algebra is a distributive lattice which satisfies the two conditions in 
Theorem 4.2.3. Thus, setting up logical theories which describe coherent algebraic dcpo's 
demands of us the axiomatisation of the notion of coprimeness. This we do by amending 
the definition of a pre-locale through the introduction of a special predicate, designed to 
capture coprimeness, 
Definition 5.2.1 A coherent algebraic pre-locale is a structure 
A= (IAI, :::;, /\, V, true, false, C), 
where C is a unary predicate over IAIJ called the coprimeness predicate11 • This structure 
satisfies all of the axioms and proof rules in Definition 5.1.1, together with the following 
axioms and proof rules: 
(cl) C( ai) ai :S: a2 a2 :S: ai 
C(a2) 
( c2) (C( ai) and ai :::; VA') => (:la' E A')[a1 :S: a'] 
(c3) C(true) 
(c4) (:JC ~fin C(IAl))[a1 = VC], 
for all ai, a2 E IAI. 0 
What we have done in Definition 5.2.1, in order to achieve a logical presentation of 
coherent algebraic dcpo's, is use Theorem 4.2.3 to axiomatise the relationships between 
the compact open subsets of these domains. The role of conditions (cl)-( c2) is to establish 
a grip on the coprime elements of the Lindenbaum algebra of a coherent algebraic pre-
locale. Conditions ( c3)-( c4) ensure that the coprime elements of this Lindenbaum algebra 
11 1 will often write C(IAI) for the set {a E IAI I C(a)}. 
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satisfy the two conditions in Theorem 4.2.3. Corollary 4.2. l then legislates that the desired 
relationship between coherent algebraic pre-locales and coherent algebraic dcpo's holds. 
It is easily demonstrated that, for any coherent algebraic pre-locale A, the predicate C 
captures exactly the notion of coprimeness for the distributive lattice (IAI / =, ~ / =). 
Proposition 5.2:1 Let A be a coherent algebraic pre-locale, and let a E IAI. Now, suppose 
that 
(a ~ VA') ::} (:la' E A')[ a ~ a'], 
for all A' ~fin jAj. Then C(a). 
Proof Firstly, we know, by condition ( c4 ), that 
a= VG, 
for some finite subset C ~fin C(IAI). Thus, by,the condition given in the statement of this 
result, 
a~ c, 
for some c E C. But, by condition ( d2), 
c ~ vc, 
and so 
c~a 
follows from condition ( dl) and the fact that V C ~ a. Consequently, we have C( a), by 
invoking the condition (cl), and by remembering that C(c). D 
We can now define the category CAPLoc to be the full sub-category of PLoc whose 
objects are coherent algebraic pre-locales. Condition (c4) in Definition 5.2.1 has an interest-
ing effect on the arrows of the category CAPLoc - it ensures that, for every approximable 
mapping R : A ---+ B. between coherent algebraic pre-locales, condition (r4) is equivalent 
to the condition 
(r4'") (CA(a) and aR(V8 B'))::} (:lb' E B')[aRb'], 
for all a E IAI and all B' ~fin jBj. 
Finally, to end this sub-section, I will now prove a result which will be repeatedly used 
in Section 5.3. 
Lemma 5.2.1 Let A and B be coherent algebraic pre-locales, and let f: IAI ---+ IBI be a 
pre-isomorphism. Then 
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for all a E IAI. 
Proof Let a E IA!. To start with, suppose that CA(a), and let 
f(a) ~B VaB', 
for some B' ~fin IBI. Then, by the definition of the approximable mapping R1, we know 
that 
a R1 (VaB'). 
Condition (r4*) now informs us that 
a R1 b' 
for some b' EB'. Consequently, f(a) ~B b', and so Ca(!( a)) follows from Proposition 5.2.1. 
For the opposite direction, suppose that Ca(!( a)), and let 
a ~A VAA', 
for some A' ~fin IAI. Then, by the second condition in Definition 5.1.3, we can observe 
'that 
f(a) ~B f(VAA'). 
Since we demonstrated that 
f(VAA') =B Va{f(a') I a' EA'} 
in Lemma 5.1.1, we can now deduce, by invoking condition (c2), that f(a) ~B f(a'), for 
some a' E A'. So, by the second condition in Definition 5.1.3, it follows that a :SA a', and, 
consequently, CA( a) can be concluded from Proposition 5.2.1. D 
5.2.2 A Presentation of Bifinite Domains 
Once again, in order to present bifinite domains logically, we approach Corollary 4.3.2. 
This result informs us that the Lindenbaum algebras of the theories which describe bifinite 
domains must be distributive lattices which satisfy the three conditions in Theorem 4.3.5. 
Definition 5.2.2 A coherent algebraic pre-locale A= (IA!,:=;,/\, V, true, false, C) is called 
a bifinite pre-locale if and only if it satisfies the axiom 
(c5) (3D ~fin C(IAl))[(C ~ D) and (VD1 ~ D)(:3D2 ~ D)[/\D1 = VD2]], 
for all C ~fin C(IAI). 0 
Bifinite pre-locales should thus be regarded as logical theories which axiomatise the 
behaviour of the compact open subsets of bifinite domains. They do this by fitting into 
the picture of Corollary 4.3.2. As before, we can now define the category BPLoc to be 
the full sub-category of PLoc whose objects are bifinite pre-locales. 
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5.2.3 A Presentation of Scott Domains 
By following a familiar pattern, now, we consult the Stone-type duality of Corollary 4.5.1 
for advice on how to construct a logical theory which codes the relationships between 
the compact open subsets of Scott domains. According to this corollary, a logical theory 
which presents a Scott domain must have a Lindenbaum algebra which satisfies the three 
conditions in Theorem 4.5.1. The rest is simple. 
Definition 5.2.3 A coherent algebraic pre-locale A= (IAI, ~' !\, V, true, false, C) is called 
a Scott pre-locale if and only if it satisfi:es the axiom 
(c6) (a1 !\ a2-=/- false)=> C(a1 !\ a2), 
for all a1, a2 E IAI. D 
Now we can define the category SPLoc to be the full sub-category of PLoc whose 
objects are Scott pre-locales. 
5.3 Domain Gonstructions Presented Logically 
To conclude this chapter, we shall now investigate some of the domain constructions out-
lined in Chapter 2, this time from a logical perspective. Because they support all of the 
domain constructions considered in Chapter 2, bifinite domains will be the context for the 
work of this section. In presenting the domain constructions on BDom as logical theories, 
the next result plays an important role. 
Theorem 5.3.1 The category BPLoc is equivalent to the category BDom. 
Proof See [Abr88, page 23]. 
The functors introduced by Theorem 5.3.l are 
F : BDom ---+ BPLoc and 
G : BP Loe ---+. BDom. 
The action of F upon objects sends every bifinite domain P to the bifinite pre·locale 
(Kf!P, ~' n, U, P, 0, {i {p0 } I p0 E P 0 } ). 
D 
The coprimeness predicate of the above pre-locale is specified by the elements of the car-
rier set which satisfy it. The origin of the definition of this coprimeness predicate is 
Lemma 4.2.3. The action upon arrows of the functor F sends every continuous function 
f : P---+ Q between bifinite domains to the approximable mapping 
Ff: FP---+ FQ. 
- . f i . 
'· . I .· ,, , '~. 
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This·relation is defined by · 
(Op(Ff)OQ) ¢:>(Op~ 1-1 [0Q]), 
~"' for all Qp E KDP and .all OQ E KDQ. 
The action of the functor G upon objects sends every bifinite pre-locale A to the bifinite 
domain . -
c,•;;-
Spec(IAI / =): 
,.'.;\ 
· In gther words, every. logical presentation of a bifinite domain is mapped to the spectrun:i of 
its Lindenbaum algebra. The action'upon arrows ofthe fUndorG sends every apptoxim~ble 
mapping R : A ·~ B betwee~ oifinite pre-l9cales t6 the cont{n'uous ftinction · . 
GR: GA--+ GB, 
which is defined by 
GR(F) = {b E (!Bl/ =B) I (3a E f)[a.Rb]}, 
for every prime filter FE Spec(IAI / =~). , · 
The. natm:al iso~orphisms in the equivalence of Theorem 5.3.1 are 
T/ : lda~om ~ G o F and 
c: IdaPLoc ~ F-o G. 
For every bi finite domain P, the continuous function 7JP : P --+ G F P is defined by 
1Jp(p) ={OE ~Df Ip E O}, 
for all p'E P. For every bifinite pre-locale A, the approximable mapping CA: A--+ FGA 
is defined _by 
where 'PA: IAI--+ IFOAI is the-pre-isomorphism defined by 
'PA( a) = {FE Spe_c(IAI / =A) I a E F}, 
for all a E IAI: · . 
Our programme for. present_in_g domain,constructions as logical theories is based upon 
. ': . ''' ' I j;_ 
[Abr87a, Section 3.4], [Abr88, Section 3.4], [Zha89c, Chapter 5] andAZha91, Part 1, Chapter 
4]. Suppose· that We' w.ish to consider the domain constructions arising from the bi functor 
T :·BDom x BDom.--+ .BDom from a logical point ·of view. Given bifinite pre-locales 
A and B, I .will now demo~strat~ the general· meth
1
od employed in converting the domain 
construction T(GA, GB) into alogicaltheory (a bifiriite pre-locale, in other words) T(A, B). 
1. We begin by spe~ifying a set of generators GenT(A, B). 
' " '. ·.t .. .._ .' .. 
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Result 1 (Normal Forms) T(A, B) satisfies 
(:JC ~fin Cr(A,B)(IT(A, B)l))[lj; =r(A,B) Vr(A,B)C], 
for all lj; E IT(A, B)I. 
7. In the next step, we establish the soundness of the theory T(A~ B). 
Result 2 (Soundness) T(A, B) satisfies 
• ( 1/J1 :Sr(A,B) 1/J2) :::} ([1/J1h(A,B) ~ [1/J2h(A,B)), and 
• Cr(A,B)(1/J1):::} (3p0 E (T(GA, GB))0 )[ [1/J1h(A,B) = ir(GA,GB) {p0 }], 
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0 
for all 1);1, 1/J2 E IT( A, B) I. 0 
The first part of Result 2 is proved by a process of structural induction on the 
axioms and proof-rules of T(A, B). We prove that every axiom of T(A, B) is true 
in the interpretation provided by [:..]r(A,B)i and, for every proof rule of T(A, B), we 
establish that every formula13 derived through the application of this proof rule is 
true in the interpetation provided by [-h(A,B) if the assumptions it employed were 
all true in this interpretation. Similar remarks can be made about the proof of the 
second part of Result 2 - it requires structural induction on the axioms and proof 
rules of T(A, B) which govern the coprimeness predicate Cr(A,B)· 
8. The third result we prove is a restricted completeness result for the theory T(A, B) 
with respect to the interpretation provided by [-h(A,B). 
Result 3 (Coprime Completeness) T(A, B) satisfies 
([1/J1h(A,B) ~ [1/J2h(A,B)) :::} (1/J1 :ST(A,B) 1/J2), 
for all 1/J1, 1/J2 E Cr(A,Bi(IT(A, B)I). 0 
Given lj;i, 1);2 E Cr(A,B)(IT(A, B)I), we prove the relationship in Result 3 by structural 
induction on the proofs of Cr(A,B)( 1/J1) and Cr(A,B)( 1/J2). 
9. The final step sees a fourth result established. 
Result 4 (Definability) T(A, B) satisfies 
(31); E Cr(A,B)(IT(A; B)I))[ [1/J]r(A,B) = iT(GA,GB) {P°}], 
for all p0 E (T(GA,GB)) 0 • 0 
13My convention, given a pre-locale A, is to refer to elements of IAI as propositions, while things of the 
form a1 ~ a2, where a1, a2 E IA!, are called formulae. 
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The above sequence of definitions and results now automatically generates a complete-
ness result for the theory T(A, B) with respect to the interpretation provided by [-h(A,B)· 
Result 5 (Completeness) T(A, B) satisfies 
([7/Jth(A,B) ~ [1/J2]T(A,B)) =} ( l/Jt ~T(A,B) 1/J2), 
for all 1/Jt, 1/J2 E IT( A, B) j. 
Proof Let l/Jt, l/J2 E IT(A, B)j. Then, by Result 1, 
l/Jt =r(A,B) Vr(A,B)Ct and 
1/J2 =r(A,B) Vr(A,B)C2, 
for some Ct, C2 ~fin CT(A,B)(IT(A, B)I). By applying Result 2, then, we ~an deduce that 
['!/Jth(A,B) = [VT(A,B)Ct]T(A,B) and 
[1/J2]T(A,B) = [VT(A,B)C2]T(A,B)· 
Also by Result 2, 
(3p~ 1 E (T(GA,GB)) 0 )[ [<Pth{A,B) = iT(GA,GB){p~J] and 
(3p~2 E (T(GA, GB))0 )[ [<P2]T(A,B) = iT(GA,GB) {p~2}], 
for all <Pt E Ct and all ¢>2 E C2. Thus the following argument is valid: 
h!Jih(A,B) ~ ['!/J2h(A,B) 
=} U{[<Pth{A,B) I <Pt E Ct}~ U{[<P2]T{A,B) I <P2 E C2} 
=} U{ i T(GA,GBi{P~J I <Pt E Ct} ~ U{ i T(GA,GBi{P~2} I <P2 E C2} 
=} (V<P1 E Ct)(3¢>2 E C2)[P~1 E iT(GA,GBdP~2}l 
=} (V<Pt E Ct)(3¢>2 E C2)[iT(GA,GBi{P~J ~ iT(GA,GBi{P~2}l 
=} (V<Pt E Ct )(3¢>2 E C2)[ [<P1h{A,B) ~ [<P2h{A,B)] 
=} (V¢>1 E Ct )(3¢>2 E C2)[<Pt ~T(A,B) ¢>2] 
=} (V<P1 E Ct )[¢>1 ~T(A,B) Vr(A,B)C2] 
=} Vr(A,B)C1 ~T(A,B) Vr(A,B)C2 
=} l/J1 ~T(A,B) 1/J2, . 
and this gives us the desired result. 
So, we are now free to observe that the semantic function 
[-h(A,B): IT(A, B)I-+ IFT(GA,GB)I 




is a pre-isomorphism. The surjectivity of this function follows from Result 4, together 
with Example 4.2.2, while Result 2 and Result 5 confirm that [-h{A,B) satisfies the second 
condition in Definition 5.1.3. 
Now, by Proposition 5.1.2, it follows that 
T(A, B) ~ FT(GA, GB). 
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Since FT( GA, GB) is a bi finite pre-locale, this isomorphism ensures that T( A, B) is also a 
bifinite pre-locale, and, consequently, T(A, B) must satisfy condition ( c2) and conditions 
( c4 )-( c5). The above isomorphism also satisfies us that the logical theory T( A, B) does, 
in fact, present the bifinite domain T(GA, GB). 
Having outlined the general methodology for treating the domain constructions over 
BDom logically, we will now consider the Cartesian product construction and the Smyth 
powerdomain construction as case studies. I must issue a disclaimer, however - in the 
interests of keeping proofs managable, I will not prove results completely formally. In other 
words, I won't always refer to axioms and proof rules in order to justify every deductive 
step in the proofs that follow. Moreover, for both of the domain constructions I am about 
to consider, I will only partially prove the results in Result 1-Result 4. In this way I 
hope to cover the essential aspects of the logical versions of domain constructions without 
becoming too deeply immersed in technicalities. 
5.3.1 The Cartesian Product 
Let A and B be bifinite pre-locales. I will now describe how the bifinite domain 
GAxGB 
can be presented as a logical theory A x B. 
1. Firstly, the generator set for this pre-locale is given by 
Gen(A x B) =={ax b I a E IAI and b E IBI}. 
We know that every a E IAI describes a compact open subse~ of the bifinite domain 
GA, while every b E IBI describes a compact open subset of the bifinite domain GB. 
With this in mind, the generators of A x B should be interpreted as describing sets 
of the form OA x OB, where OA is a compact open subset of GA and OB is a compact 
open subset of GB. 
2. The set of pre-localic expressions IA x Bl over Gen(A x B) is now constructed as 
described. 
3. The axioms associated with Ax B are· 
(x - true) trueA x trueB =AxB trueAxB 
(x - false) falseA x bi =AxB falseAxB 
ai x falseB =AxB falseAxB 
(x - V) (ai VA a2) x (bi VB b2) =AxB 
(ai X bi) VAxB (ai X b2) VAxB (a2 X bi) VAxB (a2 X b2) 
(x - /\) (ai X bi) !\AxB (a2 X b2) =AxB (ai !\A a2) X (bi !\B b2), 
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for all al, a2 E I A I and all b1, b2 E I BI· The proof rules associated with A x B are 
(x-::s;) ai::s;Aa2b1::s;ab2 
ai X b1 ::s;AxB a2 X b2 
( X - C) CA (at) CB ( b1) 
CAxa(a1 X b1), 




5. The semantic function 
[-]AxB: IA X Bl----+ IF(GA X GB)I 
is defined by the four already-given general conditions, together with the condition 
[ax b]AxB = 'PA(a) x 'Pa(b), 
for all a x b E I A x BI· 
6. Result 1 (Normal Forms) A x B satisfies 
(:JC ~fin CAxa(IA X Bl))[1f =AxB VAxaCJ, 
for all 1f E IA x Bl. 
Proof Let 1f E IA x Bl. If 1f =AxB trueAxB, then we get the desired result from 
condition ( c3). If 1f =AxB falseAxB, then 1f is logically equivalent to the empty 
disjunction of elements of CAxa(IA x Bl). The third possibility, taking into account 
the way in which the set of pre-localic expressions IA x Bl was constructed, is that 1f 
is logically equivalent to some finite combination of conjuntions and disjunctions of 
elements of Gen( Ax B). In this case, by using the distributive laws of pre-locales14 
we can write 1f in disjunctive normal form: 
where I is a finite index set, and, for all i E /, Ji is also a finite index set such that 
ai x bi E Gen(A x B), 
14See Definition 5.1.1 and the ensuing discussion. 
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for all j E .h, Now, by axiom (x - /\), 
According to condition ( c4), 
(::!CA; ~fin CA(IAl))[AA{aj Ii E J;} =A VACA;], and 
(::!CB; ~fin CB(IBl))[/\B{bj Ii E J;} =B VBCBJ, 
for all i E /. Thus, by applying proof rule (x- ~),we can deduce that 
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for all i E /. This, together with axiom ( x - V), renders the following argument 
valid: 
1/; =AxB VAxB{ (VACA;) X (V BCB;) Ii E I} 
=AxB VAxB{VAxB{cA; X CB; I CA; E CA; and CB; E CBJ Ii EI}. 
All that is required in order to deduce the desired result, now, is a brief glance at 
proof rule ( x - C). 0 
7. Result 2 (Soundness) Ax B satisfies 
• (l/;1 ~AxB 1/J2) =} ([1/;1]AxB ~ [l/;2]AxB), and 
• CAxB(l/;1) =? (::lp0 E. (GA X GB) 0 )[ [1/;1]AxB = iaAxGB {p0 }L 
for all 1/;1, 1/;2 E IA x Bl. 
Proof As mentioned before, the results itemised above are proved by structural 
induction on the axioms and proof rules of A x B. In order to illustrate how one 
goes about proving the first of the two itemised conditions, I will verify that axiom 
(x - /\)is sound. So, let a1,a2 E IAI, and let b1,b2 E IBI. Then 
[a1 X b1]AxB n [a2 X b2]AxB 
('f'.'A(at) X 'f'B(b1)) n ('f'.'A(a2) X 'f'B(b2)) 
('PA(at) n 'PA(a2)) x ('PB(bi) n 'PB(b2)) 
'PA(a1 /\A a2) x 'PB(b1 /\B b2) 
[(a1 /\A a2) x (b1 /\B b2)]AxB· 
While examining the above, one should bear in mind that 'PA and 'PB are pre-
isomorphims. Consequently, they preserve conjunctions (the proof of this is similar 
to the proof in Lemma 5.1.1 that pre-isomorphisms preserve disjunctions). 
Lastly, I will give some indication as to how one goes about establishing the second 
of the two itemised conditions in the statement of this result. Suppose, then, that 
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'ljJ E CAxa(IA x Bl). The route to achieving the desired result is through structural 
induction on the proof of CAxa('l/J). Let us analyse the case where CAxB('l/J) is 
deduced through the application of proof rule ( x - C). In this case, 
'l/J =AxB a X b, 
for some a E CA(IAI) and some b E CB(IBI). Now, by Lemma 5.2.1, 
'PA(a) E CFcA(IFGAI), and 
'PB(b) E CFcB(IFGBI). 
In other words, 
'PA(a) = icA {p~}, and 
cpa(b) = icB {p~}, 
for some p~ E (GA)0 and some p~ E (GB) 0 • But, it is straight-forward to see that 
(GA x GB)0 = (GA)0 x (GB)0 , 
and so (p~,p~) E (GA x GB)0 . So, finally, 
[a X b]AxB 'PA(a) X 'PB(b) 
icA{P~}x icB{P~} 
icAxGB {(p~,pi)}. 
This establishes the desired result. 
8. Result 3 ( Coprime Completeness) A x B satisfies 
for all ¢1, ¢2 E CAxB(IA X Bl). 
0 
Proof Let 'I/Ji, ¢ 2 E CAxB(IA x Bl). Once again, we arrive at the desired conclusion 
via a process of structural_induction on the proofs of CAxB(¢1 ) and CAxB(¢2). As 
an illustration, I will now consider the case where CAxB(¢i) and CAxB(¢2) are both 
inferred by proof rule ( x - C). In this case, 
¢1 =AxB a1 x b1, and 
¢2 =AxB a2 x b2, 
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for some ai, a 2 E CA(IAI) and some b1, b2 E Ca(IBI). Now, bearing in mind that 'PA 
and 'PB are pre-isomorphisms, we can see that 
[a1 X b1]AxB ~ [a2 X b2]AxB 
==> 'PA(a1) x 'PB(b1) ~ 'PA(a2) x 'PB(b2) 
==> 'PA(a1) ~ 'PA(a2) and 'PB(b1) ~ 'PB(b2), 
==> a1 ~A a2 and b1 ~B b2 
==> ai x b1 ~AxB a2 x b2. (by (x- ~)) 
This establishes the desired result. 0 
9. Result 4 (Definability) A x B satisfies 
(:hp E CAxB(IA X Bl))[[lfJ]AxB = iGAxGB {p0}], 
for all p0 E (GA x GB)0 • 
Proof Let p0 E (GA x GB)0 • As mentioned before, 
(GA x GB)0 = (GA)0 x (GB)0 , 
and so 
iGAxGB {p0 } = iGA {p~}x iGB {p~}, 
for some p~ E (GA) 0 and some pi E (GB) 0 . Now, we know that iGA {p~} E 
CFGA(IFGAI) and that iGB {pi} E CFGB(IFGBI). So, since 'PA and 'PB are surjec-
tive, and because of Lemma 5.2.1, 
'PA(a) = iGA {p~}, and 
'PB(b) = iGB {pi}, 
for some a E CA(jAI) and some b E CB(IBI). So, by proof rule (x - C), we can infer 
that 
CAxB(a X b). 
Finally, then 
[a X b]AxB <pA(a) x <pB(b) 
j GA {p~} X j GB {pi} 
i GAxGB {p0 }. 
This establishes the desired result. 0 
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5.3.2 The Smyth Powerdomain 
Let A be a bifinite pre-locale. I will now demonstrate how the Smyth powerdomain 
PsGA 
of GA can be presented as a logical theory PsA. 
1. To start with, the set 
GenPsA = {Da I a E IAI} 
is the generator set of PsA. 
2. The set of pre-localic expressions over GenPsA is now constructed as defined. 
3. The axioms associated with PsA are 
(D - true) 
(D - false) 
(D - A) 
DtrueA =PsA truep5A 
DfalseA =PsA falsep5A 
D( a1 AA a2) =PsA (Da1) !\psA (Da2), 
for all a1 , a 2 E I A j. The proof rules associated with PsA are 
(D- :S) a1 :SA a2 
Da1 :SPsA Da2 
(D - C) (Va' E A')[CA(a')] 
CP5A(D(VAA')), 
for all ai, a 2 E IAI and all A' ~fin jAj. 
4. The relations 
are now defined as described. 
5. The semantic function 
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is specified by the four already-given general conditions, together with the condition 
[Da]PgA ={SE PsGA IS~ <PA(a)}, 
for all Da E IPsAI. 
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6. Result 1 (Normal Forms) PsA satisfies 
(:3C ~fin Cp8 A(IPsAl))[l/i =PsA VP8 AC], 
for all 1f E JPsAJ. 
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Proof From our experience with the proof of Result 1 in Sub-section 5.3.1, the only 
case worth considering here is the one where 7f is logically equivalent to some finite 
combination of conjunctions and disjunctions of elements of GenPsA. In this case, 
by appealing to the distributive laws of pre-locales, we can write 7f in disjunctive 
normal form: 
for some finite index set I, and where, for all i E I, Ji is also a finite- index set such 
that 
Dai E GenPsA, 
for all j E Ji. Now, by axiom (D - A), 
But, according to condition ( c4 ), 
for all i E I. Proof rule ( D - :::; ) now renders 
for all i E I. Consequently, 
But, according to proof rule (D - C), 
for all i E I. This gives us the desired result. 0 
7. Result 2 (Soundness) PsA satisfies 
• (7f1 :::;PsA 7f2) => ([7f1]PsA ~ [7f2]PsA), and 
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• Cp8A(1/i1):::} (3p
0 E (PsGA) 0 )[ [7/11]PgA = iPgGA {p0 }L 
for all 7/11, ;p2 E IPsAI. 
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Proof Once again, structural induction is the tool employed in proof of the two 
results itemised above. In order to illustrate how one goes about proving the first of 
these two results, I will verify that axiom ( D - /\) is sound. To do this, let a1 , a2 E I Al, 
and let S E PsG A. Then 
S E [D( a1 /\A a2)]PgA 
{:} S~cpA(a1/\Aa2) 
{:} S ~ cp A ( a1) n cp A ( a2) 
{:} S ~ 'PA(ai) and S ~ 'PA(a2) 
{:} s E [Da1]P5A and s E [Da2]P5A 
{:} s E [Da1]P5A n [Da2]P5A 
{:} s E [(Dai) /\psA (Da2)]P5A· 
While scrutinising the above argument, one should bear in mind that 'PA is a pre-
isomorphism. This means that 'PA preserves conjunctions. · 
Suppose that 7/1 E Cps A ( IPsA I), then we prove the second of the two results itemised 
above by structural induction on the proof of Cp8 A( 7/1 ). Here I will consider the most 
interesting case, namely the case where Cps A ( 7/1) is proved by invoking proof rule 
(D - C). Then we have 
for some A' ~fin CA(JAJ). Now, suppose that SE PsGA. Remembering that 'PA is · 
a pre-isomorphism, we have 
5 E [D(VAA')]PgA 
{:} S ~ 'PA(VAA') 
{:} S ~ LJ{cpA(a') I a' EA'}. 
Now, by Lemma 5.2.1, and because 'PA is a pre-isomorphism, we know that 
for all a' EA', where p~, E (GA) 0 , for all a' EA'. Thus we have 
S ~ LJ{cpA(a') I a' EA'} 
{:} S ~ LJ{j GA {p~,} I a' E A'}. 
Now, since 
{p~, I a' EA'} ~fin (GA) 0 , 
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, I 
and because 
cls{p~, I a' EA'}= U{icA {p~,} I a' EA'}, 
we can deduce that 
U{icA {p~,} I a' EA'} E (PsGA) 0 • 
So, remembering that the order relation of PsG A is the superset containment relation 
2, we have 
S ~ U{icA {p~,} I a' EA'} 
¢:} s ~ iPgGA {U{icA {p~1} I a' EA'}}. 
This gives us the desired result. 0 
8. Result 3 (Coprime Completeness) PsA satisfies 
([l/i1]PgA ~ [l/i2]PgA):::} (l/11 :::;PgA l/12), 
for all l/ii,l/12 E Cp5 A(lsAI). 
Proof Let l/11, l/12 E Cp5 A(IPsAI). As before, we obtain the desired result by a 
process of structural induction on the proofs of Cp5 A( l/11) and CPgA( l/12). I will now 
examine the case where Cp5A(¢1) and Cp8A(¢2) are both inferred by proof rule 
(D - C). In this case, 
then 
l/11 =PsA D(VAA1), and 
l/12 =PsA D(VAA2), 
for all SE PsGA. So, let a~ E A1 • Then, by Lemma 5.2.1, we know that 
This means that 
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for some p0 E (GA) 0 . Consequently, 
'PA= cls{p0 } E (PsGA)0 . 
Thus, since 
<p A (a;) C. U{'PA(a1) I a1 E Ai} 
'PA(VAA1), 
. we know that 
<p A (a;) c 'PA(VAA2) 
{'PA( a2) I a2 E A2}. 
Consequently, by invoking condition ( c2), we have 
for some a~ E A 2 • Then, by the second condition in Definition 5.1.3, 
So, we have just concluded that 
This allows us to assemble the following argument: 
[D(VAA1)]PsA ~ [D(VAA2)]PsA 
=> (Va1 E A1)(:3a2 E A2)[a1 _::;A a2] 
=> (Va1 E A1)[a1 ::;A VAA2] 
=> VAAl ::;A VAA2 
=> D(VAAi) _:::;PsA D(VAA2) 
This gives us the desired result. 
9. Result 4 (Definability) PsA satisfies 
for all p0 E (PsGA) 0 . 
Proof Let p0 E (PsGA) 0 • We know that 
(PsGA) 0 = {clsP' IP' ~fin (GA)0 }. 
(by (dl)-(d2)) 
(by (d2)) 
(by (D- _:::;)). 
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Thus, 
p0 clsP' 
U{ i GA {p'} Ip' E P'}, 
for some P' ~fin ( G A)0 • Since 
iaA {p'} E CFaA(IFGAj), 
for all p' E P', the surjectivity of 'PA, together with Lemma 5.2.1, inform us that 
for all p' E P'. So, remembering that pre-isomorphisms preserve disjunctions, and 
bearing in mind that the order relation of PsGA is superset containment 2, the 
following argument is valid: 
S E [D(VA { ap1 Ip' E P'} )]PgA 
{::} S ~ cp A (VA { ap1 I p' E P'}) 
{::} S ~ U { cp A ( ap1 ) I p' E P'} 
{::} s ~ { i GA { p'} I p' E P'} 
{::} S ~po 
{::} 5 E f PgGA {p0 }, 
for all S E PsGA. Furthermore, since 
we can infer 
from proof rule (D - C). This completes the proof. 0 
Chapter 6 
Logics of Domains - Gentzen-Style 
Systems 
6.1 Introducing Information Systems 
Chapter 3 dealt with the topological aspects of domain theory, and it was in that chapter 
that we began to develop certain logical intuitions about the structure of domains. These 
intuitions were based upon the observation that the open subsets of a domain can be 
· interpreted as properties of the domain elements. In Chapter 5 this rough analogy between 
the topology of a domain and a logical system was refined to a large extent. In that chapter 
pre-locales were introduced as logical theories which describe coherent topological spaces 
(in the sense that the space associated with a certain pre-locale can be regarded as a model 
for this theory). It was immediately obvious that the way in which a domain is described 
by its associated pre-locale follows directly from the Stone-type duality results for domains 
which were derived in Chapter 4 the pre-locale simply axiomatises the behaviour of 
the compact open subsets of the domain in question. In fact, the logical presentations of 
domains as pre-locales, which were considered in Section 5.2, should really be regarded 
simply as restating the Stone-type duality theorems in Chapter 4. 
The business of the current chapter is to introduce and to develop yet another formal-
isation of the underlying logical nature of domains. Here we shall consider domains to be 
structures presented by logical ·systems called information systems. These are Gentzen-
style deductive systems which, once again, axiomatise the relationships between the open 
subsets of the domains they describe. Information systems were first introduced by Scott 
in [Sco82]. There they were employed to provide concrete descriptions of Scott domains1 • 
Larsen and Winskel very ~oon realised that Scott's information systems are directly ap-
plicable to the task of solving recursive (fomain equations in [LW84] they constructed 
a ccpo of information systems, and then they demonstrated how, using techniques similar 
1 Scott was concerned about the degree of mathematical sophistication demanded from anybody wishing 
to become acquainted with domain theory. By introducing information systems, Scott hoped to make 
domains less abstract and more accessible. 
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to those developed in Section 2.1, the problem of solving recursive domain equations in-
volving Scott domains can be reformulated into the task of discovering least fixed points 
of chain-continuous functions over their ccpo of information systems. Larsen and Winskel 
describe the nature of their work in [LW84]: 
The method is based upon the sub-structure relation between information sys-
tems. This essentially makes a complete partial order ( cpo) of information 
systems. Standard domain constructions, like function space, can be made 
continuous on this cpo so the solution of recursive domain equations reduces to 
the more familiar construction of forming the least fixed-point of a continuous 
function. 
It turns out, however, that Scott's information systems are such versatile structures that 
they have generated a certain amount of interest among researchers working in fields un-
related to denotational semantics2• 
In (DG90], Droste and Gobel studied generalisations of Scott's original information 
systems - these two authors described the systems they were interested in as non-
deterministic information systems. Much of (DG90] is devoted to a systematic analysis 
of the nature of the structures generated (in the same way ·as Scott's information systems 
generate Scott domains) by non-deterministic information systems. In particular, Droste 
and Gobel discovered a way of presenting coherent algebraic dcpo'~3 as non-deterministic 
information systems4 . Probably the most work on adapting information systems in or-
der to present objects from categories of domains other than SDom has been done by 
Zhang, however. In (Zha89c, Chapter 4], and in (Zha91, Part 1, Chapter 3], Zhang modi-
fied Scott's information systems in order to present logically w-algebraic bifinite domains5 • 
Zhang also adapted Scott's ideas in order to present dI-domains as stable information sys-
tems in (Zha89a, Zha89b], while more recently, in (Zha92], Zhang used disjunctive systems 
in order to present algebraic L-domains. 
Definition 6.1.1 An algebraic information system6 is a structure 
A= (IAI, 1-), 
where 
• IAI is a set, called the carrier, and 
• I-~ (pftnlAI \ {0}) x pjAI is a relation, called the consequence relation. 
2See [RE87, Bar91], for example. 
3 They referred to such structures as almost deterministic domains, however. 
4These non-deterministic information systems were christened almost deterministic information systems 
by the authors. 
5 Zhang's approach in [Zha91] differs from that in [Zha89c], however. In [Zha89c] generalised information 
systems were used, while Zhang introduced sequent structures in (Zha91]. 
6 The reason for choosing this name will become apparent in Section 6.2, when I demonstrate how 
algebraic information systems describe algebraic dcpo's. 
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Accompanying this structure is the following set of axioms which must be satisfied: 
(ii) (Va1,a2 E IAl)[({at} f- {a2} and {a2} f- {at})=> (a 1 = a2)] 
(i2) (VA' E pfinlAI \ {0})[(a' EA')=> (A' f- {a'})] 
( i3) (\fa E IAl)(VA1 E pfi11 IAI \ {0} )(VA2 E rlAI) 
[({a} f-• Ai and Ai f- A2) => (::la2 E A2)[{a} f- {a2}]] 
(i4) (VA1 E pfinlAI \ {0})(VA2,A3,A4 E rlAJ) 
[(Ai f- A3 and A2 ~ A3 and (Va2 E A2)[ { a2} f- A4]) => 
(A1 f- (A3 \ A2) U A4)] 
( i5) (VA1 E pfinlAI \ {0} )(::lA2 E pjAl)[A1 f-•• A2]· 
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In presenting the above axioms, I have employed two notational devices which abbreviate 
·the presentation considerably. In order to define formally these items of notation, let 
Ai E pfinlAI \ {0}, and let A2 E rlAI. Then 
• (A1 f-* A2) {::} (Va2 E A2)[A1 f- { a2}], and 
0 
Of the five axioms in Definition 6.1.1, axioms (il)-(i4) can be interpreted in classically 
logical terms. For example, axiom (i2) is a fairly straight-forward reflexivity condition, 
while axioms (i3)-(i4) can perhaps be described as hybrid transitivity conditions. As far as 
I can see, axiom (i5) doesn't have any purely logical interpretation - it is a very specialised 
condition which can be altered in order to present the objects of different categories of 
domains. 
Once again, an algebraic information system A should be regarded as a propositional 
theory, and the elements of the carrier set IAI should be interpreted as propositions. As 
a matter of fact, an algebraic information system A is a classical Gentzen-style deductive 
system - given A1 E pfinlAI \ {0} and A2 E rlAI, the sequent 
should be interpreted as indicating that the conjunction of the propositions in A1 entails 
the disjunction of the propositions in A 2 • As advertised, algebraic information systems offer 
logical descriptions of domains. Exploring the relationship between algebraic information 
systems and domains is, however, a task reserved for the sections following this one. For 
now, I wish to focus my attention on the purely logical properties of algebraic information 
systems. 
I have, throughout the course of this section, referred (rather loosely) to information 
systems as logical systems or as deductive systems. The terms logical system and deductive 
system are, however, laden with a certain amount of theoretical baggage, in the sense 
that there are some primitive features which must be displayed by any formal system for 
reasoning in before either of the epithets logical system and deductive system can justifiably 
be applied to it. Gabbay takes up the story in [Gab90]: 
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We begin with the notion of a deductive (logical) system. Traditionally, to 
present a logic L, we need to first present the set of well-formed formulas of 
that logic. This is the language of the logic. We specify the sets of atomic 
formulas, connectives, quantifiers and the set of well-formed formulas. Secondly, 
we mathematically define the notion_of consequence, that is, for sets of formulas 
~ and formulas Q, we define the consequence relation ~ f-L Q, which is read 
"Q follows from ~-in the logic L". The consequence relation is defined to satisfy 
the following intuitive properties: (~,~'abbreviates~ U ~'). 
Reflexivity 
Monotonicity 
~ f- Q if Q E ~ 
~ f- Q 
~,~' f- Q 
Transitivity (Cut) ~ f- A; ~',A f- Q 
--~....,...--; -~_,.,-,-f--Q~--'--
These three properties have appeared to constitute minimal and most natural 
conditions for a logical system, given that the main applications of logic were 
in mathematics and philosophy. 
The above notions were essentially put forward by Tarski[Tar56] in 1936 and are 
referred to as Tarski consequence. Scott[Sco74], inspired by Gabbay[Gab69], 
generalised the notion to allow Q to be a set of formulas r. The basic relation 




~ f- r if ~ n r =f 0 
~ f- r 
~,~'f-f 
~,A f- r; ~, f- A, r' 
~,~' f- r,r' 
Scott further showed that for any Tarski consequence relation f- there exist two 
Scott consequence relations (a maximal one and a minimal oqe) that agree with 
it, namely, that ~ f- A (Tarski) iff ~ f- {A} (Scott). 
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The remainder of this section is devoted to showing that algebraic information systems 
are, in fact, deductive systems (in the formal sense, as outlined by Gabbay in the extract 
quoted above). fo particular, I will demonstrate that the consequence relation of every 
algebraic information system is a Scott consequence relation. 
Lemma 6.1.1 Let A= (IAl,f-) be an algebraic information system. Then 
(Va' E A')[ {a'} f- A'], 
for all A' E pl Al. 
Proof Let A' E plAI. if A'= 0, then there is nothing to prove, otherwise let a' E A'. It is 
vacuously true that 
(Va E 0)[{a} f- A'\ {a'}]. 
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Also, by axiom (,i2), 
{a'} f- {a'}. 
Consequently, by axiom (i4), 
\ 
{a'} f- ({a'}\ 0) U (A'\ {a'})= A'. 
This establishes the desired result. 
Lemma 6.1.2 Let A= (IAl,f-) be an algebraic information system. Then 
(Ai f- A2 and A2 ~ A3) =? (Ai f- A3), 
for all Ai E ~finlAI \ {0} and all A2, A3 E ~IAI. 
Proof Let Ai E ~finlAI \ {0}, and let A2, A3 E ~IAI. Furthermore, suppose that 
Ai f- A 2 , and that 
A2 ~ A3. 
Then, by Lemma 6.1.1, we know that 
(Va2 E A2)[{a2} f- A3]· 
Consequently, by applying axiom (i4), 
Ai f- (A2 \ A2) U A3 = A3. 
This establishes the desired result. 
0 
0 
We shall now demonstrate that the consequence relations of algebraic information sys-
tems are reflexive, according to Scott's notion of reflexivity. 
Proposition 6.1.1 (Reflexivity) Let A = (IAI, f-) be an algebraic information system. 
Then 
(Ai n A2 =f 0) =? (Ai f- A2), 
for all Ai E ~finlAI \ {0} and all A2 E ~JAi. 
Proof Let Ai E ~finlAI \ {0}, and let A2 E ~IAI. Suppose, also, that 
a E Ai n A2, 
for some a E JAi. Then, according to axiom (i2), 
Ai f- {a}. 
But, by Lemma 6.1.1, 
{a}f-A2. 
So, putting everything together with axiom (i4), we have 
Ai f- ({a}\ {a}) U A2 = A2. 
This gives us the desired result. 0 
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We now verify that the consequence relations of algebraic information systems are also 
monotone, in the sense described by Scott. 
Proposition 6.1.2 (Monotonicity) Let A = (IAI, f--) be an algebraic information sys-
tem. Then 
(A1 ~ A2 and Ai f-- A3) => (A2 f-- A3), 
for all A1, A2 E pfl"IAI \ {0} and all A3 E p!Aj. 
Proof To start with, let A1, A2 E pfl"IAI \ {0}, and let A3 E plAI. Now, suppose that 
A 1 ~ A 2 , and that 
A1 f-- A3. 
By axiom (i5), 
for some A4 E pjAI. Thus, 
Consequently, since A1 ~ A2, we have 
This, together with the fact that A1 f-- A3 , means that 
for all a4 E A4 , by axiom (i3). So, by applying Lemma 6.1.2, we can deduce that 
Finally now, since A2 f--** A4 implies that A2 f-- A4 , axiom (i4) informs us that 
This establishes the desired result. D 
Finally, we will now show that the consequence relations of algebraic information sys-
tems satisfy Scott's transitivity condition. 
Proposition 6.1.3 (Transitivity) Let A= (IAI, f--) be an algebraic information system. 
Then · , 
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for all Ai, A2 E pfi11 IAI \ {0} and all A3, A4 E pjAj, and for all a E IA!. 
Proof Let Ai, A2 E pfi11 IAI \ {0}, let A3, A4 E pjAj, and let a E jAj. Suppose, also, that 
AiU{a}f-A3 , and that 
A2 f- A4 U {a}. 
Now, by axiom (i5), 
Ai U A2 f-** As, 
for some As E pjAj. If As = 0, then 
Ai U A2 f- 0, 
and so we need not go any further, because 
Ai U A2 f- A3 U A4 
follows from Lemma 6.1.2. Otherwise, we know that 
(Vas E As)[{ as} f-* A2]· 
This, in conjunction with the fact that 
A 2 f- A4 U {a}, 
indicates that 
(:la4 E A4)[{as} f- {a4}] or {as} f- {a}, 
for all as E As, by axiom (i3). So, letting as E As, we have two cases to consider. 
• If (3a 4 E A4)[{as} f- {a4}], then 
{as} f- A3 U A4, 
by Lemma 6.1.2. 
• In the second case, we have {as} f- {a}. Now, because A1 UA2 f-** As, it follows that 
{as} f-* Ai. 
This can be extended to 
{as} f-* Ai U {a}, 
since {as} f- {a}. So, because Ai U {a} f- A3 , axiom (i3) yields 
Consequently, 
by Lemma 6.1.2, again. 
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From the above case analysis, it follows that 
(Vas E As)[ {as} f- A3 U A4]· 
But, we know that A1 U A2 f- As, and so a~iom (i4) produces 
Ai U A2 f- (As\ As) U (A3 U A4) = A3 U A4. 
This ends the proof. 
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In closing this section, I should draw attention to the fact that, in order to achieve a 
logical presentation of w-algebraic bifinite domains in [Zha91, Part I, Chapter 3], Zhang 
introduced structures which he called sequent structures. Zhang's approach in introducing 
sequent structures is the exact opposite of the approach I followed in Definition 6.1.1. This 
is because, whereas the algebraic information systems of Definition 6.1.1 are accompanied 
by a host of axioms which allow one to derive the reflexivity, monotonicity and transi-
tivity of their consequence relations, Zhang's sequent structures are defined to satisfy the 
'conditions of reflexivity, monotonicity and transitivity to start with. 
6.2 A Presentation of Algebraic Dcpo's 
As was the case with the pre-locales considered in Section 5.2, algebraic information systems 
are logical theories which present domains by axiomatising the behavior of their open 
subsets. In order for an algebraic information system to generate a domain, there has to 
be a way in which the elements of this domain can be distilled from the structure of the 
algebraic information system. 
Definition 6.2.1 Let A= (IAI, f-) be an algebraic information system. A set E E pl Al is 
called an element generated by A if and only if 
(E' f- A'):::;. (En A'# 0), 
for all sets E' E pfin E \ {0} and A' E pl Al. We write EA for the set of elements generated 
by A. o 
The essential message of Definition 6.2.l is that, given an algebraic information system 
A = (IAI, f-), the elements generated by it are precisely the deductively closed subsets of 
IAJ. What I mean by this statement is that every element E generated by A is a subset 
of A which has the property that no finite conjunction of premises. chosen from E can 
generate a set of conclusions which contains no propositions within E. Furthermore, it 
also follows from Definition 6.2.1 that the elements generated by A are all consistent, in 
the sense that 
•( E' f- ~), 
for all E' E pfinE \ {0} and all EE EA. 
The next sequence of results will demonstrate that the elements generated by an al-
gebraic information system are the elements of an algebraic dcpo whose order relation is 
subset inclusion. We start by showing that algebraic information systems generate dcpo's. 
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Lemma 6.2.1 Let A = (I A I, f-) be an algebraic information system. Then (EA,~) zs a 
dcpo. 
Proof Firstly, it is clear that 0 vacuously satisfies the condition in Definition 6.2. l. Thus 
0 E EA, and so (EA,~) has a bottom element. In order to verify that every directed 
subset of (EA,~) has a least upper bound, it is enough to show that the union of the 
contents of each directed subset of (EA,~) is an element of EA. To this end, let £ ~ EA 
be directed with respect to· subset inclusion. In addition, let A1 E g:i1n(U £) \ {0} satisfy 
Ai f- A2, 
for some A2 E rlAI. Now, since Ai~ U£, we know that 
for all a1 E A1 • But, since A1 is a finite set, and because £ is directed with respect to 
subset inclusion, we must have 
(Va1 E Ai)[Ea 1 ~ E], 
·for some E E £. In this case, A1 E rfln E \ {0}, and since EE EA, we know that 
Consequently, 
as well. 0 
I will now introduce some notation which will help us establish a grip on the compact 
elements of the dcpo generated by an algebraic informati~ system. Let A = (IA!, f-) be 
an algebraic information system. Then we define the set { ai} E rlAI by 
{~} = {a2 E IAI I {ai} f- {a2}}, 
for all ai E IAI. 
Lemma 6.2.2 Let A = (IAI, f-) be an algebraic information system. Then 
-{a} E EA, 
for all a E IAI. 
Proof Let a E IAI. Suppose, also, that Ai E rfin{a} \ {0}, and that 
Ai f- A2, 
for some A2 E rlAI. Then 
{a} f-'" Ai, 
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and so, by axiom (i3), 
-for some a2 E A2 • Consequently, a2 E {a}, and so 
The desired result follows from Definition 6.2.1. 0 
-Lemma 6.2.3 Let A= (IAI, 1-) be an algebraic information system. Then {a} is a compact 
element of(EA,~), for all a E jAj. 
Proof Let a 1 E IAI, and let £ ~ EA be a directed subset of (E, ~). Suppose, further, that 
{ai}~LJ£. 
By axiom (i2), we know that a1 E {~. This means that a 1 E U £, and so 
a1 EE, 
for some E E £. Now, suppose that 
for some a2 E jAj. Then Definition 6.2.1 informs us that a2 E E. This means that 
-( a2 E { ai}) => (a2 E E), 
for all a2 E IAI, and so 
-{ai}~E, 
which implies that {-;;} E (EA)0 . 0 
Lemma 6. 2 .4 Let A = (I A j, f-) be an algebraic information system, and let E E EA\ { 0}. 
Then the set 
-{{e}jeEE} 
is a directed subset of(EA,~). 
Proof Let e1 , e2 E E. Then, by axiom (i5), 
for some A' E pjAj. Since {e1,e2} ~ E, and.because {e1,e2} I- A', Definition 6.2.1 ensures 
that 
En A'# 0. 
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So, let a' EE n A'. Since a' EA', and because {e1, e2} f--** A', we have 
{a'} f--* {e1,e2}. 
In other words, 
{a'} f-- {et}, and 
{a'}f--{e2}. 
By axiom (i3), then, 
( {et} f-- {a}) =? ( {a'} f-- {a}), and 
({e2} f-- {a})=? ({a'} f-- {a}), 
for all a E IAI. Thus, 
{~ ~ {7}, and 
{;;} ~ {7}. 
So, since a' E E, we can conclude that the set 
{WieEE} 
is directed with respect to subset inclusion. 0 
Lemma 6.2.5 Let A= (IAI, f--) be an algebraic information system. Then every compact 
element of(EA,~), with the exception of0, is of the form (a}, for some a E IA!. 
Proof Let E E EA be a non-empty compact element of (EA,~). Since, by axiom (i2), 
{e} f-- {e}, 
for all e E E, it follows that 
e E {e}, 
for all e EE, and so 
E~U{WieEE}. 
Now, by Lemri1a 6.2.4, 
{WleEE} 
is a directed subset of (EA,~). The least upper bound of this directed subset of (EA,~) 
is its union, and we have already seen that E is contained in this union. Consequently, the 
compactness of E ensures that 
--E ~ {e'}, 
for some e' E E. But, by Definition 6.2.1, 
({e'} f-- {a})=? (a EE), 
for all a E jAj. Consequently, 
{7} ~ E. 
--So, E = { e'}, and this concludes the proof. 0 
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Proposition 6.2.1 Let A= (IAl,f--) be an algebraic information system. Then (EA,~) 
is an algebraic dcpo. 
Proof Lemma 6.2.3 and Lemma 6.2.5 imply that 
(EA) 0 = {{a} I a E IAI} U {0}. 
Now, let E E EA. In order to prove this proposition, we must establish that 
• the set lEA { E} n (EA) 0 is a directed subset of (EA,~), and that 
• E = U(lEA {E} n (EA)0 ). 
If E = 0, then there is nothing to prove, otherwise, if e E E, then 
({e} f- {a})::::;. (a EE), 
for all a E jAj, by Definition 6.2.1, and hence 
-{ e} ~ E. 
Conversely, if {a} ~ E, for some a E !Al, then, by axiom (i2), 
-
a E {a}, 
and so we have 
a EE. 
All in all, then, 
({a}~ E) {::}(a EE), 
for all a E jAj. This means that 
lEA {E} n (EA) 0 = {{e} I e EE} U {0}. 
Lemma 6.2.4 now testifies to the directedness of lEA {E} n (EA) 0 . So, all that remains is 
for us to show that the least upper bound of this set is, in fact, E. By axiom (i2), again, 
-e E { e }, 
for all e E E, and so 
-E ~ U{ { e} I e E E}. 
Also, since Definition 6.2.1 ensures that 
( { e} f- {a}) ::::;. (a E E), 
for all e E E and all a E IAI, we can conclude that 
-{ e} ~ E, 
for all e E E. Consequently, 
E = U(lEA { E} n (EA)0 ). 
This is the desired result. 0 
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Having described how algebraic information systems generate algebraic dcpo's, I will 
now show that algebraic information systems can also be extracted from algebraic dcpo's. 
Definition 6.2.2 Let (P,~) be an algebraic dcpo. Then the structure Ap = (jApj,f-p), 
where 
• JAPI is a set defined by 
and where 
• f-p ~ (pfi0 JAPI \ {0}) x pJAPI is a relation defined by 
for all Ai E pfi0 JAPI \ {0} and all A2 E pJApJ, is called the canonical information system 
associated with (P, ~). D 
The message of the next result is that the canonical information system associated with 
every algebraic dcpo is an algebraic information system. 
Proposition 6.2.2 Let (P, ~) be an algebraic dcpo. Then AP is an algebraic information 
system. 
Proof Verifying that Ap satisfies axioms (i 1 )-(i4) in Definition 6.1. l is undemanding. 
Here I will only examine axiom (i5). To do this, let Ai E pfi0 IAPI \ {0}. Now, by 
Proposition 3.3.4, we know that 
{j {po} I po E Po} 
is a basis for Li( P). Thus, by looking at Definition 6.2.2, we observe that 
So, since Ai is a finite set, it follows that 
nAi E Li(P). 
From the fact that 
forms a basis for S(P), together with the fact that n Ai doesn't contain 1-, we can deduce 
that 
for some A2 E jApj. This means two things: 
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for all A2 E A2 • In other words, 
which proves that Ap satisfies axiom (i5). 0 
On the basis of Definition 6.2.2 and Proposition 6.2.2, we can observe an interesting 
difference between algebraic information systems and pre-locales. Suppose that ( P, ~) 
is an algebraic dcpo which has a pre-localic representation. As was seen in Section 5.2, 
the pre-locale which presents ( P, ~) axiomatises the relationships between the elements of 
KDP. It is now evident that an algebraic information system which presents (P, ~) only 
captures the behaviour of 
{i {po} I po E po\ {1-} }, 
which is a sub-family of KDP. 
The final task of this section involves proving two propositions. The essence of these 
two results is that 
• every algebraic dcpo is presented by a logical theory which is nothing other than its 
canonical information system, and that 
• every ,algebraic information system can be regarded as the canonical information 
system associated with some algebraic dcpo. 
Before proving these two propositions, we need to consider what it means for two algebraic 
information systems to be isomorphic. 
Definition 6.2.3 Let A = (IAI, f-- A) and B = (IBI, f--a) be algebraic information systems. 
Then a function 
(): IAI ---+ IBI 
is an isomorphism between A and B if and only if 
• () is bijective, and 
• ({O(ai) I ai E Ai} f--a {O(a2) I a2 E A2}) {:} (A1 f--A A2), 
for all Ai E s:/1nlAI \ {0} and all A2 E plAI. 0 
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Proposition 6.2.3 Let ( P, ~) be an algebraic dcpo. Then 
(P, ~) ~ (EAp, ~). 
Proof The isomorphism pair implicit in the statement of this result is ( </J, ijJ ). The function 
is defined by 
rjJ(p) = {jp{p0 } I p0 E lP{P} n (P0 \ {1-p})}, 
for all p E P, while the function 
is defined by 
. 'ljJ(E) = LJp{po E po\ {1-p} I jp{po} EE}, 
for all E E EAp. 
Because of the length of this proof, I will only show that the function rjJ is well-defined 
and directed-continuous. So, let p E P. If p = 1-p, then 
</>(p) = 0 
= 1-E.Ap· 
. Otherwise, if p f:. 1-p, then rjJ(p) f:. 0. In this case, let 
{jp{p?} I l ~ i ~ n} E ~ftn(</>(p)) \ {0} 
be an arbitrary non-empty finite subset of </>(p), for some n E w such that 
for all 1 ~ i ~ n. Now, assume that 
where I is some index set such that 
p~ E po\ {1-p}, 
for all a E /. In other words, 
Since the algebraicity of (P, ~) implies that lP {p} n P0 is a directed subset of (P, ~), we 
can conclude that 
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for some p* E lP {p} n ( P0 \ { l..} ). Thus, 
i p {p*} ~ n{i p {p?} 11 :S i ~ n} 
::::} iP {p*} ~ U{iP {p~ I a EI} 
::::} p*EU{iP{P~}laEI} 
::::} (3(1 E /)[p* E iP {p~}]. 
Consequently, 
p~ ~ p* ~ p, 
and, by the definition of the function </>, this means that 
jp {p13} E </>(p). 
From this we can conclude that 
</>(p) n {ip {p~} I a EI}# 0, 
and so <f>.(p) satisfies the condition in Definition 6.2.1. In other words, 
</>(p) E EAp, 
and so </> is well-defined. In order to prove that the function </> is directed-continuous, we 
first observe that its monotonicity follows immediately from its definition. Now, let P' ~ P 
be a directed subset of ( P, ~). Then, by the rilonotonici ty of </>, 
{ </>(p') Ip' E P'} 
is a directed subset of (EAp, ~), and its least upper bound is given by 
U{ </>(p') Ip' E P'} E EAp. 
The monotonicity of </> also ensures that 
</>(p') ~ </>(LJp P')' 
f<:Jr all p' E P', and so 
U{ </>(p') Ip' E P'} ~ </>(LJpP'). 
For the opposite direction, let iP {p0 } E </>(LJpP'), for some p0 E P0 \ {l..}. By the 
definition of </>, 
Po ~ LJpP'. 
By the compactness of p0 , and because P' is directed, we _can deduce that 
po~ p*, 
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for some p* E P'. Then 
j P {p0 } E </J(p*), 
and so 
j p {p0 } E U{ <P(p') Ip' E P'}. 
Hence, 
<P(LJpP') ~ U{ <P(p') Ip' E P'}, 
from which we conclude that <P is a directed-continuous function. 
The remainder of the proof involves checking the well-definedness and the directed-
continuity of 7/J, and determining that <P and 7/J are inverses. I shall omit these details, 
however. 0 
Proposition 6.2.4 Let A= (IAI, f-) be an algebraic information system. Then 
Proof The isomorphism needed to prove this proposition is the function 
which is defined by 
-O(a) = iEA {{a}}, 
for all a E IAI. 
Firstly, by Lemma 6.2.3 and Lemma 6.2.5, 
(EA)0 \ {1-EA} = {{a} I a E IAI}. 
This, together with Definition 6.2.2, indicates that (}is well-defined. Now, suppose that 
for some ai, a2 E IAI. It follows, then, that 
{;;-} = {-;;;}. 
But, by axiom (i2), 
-a1 E {~}, and 
a2 E { a2}· 
So, we must have 
ai E { a2}, and ·-a2 E {ai}, 
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as well. By axiom (i 1 ), then, 
and so () is injective. The surjectivity of() follows directly from the fact that 
Having established that () is bijective, I shall now prove that () satisfies half of the second 
condition in Definition 6.2.3. To do this, suppose that 
Ai f-- A2, 
for some A1 E pfinlAI \ {0} and some A2 E pjAj. If 
n{O(at) I ai E At}= 0, 
then 
follows without any effort. On the other hand, if 
n{ 0( at) I ai E At} =/. 0, 
then let 
EE n{O(at) I ai E Ai}, 
for some EE EA. In other words, 
{at}~E, 
for all a1 E A1 • So, since axiom (i2) indicates that 
for all a1 E A 1 , we know that 
Because A1 f-- A2 , we have 
-by Definition 6.2.1. So, let a~ E En A2 • Then Definition 6.2.1 also ensures that 
({a;} f-- {a})=:;. (a EE), 
for all a E jAj. In other words, 
{a;}~ E, 
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and so 
EE O(a;). 
We can conclude, then, that 
and, consequently, 
This demonstrates that 
I will omit proving the opposite implication. 0 
.6.3 A Presentation of Coherent Algebraic Dcpo's 
As ii:1dicated by the title of this section, we will now place a restriction upon algebraic 
information systems so that they only generate coherent algebraic dcpo's. This requires a 
fairly superficial modification of Definition 6.1.1, by strengthening axiom (i5). 
Definition 6.3.1 A coherent algebraic information system is an algebraic information 
system A = (IAI, f-) which satsfies 
(i5a) (VA1 E pflnlAI \ {0})(:JA2 E pflnlAl)[A1 f-** A2], 
instead of axiom (i5). 0 
The next step is to verify that coherent algebraic information systems do, in fact, 
present coherent algebraic dcpo's. 
Proposition 6.3.1 Let A= (IAl,f-) be a coherent algebraic information system. Then 
(EA, s:;;;) is a coherent algebraic dcpo. 
Proof By Proposition 6.2.1, we know that (EA, s:;;;) is an algebraic dcpo. All that remains, 
then, is for us to verify that (EA) 0 has property M. To do this, remember that 
(EA)0 ={{a} I a E IAI} U {0}, 
by Lemma 6.2.3 and Lemma 6.2.5. Now, it is easily observed that 
• mub0 = _l_EA = 0, and that 
• mub£ = mub(£ \ {0} ), 
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for all E ~fin (EA) 0 • Thus, in order to demonstrate that (EA) 0 has property M, it is 
enough for us to show that muhE.is complete and finite, for all non-empty finite subsets 
of (EA) 0 which don't contain l_EA = 0. Such a set can be written as 
{ {--;;;-} Ii E I} ~fin {{a} I a E !Al}, 
where I is a non-empty finite index set such that 
ai E IA!, 
_for all i E /. By axiom (i5a), 
{ ai I i E I} f-** A', 
for some A' E rfinlAI. Then 
{a'} f-* {ai Ii EI}, 
for all a E A'. This, together with axiom (i3), allows us to deduce that 
(Va' E A')(Vi E /)[( { ai} f- {a}) :::} ( {a'} f- {a})], 
for all a E IA!. Consequently, 
(Vi E I) [ {--;;;-} ~ {a'}], 
for all a' E A'. This means that 
{{--;,}I a' EA'}~ uh{ {ai} Ii EI}. 
Now, if 
then there is nothing to prove, since, under this condition, the set of minimal upper bounds 
of { { ai} I i E I}, being empty, is obviously complete and finite. On the other hand, if 
uh{{-;;;} I i E I} :f; 0, 
then I will show that the~ { {--;,-} I a' E A'} of upper bounds of { {--;;;-} Ii E I} is a complete 
set of upper bounds of { { ai} I i E I}. To do this, suppose that 
-E E uh{ { ai} I i E I}, 
for some E E EA. Since axiom (i2) tells us that 
ai E { ai}, 
for all i E I, we know that 
{ ai I i E I} ~ E. 
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But, it is also true that 
{ ai I i E I} f-- A', 
and so 
En A' :j; 0, 
159 
by Definition 6.2.1. By letting a* E En A', then, we observe, by Definition 6.2.1 again, 
that 
({a*} f- {a})~ (a EE), 
for all a E IA!, since a* E E. Consequently, 
{a*}~ E. 
But, a* E A' means that 
{-;;) E { {-;,-} I a' E A'}, 
and so { {-;,-} I a' E A'} is a complete set of upper bounds of { {-;-} I i E f}. The fact that 
A' is a finite set means that 
mub{ {-;-} Ii E I} ~ { {-;,-} I a' E A'} 
is complete and finite, by the discussion following Lemma 4.3.1. 0 
Naturally, it is also the case that the canonical information system associated with 
every coherent algebraic dcpo is a coherent algebraic information system. 
Proposition 6.3.2 Let ( P, ~) be a coherent algebraic dcpo. Then Ap is a coherent alge-
braic information system. 
Proof We know, by Proposition 6.2.2, that Ap is an algebraic information system. All we 
have to do, then, is verify that Ap satisfies axiom (i5a). To do this, let A 1 E g:JfinlAPI \ {0}. 
In Proposition 6.2.2 we showed that 
nA1 = UA2, 
for some A2 E g:JjApj. But, the fact that (P, 2;(P)) is a coherent topological space means 
that finite intersections of elements of Kf!P are elements of Kf!P, once again. So, since 
A1 ~fin IAPI ~ Kf!P, 
it follows that 
nA1 E Kf!P. 
Consequently, 
nA1 = UA~, ., 
for some finite sub-family A~ ~fin A2, by the compactness of n A1 . In other words, 
A1 f-j,* A~, 
which confirms that Ap satisfies axiom (i5a). 0 
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The next result furnishes us with the interesting insight that, given a coherent algebraic 
information system A= (IAl,f-), we can regard the consequence relation f- as being of the 
form 
This very neatly illustrates the statement I made in Section 5.1 that, in terms of logical 
presentations of topological spaces, coherence cashes out as the adequacy of finitary syntax. 
Proposition 6.3.3 Let A = (IAI, f-) be a coherent algebraic information system. Then 
(A1 f- A2) :::} (3A; ~fin A2)[A1 f- A;J, 
for all Ai E pfinlAI \ {0} and all A2 E pl Al. 
Proof Suppose that 
.A1 f- A2, 
for some A1 E pfin!AI \ {0} and some A2 E plAI. By axiom (i5a), we know that 
A f-** A' 
1 ' 
for some A' E pfinlAI. Consequently, 
for all a' E A'. Axiom (i3) now says that, for each a' E A', we can choose an a2 E A2 such 
that 
Because A' is a finite set, these elements of A 2 form a finite set, which I will write as 
A~ ~fin A2• Then 
for all a' E A', and so, by Lemma 6.1.2, 
(Va' EA')[{ a'} f- A;J. 
Takin'g the above into account, and bearing in mind that Ai f- A', we can apply axiom (i4) 
to deduce that 
The desired result now follows from the finiteness of A;. 0 
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6.4 A Presentation of Bifinite Domains 
In order to restrict coherent algebraic information systems so that they only generate 
bifinite domains, we once again strengthen axiom (i5). The way in which this axiom 
should be modified is derived from the third condition in Theorem 4.3.5. 
Definition 6.4.1 A bifinite information system is a coherent algebraic information system 
A= (jAj, f-) which satsfies 
(i5b) (VA1 E p8 DIAl)(3A2 E p8 nlAI) 
[A1 ~ A2 and (VA~ E pA2 \ {0} )(:JA~ E pA2)[A~ f-** A~]], 
instead of axiom (i5a). 0 
Proposition 6.4.1 Let A= (IAI, f-) be a bifinite information system. Then (EA,~) is a 
bifinite domain. 
Proof By Proposition 6.3.1, we know that (EA, ~) is a coherent algebraic dcpo. According 
to Theorem 4.3.3, we now only have to prove that U 00 £ is finite, for all E ~fin (EA) 0 • By 
resorting to a similar argument as that employed in the proof of Proposition 6.3.1, we 
observe that it is enough for us to demonstrate that the set 
U 00 { {~ Ii EI} 
is finite, where I is a non-empty finite index set such that 
ai E jAj, 
for all i E { Now, by axiom (i5b ), 
{ ai I i E I} ~ B and 
(VB1 E pB \ {0})(3B2 E pB)[B1 f-** B2J, 
for some B E p8 n!AI. Since { ai Ii E I} ~ B, it follows that 
U 0 { {~Ii EI} = {{~}Ii EI} 
·~ {{bflbEB}. 
For the inductive step, suppose that 
for some n E w. In. this case, let 
-where B1 E pB \ {0}, be any non-empty subset of un{ {ai} Ii EI}. Thus we know that 
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for some B2 E pB. Then 
for all b2 E B2 . This, together with axiom (i3), allows us to deduce that 
for all a E jAj. Consequently, 
for all b2 E B2 . This means that 
Now, if 
ub{ {bJ I b1 E Bi} = 0, 
then 
mub{ {bJ I b1 E Bi}~ {{b} I b EB}. 
If this isn't the case, however, I will now show that { {b;} I b2 E B 2 } is a complete 'set of 
upper bounds of {{bJ I b1 _E Bi}. Suppose that 
-EE ub{ {bi} I b1 E Bi}, 
for some E E EA. Since axiom (i2) tells us that 
for all b1 E B1, we know that 
Bi EE. 
This, together with the fact that B1 f- B2 , ensures that 
by Definition 6.2.1. So, letting a* E En B2 , Definition 6.2.1 legislates that 
({a*} f- {a})=> (a EE), 
. 
for all a E !Al, since a* E E. Consequently, 
{~~E. 
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But, a* E B2 means that 
{~} E { {b;} I b2 E B2}, 
and so { {b;"} I b2 E B2} is a complete set of upper bounds of { {b;} I b1 E B1 }. The fact 
that B 2 is a finite set means that 
. by the discussion following Lemma 4.3.1. We can now easily deduce that 
un+l { { ai} I i E I} ~ { { b} I b E B}. 
By a process of induction, then, we have demonstrated that 
-
U 00 { { ai} I i E /} ~ { { b} I b E B}. 
-Since B is a finite set, the set U 00 { { ai} Ii E I} must also be finite. D 
To end this section, we note that the canonical information system associated with 
every bifinite domain is a bifinite information system. 
Proposition 6.4.2 Let ( P, ~) be a bifinite domain. Then Ap is a bifinite information 
system. 
Proof By Proposition 6.3.2, we know that Ap is a coherent algebraic information system. 
Our only task, then, is to verify that Ap satisfies axiom (i5b ). Because axiom (i5b) is so 
unwieldy, and because the result we want to prove has basically already been established 
in Theorem 4.3.6, I am not going to proceed any further here. . D 
6.5 A Presentation of Scott Domains 
Once again, the task of restricting bifinite information systems so that only generate Scott 
domains requires the strengthening of axiom (i5b ). The third condition in Theorem 4.5.1 
provides us with a clue as to how to refine axiom (i5b) in order to present Scott domains. 
Definition 6.5.1 A Scott information system is a bifinite information system A= (IAI, f-) 
which satsfies 
(i5c) (YA' E ~finlAI \ {0})[•(A' f- 0) =? (3a E IAl)[A' f-"" {a}]], 
instead of axiom (i5b). D 
The next result confirms that Scott information systems do, in fact, present Scott 
domains. 
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Proposition 6.5.1 Let A = (IAI, f-) be a Scott information system. Then (EA,~) zs a 
Scott domain. 
Proof By Proposition 6.2.1, we know that (EA,~) is an algebraic dcpo. To demonstrate 
the (EA,~) is a also Scott domain, I will now resort to Lemma 4.5.2. By that lemma, we 
only have to show that every consistent pair of elements of (EA) 0 has a least upper bound 
in order to be sure that (EA,~) is a Scott domain. Now, we are familiar with the fact 
that 
(EA) 0 = {fa} I a E IAIJ U {0}. 
So, let us consider the case where{;;} and {~} are consistent elements of (EA) 0 , for some 
at, a2 E IA!. In other wo~ds, 
for some EE EA. Now, by axiom (i2), 
a1 E {at}, and -a2 E { a2}· 
In other words, 
By Definiti0n 6.2.1, then, we have 
So, according to axiom (i5c ), 
{at, a2} f-** {a*}, 
for some a* E IA!. Thus 
and so, by axiom (i3), 
( { ai} f- {a}) => ( {a*} f- {a}), 
for all a E IAI, and for i E { 1, 2}. Consequently, 
{~}, {~} ~ {;;}. 
Thus {;:;-} is an upper bound of { {;;}, {~} }. In order to show that {;:;-} is, in fact, the 
least upper bound of this set, suppose that 
{;;}, {~} ~ E, 
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for some E E EA. By axiom (i2), 
al E {at}, and -a2 E {a2}. 
Consequently, 
{a1,a2}~E. 
So, because {a1,a2} f- {a*}, we can conclude from Definition 6.2.1 that 
a* EE. 
Because of this, Definition 6.2.1 also assures us that 
-{a*}~ E. 
This is exactly the result we wanted. 
165 
0 
As expected, the canonical information system associated with a Scott domain is a 
Scott information system. 
Proposition 6.5.2 Let ( P, ~) be a Scott domain. Then Ap is a Scott information system . . 
Proof It is only required that we verify that Ap satisfies axiom (i5c ). To do this, suppose 
that 
i {p?} n i {pn i- 0' 
for some P?, pg E P0 \ { J_}. In other words, 
·( {r {pn, r {p~}} rp 0). 
Then there exists an element p E i {p?} n i {pg}. In this case, 
P?,p~ ~ p. 
By Lemma 4.5.2, it follows that 
p~ Up~ 
exists. Since we know that P? U pg E P0 , it follows that 
i {p~ up~} E IAPI· 
Finally, 
i {pn n i {pn = i {p~ u pg}' 
meaning that 
{i {p?}, i {p~}} f-j," {i {p~ up~}}, 
which is the desired result. 0 
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Scott information systems differ from the other logical systems considered in the current 
chapter in the sense that they don't really have the multiple conclusion feature evident 
in the other information systems. In other words, given a Scott information system A = 
(jAj,1--), all of the sequents arising from this structure are really of the form 
A' I- {a}, 
for some A' E pfl.n!AI \ {0} and some a E jAj. This is the content of the next result. 
Proposition 6.5.3 Let A= (IAI, I-) be a Scott information system. Then 
(Ai I- A2) =* ((3a2 E A2)[Ai I- {a2}] or A2 = 0), 
for all Ai E pfin!AI \ {0} and all A2 E pjAj. 
Proof Suppose that Ai f- A2, where Ai E pfl.n!AI \ {0} and A2 E pjAj. Suppose, also, that 
A2 =f 0. There are two cases to consider now. 
• If Ai f- 0, then 
for all a2 E A2 , follows from Lemma 6.1.2. 
• In the second case, -.(Ai I- 0). By axiom (i5c), then, we have 
Ai f- ** {a*}, 
for some a* E jAj. Thus 
{a*} I-* Ai . 
. Now, by axiom (i3), and remebering that Ai I- A2, we get 
for some a2 E A2 • Since Ai f- {a*}, we can now apply axiom (i4) and get 
In both of the above cases, we are able to generate a sequent of the desired form. D 
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We can now appreciate the similarities between the Scott information systems of Defini-
tion 6.5. l, and Scott's original information systems introduced in [Sco82). Scott's original 
theories were of the form 
(7J, ~'Con, 1--), 
where 1J is a. set of propositions, ~ is a special element of 1J (a least informative proposi-
tion), Con is a set of finite subsets of 1J (called the consistent sets of propositions), and I--
is a binary relation between members of Con and members of 7J. 
Given a Scott information system A= (IAl,1--), as defined in Definition 6.5.1, we can 
now define the set Con E SJfi11 IAI \ {0} by 
Con= {A' E SJfin \ {0} I •(A' I- 0)}. 
Proposition 6.5.3 now tells us that the consequence relation I- can be regarded as being of 
the form 
I-~ Con x IAI, 
which reveals a strong correspondence between A and the structures introduced by Scott. 
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